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Independent ATC takes
step forward in House
by Kerry Lynch
U.S. Rep. Bill Shuster’s (R-Pa.) plans for
a user-funded independent, not-for-profit
ATC organization took a step forward last
month as the House Transportation and
Infrastructure (T&I) Committee cleared
the proposal largely along party lines, but
several obstacles remain before the proposal can become reality.
Shuster unveiled his comprehensive
FAA reauthorization package early in
February, H.R.4441, the Aviation Innovation, Reform and Reauthorization

(AIRR) Act, detailing a six-year bill that
would fund FAA programs, improve certification procedures, reform unmanned
aircraft systems policies, reform thirdclass medical requirements and address
numerous other aviation issues along
with instituting a sweeping reform of the
nation’s ATC organization.
But once outlined, the focus of
H.R.4441 remained on the ATC proposal,
with lawmakers, aviation industry groups
and Washington think tanks lining up on

both sides of the proposal. In fact, nearly
everyone–except the FAA and the Senate Commerce Committee leadership–
expressed an opinion.
The Senate Commerce Committee
leadership is said to be watching the
proceedings closely before it moves forward with its reauthorization package, while the White House last month
released an FAA budget that does
not take a position but also does not
account for the proposal.
In favor are a number of the Transportation and Infrastructure Committee
Republicans, a number of Washington
think tanks, the National Air Traffic Controllers Association (Natca) and Airlines
for America (A4A), which has strongly
pushed the concept.
Continues on page 35 u

Operators unprepared
for EASA ‘Part-NCC’
by Ian Sheppard

Flight Training Special Report
High-profile accidents have drawn attention to flight training–and how to
improve it–and there are any number of theories about how to accomplish
that and turn out the high-quality, dedicated instructors the industry needs.
See report on page 20.
One idea gaining traction is to include in training more real-world
scenarios, and with that in mind AIN’s Matt Thurber completed an upset
recognition and recovery course. See report on page 42.

When the EASA’s new
Part-NCC (“Non-Commercial Complex”) rule takes
effect on August 25, many of
the smaller operations flying
corporate aircraft or aircraft
for individuals, including
some owner-flown aircraft,
in Europe will have to comply with a safety framework
similar to that for AOC-holders. Less than a year before
the rule takes effect, there
is confusion and opacity
on what Part-NCC involves
and some key areas have yet
to be resolved, according to
speakers at a January 28 conference run by Aeropodium.
Joel Hencks of AeroEx.eu,
who chaired the conference,
warned that there is “less than
eight months to go for this
deadline, which is a challenging one as most of the operators affected are not used
to the European regulatory
environment. After the deadline you must comply or be
grounded.”
Part-NCC requires an
“accountable manager” to
sign a “declaration” that
Part-NCC has been complied with, and this must be

Gatherings
Schedulers & Dispatchers
The 27th edition of the conference, with
the theme “Unlocking your potential,”
presented 30 educational sessions to a
record-breaking crowd. International ops
stood firm as a central topic. page 38

Industry
GAMA deliveries
Business jet handovers provided a bright
spot in a gloomy overall picture, as pistons
and turboprops declined year over year.
However, billings were down overall and
uncertainty lies ahead. page 6

Airports and FBOs
Signature/Landmark deal closes
BBA closed on its $2 billion deal to acquire
its competitor’s FBO and charter business.
The deal required it to shed several FBO
facilities and gives it its first foothold in
charter and management. page 6

Regulations
done by August. Preparation
means having a safety management system (SMS) in
place that provides an operations manual, MEL, recordkeeping and compliance with
various requirements, among
them training mandates. Performance and operating limitations and equipment all
have to be covered in detail
for each aircraft.
Tony Eagles, flight operations and policy specialist with
the UK CAA, said that the
declaration under Part-NCC
started a clock that meant the
competent authority has to do
at least one inspection in the
ensuing 48 months, and some
inspections must be unannounced. “We’re still considering how we’re going to do that
[and still waiting to be told]
what ‘an inspection’ means.”
Eagles noted that the law
has been in place for two years
now, “so there has been plenty
of opportunity for everyone in
aviation to get it right–for seven
years, since the NPA went out.
We haven’t got it right yet and
there are 246 days to go until
the rules become law.”
Continues on page 34 u

ICAO moves on CO2 emissions
The organization’s committee on
environmental protection recommended
a standard for aircraft carbon-dioxide
emissions that will affect all but the
smallest business jets. page 14
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In the 10 short years of Embraer Executive Jets, we’ve certified not one, but four clean-sheet designs. We elevated
the standards for the light jet category—and then established a new category of mid-size jets altogether. And today,
the world’s most delivered business jet is an Embraer. Such progress was only possible due to an amazing history
building commercial and military aircraft that achieved similar seemingly impossible accomplishments. Proving you
can come a long way in 10 years—when it’s preceded by 40 years of preparation.

Rethink Convention.
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As we go to press
BOMBARDIER BIZJET
SHIPMENTS FLAT IN ’15

COMPETITORS’ DELAYS
BENEFIT GULFSTREAM

Bombardier delivered 199
business jets last year–down
from 204 in 2014–and expects
shipments to drop by nearly a
quarter this year, to about 150
business aircraft, the company
said February 17. It will also lay
off 500 people at its business
aircraft segment and a further
6,500 at other divisions over
the next two years. Last year,
Bombardier Business Aircraft
had revenue of $6.996 billion,
down from $7.2 billion in 2014,
while recording a loss of $1.252
billion after a special writedown of
about $1.4 billion for the canceled
Learjet 85 program. It sustained
a $903 million loss in 2014 after
a $1.3 billion writedown for the
Learjet 85. After accounting for
Learjet 85 cancellations and
restructuring certain customer
agreements in the third quarter,
net sales were -21, compared
with 129 in the previous year.
Bombardier’s business jet
backlog stood at $17.2 billion as
of December 31, some $7 billion
lower than a year earlier.

Gulfstream’s G500 and G600 are
on track for certification next year
and in 2018, respectively, the
company reiterated last month at
the Singapore Airshow. As these
programs remain on schedule,
Gulfstream is benefiting from
setbacks in Dassault’s and
Bombardier’s large-cabin
business jet programs, according
to Gulfstream senior vice
president for worldwide sales
and marketing Scott Neal.
Some customers came to the
Savannah, Ga.-based airframer
to place orders for the G500,
G600 or G650/650ER because
they had canceled contracts for
the delayed Dassault Falcon 5X
or Bombardier Global 7000/8000,
he said in Singapore.

EASA CERTIFIES
CITATION LATITUDE
Cessna secured EASA certification
for the Citation Latitude on
February 16, clearing the way for
deliveries of the midsize business
jet to Europe. The approval
follows U.S. FAA certification by
eight months. The company also
obtained approval for the twinjet
to operate at La Mole Airport
in St. Tropez, France. Aircraft
must meet certain performance
parameters to be able to use the
airport because of its challenging
terrain and heavy traffic.

PITTSBURGH ADDED
AS ONEJET BASE
OneJet, which offers per-seat
service using Hawker 400XPs
under Part 135 with DOT
Part 380 economic authority,
announced that Pittsburgh will
be one of its bases of operation.
This will result in the addition of
five nonstop regional air service
destinations from Pittsburgh
International Airport this year,
starting May 9 with weekday
service between Pittsburgh
and Hartford, Conn. OneJet will
also have Pittsburgh-domiciled
aircraft and employees.

ANTI-SKID BRAKES
STC’d FOR KING AIR 300s
In collaboration with Beechcraft,
Advent Aircraft Systems
received FAA STC approval for
its anti-skid braking system on
300-series King Airs equipped
with Rockwell Collins Pro
Line GPS 4000S or Garmin
G1000/430W/530W avionics.
The Advent anti-skid braking
system is available through
all Textron Aviation companyowned service centers, as well
as at select authorized King Air
service facilities. The company is
working on STCs for the King Air
B200, Pilatus PC-12/12NG and
Beechcraft T-6B/C.

GLOBAL JET CAPITAL
PLANS INT’L EXPANSION
Global Jet Capital plans to
boost staffing to expand
its international reach. The
company recently hired Dave
Labrozzi, the former president
of GE Capital’s Corporate
Aircraft segment, to serve as
COO and now plans to recruit
about 13 more business aviation
origination experts. Most of the
additions will be based outside
the U.S., Global Jet Capital said,
noting that about 225 midsize
to large-cabin business jets are
bought outside the Americas
every year, requiring $7.25
billion in finance.

Signature completes
Landmark purchase
by Curt Epstein
Little more than four months
after Signature Flight Support
parent company BBA Aviation announced its intention to
buy rival aviation services chain
Landmark Aviation, the deal
that builds the leviathan of FBO
chains is complete. The $2.065
billion purchase from the Carlyle Group, which sold the company for a second time, includes
not only Landmark’s 68 FBOs
in North America and Europe
and its MRO business but also–
marking BBA’s first involvement
in this segment–its aircraft charter and management division.
According to a statement by
BBA CEO Simon Pryce at the
time of the initial announcement, the acquisition will enable

customers to benefit from an
extension of Signature’s service
across a much larger network of
locations. In addition, by “combining Signature and Landmark
Aviation [the company] also
would realize significant cost
synergies as well as substantial
tax benefits,” he said.
Competition Issues

There were nine locations in
the U.S. where both companies
had overlapping FBOs, and the
U.S. Department of Justice identified six where the two service
providers either had the only
FBOs or two out of the three
present. “Under the terms of the
proposed settlement, BBA Aviation must divest Landmark’s

ENSTROM TH180
PROTOTYPE DAMAGED
Enstrom’s lone flight-test
TH180 prototype, N180TH, was
substantially damaged during
a hard off-airport landing on a
Menominee, Mich. residential
street after losing power February
12. The test pilot walked away
and was evaluated at a local
hospital for minor injuries. The
TH180 had logged 49 hours
since making its first flight on
February 6 last year. Certification
had been anticipated later this
year. A second flight-test aircraft
is under construction.

FLL CUSTOMS FACILITY
UPGRADE COMPLETE
After nearly a year of
construction, the refurbished
U.S. Customs installation at
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood
International Airport is open
for business. Located in
Sheltair’s FBO campus,
the original customs facility
was built in 1988 and has
been “modernized to meet
the demands of today’s
international general aviation
traveler.” The nearly $2 million
makeover of the 10,000-sqft clearance space, funded
by Sheltair and the Broward
County Aviation Department,
provides a new ramp access
location, expanded processing
areas, modern security
technology and an improved
interior layout to expedite the
flow of passenger traffic.

Signature’s acquisition of Landmark includes
the company’s 68 facilities.

FBO assets at each of the six
impacted airports to a buyer
approved by the Antitrust Division,” the agency ruled.
• At Washington Dulles International, California’s Fresno
Yosemite International Airport
and Scottsdale Municipal Airport in Arizona, the two companies were the only FBOs. When
Landmark acquired the Ross
Aviation chain, it had to divest
the former Scottsdale AirCenter
as part of that purchase. That
location was sold to Signature,
which now in turn must divest.
• At Westchester County Airport, recent consolidations
meant that Signature and Landmark operated four of the five
FBOs at the New York City-area
gateway. Signature will be forced
to sell off the two Landmark
FBO locations, which could
potentially raise the number of
service providers there to four.
• Signature will also be required
to divest at locations where the
two companies had two of the
three full-service FBOs with
the third FBO in being much
smaller. These airports include
Jacqueline Cochran Regional
Airport in Thermal, Calif. and
Alaska’s Ted Stevens International Airport in Anchorage.
• At New Jersey’s Teterboro Airport, Signature was not required
to sell the newly acquired Landmark facility, even though the
move will now give the Orlandobased service provider control
over three of the six FBOs at
the busy business aviation entry
Continues on page 46 u

GAMA: billings stumbled last year
by Kerry Lynch
Slumping piston and turboprop deliveries and a slight weakening in pockets of the large-cabin
business jet market combined to
drive down industry billings last
year, despite the boost new models gave to the midsize and light
jet segment, according to the
General Aviation Manufacturers
Association’s latest aircraft shipment report. GAMA released
its year-end industry results and
outlook for 2016 on February
10 in Washington, D.C., presenting mixed results for both the airplane and helicopter markets.
The fixed-wing results omitted the fourth-quarter results
of Bombardier, one of the largest contributors to the annual
shipment report; the Canadian OEM reported its deliveries a week after the GAMA
event as this issue went to press.
Excluding the last-quarter Bombardier data in both 2014 and
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2015, business and general aviation fixed-wing shipments overall dropped 4.6 percent, to 2,267,
and billings declined 4 percent,
to $20.94 billion. With Bombardier’s reported shipments at
press time, total business and
general aviation deliveries fell 5
percent, to 2,331.
The drop in shipments was
driven by a 6.5-percent decline
in piston deliveries and 7.6-percent slide in turboprop deliveries.
Business jet shipments were flat,
down by less than 1 percent, to
718 for the year.
The gain in business jet shipments was spurred in part by the
entrance of new light and midsize models, including the delivery of the first two HondaJets
and the first three Embraer Legacy 450s. Both models entered
service in the fourth quarter.
Also joining the lineup of new
in-service aircraft this year was

the Cessna Citation Latitude,
which reached the market in the
third quarter. Textron Aviation’s
Cessna has since delivered 16 of
these midsize jets, 12 of them in
the fourth quarter.
Improvements in business jet
deliveries typically drive gains in
billings. But in 2015 the reverse
happened, with Dassault’s billings dropping by $1.468 billion. Gulfstream’s shipments
and billings were up last year
but they had softened in the
fourth quarter. The Savannah,
Ga. manufacturer cut G550
production rates in the fourth
quarter and plans G450 production cuts this quarter. Bombardier, meanwhile, showed a
14-aircraft fourth-quarter drop
in shipments, which will further
erode billings totals.
At the lighter end of the market, Embraer continued to ramp
Continues on page 55 u
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NEWS BRIEFS Compiled by Chad Trautvetter

Latest rule changes facilitate
Part 135 flights from U.S. to Cuba

z Thales Eying Launch for TopMax Display
Thales is nearing the end of the proof-of-concept
phase for its TopMax head-worn aircraft display and
hopes to launch development later this year. A prototype
display has logged about 40 hours of flight-testing aboard
turboprop aircraft, as well as 10 hours in a simulator.
TopMax can merge infrared images and synthetic terrain,
adding traffic information from ADS-B or Tcas. Thales
expects the device will allow “special authorization”
Category 1 landings. Compared with a conventional
aircraft-mounted head-up display, says Thales, TopMax
provides an unlimited field of vision and easier installation
at half the cost. Deliveries are targeted for 2019.

by Kerry Lynch
The U.S. Treasury Department
continues to relax travel restrictions
to Cuba under a rule that will better facilitate temporary sojourns
for crewmembers and aircraft operated under Part 135. The Treasury
Department’s Office of Foreign
Assets Control (OFAC), along with
the Department of Commerce’s
Bureau of Industry and Security
(BIS), published another round
of changes in Cuba restrictions in
January, including permitting personnel who operate or service aircraft “to engage in travel-related
and other transactions in Cuba to
facilitate the temporary sojourn
of aircraft and vessels.”
The latest round of changes also
permits aircraft operated under
Part 135 to remain in Cuba for up
to seven days, similar to accommodations made last year for Part 91

z Bristow Group Invests in Sky-Futures
Helicopter services company Bristow Group
announced a $4.2 million investment in UK-based SkyFutures, a provider of drone inspection data services
for the oil and gas industry. The investment gives
Bristow access to Sky-Futures UAV or drone inspection
operational expertise, data capturing and analysis and
training capabilities. In January, Sky-Futures conducted
the first legal inspection by drone of a drill ship in the
Gulf of Mexico. The company holds an FAA Section
333 exemption to operate drones in the U.S. The drone
inspection took two days versus the 17 days required by
conventional methods.

z U.S. Bizav Flying Off To a Roaring Start

scheduled air carrier service
between the U.S. and Cuba.
The latest changes were the
next step in the evolution that has
been under way for more than a
year to open the door for U.S.
travel to Cuba.
“Today’s amendments to the
Cuban Assets Control Regulations build on successive actions
over the last year and send a clear
message to the world: the U.S. is
committed to empowering and
enabling economic advancements
for the Cuban people,” Treasury
Secretary Jacob Lew said.
Policy Evolution

Over the past year the government eased licensing requirements
for aircraft flying to Cuba, as well
as the approval p
 rocess for people
traveling there. A change quietly

Business aviation flight activity in North America
jumped by 3 percent in January from a year ago,
according to data from Argus International. Part 91
activity was up by 4 percent last month from a year
ago, while Part 135 charter activity climbed 2.5 percent
and fractional flying slid by 0.2 percent. By aircraft
category, turboprops and large-cabin jets each logged a
5.3-percent gain. Light jets climbed by 1.7 percent, while
midsize jet flying eked out a 0.3-percent improvement.
Argus projected a 9.1-percent year-over-year increase for
last month and a 5-percent rise during the first quarter,
compared with the same three-month period last year.

z HondaJet Nominated for Collier Trophy

z Groups Urge Repeal of HTO Curfew
NBAA and GAMA are asking the U.S. Court of
Appeals to repeal mandatory curfews at East Hampton
Airport (HTO), arguing they violate longstanding federal
airport noise laws. The associations joined the Friends
of the East Hampton Airport and local operators in
filing a brief to overturn a U.S. District Court decision
that permitted the curfews to stand. The town of East
Hampton adopted a nighttime curfew, an extended
curfew for “noisy” aircraft and limits on summertime
operations of “noisy” aircraft to one flight weekly. A
U.S. District Court judge struck down the once-a-week
operational limit, but upheld the curfews. NBAA, GAMA
and the Friends of the East Hampton Airport said the
court erred when it did not recognize federal prohibitions
against new noise restrictions.

Managing Expectations

THOMAS PERO

Honda Aircraft’s HA-420 HondaJet is one of nine
nominees–and the only business jet contender–selected
by a National Aeronautic Association (NAA) committee
to vie for the 2015 Robert J. Collier Trophy. The Collier
Trophy is awarded annually “for the greatest achievement
in aeronautics or astronautics in America.” The other
nominees are the Airbus A350 XWB; Blue Origin’s New
Shepard Team; C-5M Super Galaxy; Dawn Project
Team; Icon A5; New Horizons Project Team; Two Eagles
Balloon Team; and UCAS-D Autonomous Aerial Refueling
Demonstration. The NAA selection committee will
announce the winner on March 8.

their travel meets government
guidelines and can travel without
undergoing the U.S. government
vetting process. The passengers
must retain a copy of their itinerary and a self-certified affidavit
on the purpose for travel for five
years. Passengers also must still
obtain a Cuban visa.
Norber cautions that the U.S.
government continues to limit
travel to Cuba to 12 main purposes
(from humanitarian missions to
cultural enrichment), and tourism
is not among them. But the hope is
that with the U.S. paving the way
for scheduled service, the lifting
of tourism restrictions will follow.
Operators must still travel through
gateway airports, and file through
both the U.S. and Cuban passenger information systems.
In Cuba, operators must
obtain landing permits from the
Cuban government, and prearrange handling services through
the Cuban state agency, ECASA.
The turnaround time for landing
permits obtained through handling agencies can be a couple of
hours or a day, Norber said, but
the handling services might take
a little longer to line up. “You
can’t just have American permission and go,” Norber said. “You
also have to coordinate with the
Cuban side of the operation.”

When Secretary of State John Kerry raised the flag at the U.S. Embassy in Havana last
August, it marked the beginning of relaxation of restrictions on travel to the island.

aircraft. Government restrictions
on length of stay for Part 91 aircraft eased last year. The previous
limit was a single overnight stay.
In addition to the crew
changes, the new rule, which took
effect January 27, removes certain
financing restrictions for many
authorized exports, eases limits
on certain authorized transactions and further relaxes restrictions on exports and re-exports of
items necessary for safety of civil
aviation, among other changes.
And, separately on February 16, Transportation Secretary Anthony Foxx signed an
agreement that will reestablish
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adopted in July exempted most
Part 91 a ircraft from requirements
for specific licenses to travel there.
“In the past the aircraft would have
to go through an arduous process
that could be accurately described
as nearly 
impossible,” said Eric
Norber, president of Cuban handling specialist CubaHandling.com.
Part 135 operators must still
obtain permission to add travel to
Havana or other Cuban destinations to their operations specification for travel there.
Earlier last year the U.S. government also eased the approval
requirements for travelers. Passengers can now self-certify that

Also, he cautions that hotel
space remains extremely limited,
and quality varies widely. “With
the increase in demand they are
experiencing, there is a huge bottleneck of lodging,” he said. Most
hotels were built decades ago, he
notes, adding that the level of
quality will not match that found
at other Caribbean destinations.
Communications and access to
the Internet can also be a challenge, he added. Norber further
warned, “Cuba is still by and
large an all-cash economy.”
With the rapidly evolving U.S.
rules and confusion that has
resulted from the changes, CubaHandling.com has posted a white
paper to “de-mystify” the process, Norber said.
“There are a list of five to ten
bureaucratic hoops that need to
be known and complied with by
operators seeking to go to Cuba,
but as long as they understand
and comply with the hoops, it is
absolutely permissible for Part
135 or 91 operators to fly to
Cuba today,” he said. 
o
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NEWS BRIEFS Compiled by Chad Trautvetter
z City Appeals Ruling To Keep SMO Open
The city of Santa Monica, Calif., appealed the FAA’s
December determination in a 2014 Part 16 complaint that
essentially requires the city to keep the Santa Monica
Airport (SMO) open at least through 2023. The appeal
raises four specific issues: whether the city agreed
to extend the expiration date of its grant assurance
obligations; whether the complainants were affected by
the possibility that the city might violate grant assurances;
whether the FAA’s determination was outside its
jurisdiction; and whether complainants made the required
efforts to try to resolve the complaint. Meanwhile, four
SMO tenants, along with NBAA and AOPA, filed a new
Part 16 complaint with the FAA early last month that
outlines specific grant-obligation violations by the city of
Santa Monica, which owns the airport property. According
to this latest complaint, the city is creating an “untenable
operating environment” at SMO through “excessive fees
and rents” and denial of long-term lease agreements.

z Jackie Chan Accepts Legacy 500
Early last month, actor Jackie Chan became the first
customer in China to take delivery of an Embraer Legacy
500. Chan has owned and operated a Chinese-registered
Legacy 650 since 2012. Embraer’s fly-by-wire midsize
Legacy 500 received approval from the Civil Aviation
Administration of China (CAAC) in July, after racking up
certifications from Brazil’s ANAC, the FAA and EASA.

z Global Jet Closes GE Capital Buy
Global Jet Capital completed its acquisition of GE’s
fixed-wing corporate aircraft financing portfolio in the
Americas. The outstanding part of the portfolio covered
some 30 aircraft based in Mexico and Brazil; these
accounts are now transferred to Global Jet, which is
backed by GSO Capital Partners, The Carlyle Group and
AE Industrial Partners. Although the majority of the aircraft
financed by the company are based in the U.S. and Canada,
Global Jet said it sees “strong signs of growth potential”
outside those areas, particularly in Mexico and Brazil.

z Collins STCs Fusion for King Air 350
Rockwell Collins received FAA STC approval for its Pro
Line Fusion avionics upgrade for King Air 350s originally
delivered with Pro Line II avionics. The STC is available
through Rockwell Collins-authorized dealers. The upgrade
readies the aircraft for future mandates such as ADS-B,
SBAS-capable GNSS, localizer performance with vertical
guidance (LPV) approaches and radius-to-fix (RF) legs.
It also provides a backbone for the Collins HGS-3500
head-up guidance system, EVS-3000 enhanced vision
system, MultiScan weather radar and airport moving map.
The retrofit sports three 14.1-inch LCDs with touchscreen
interfaces, matching the display configuration of the latest
King Airs delivered from the Beechcraft factory. Among
the standard features are synthetic vision and touchinteractive maps with real-time onboard weather radar
overlays, obstacles and special-use airspace.

z European Flying Slumps in January
Business aviation activity in Europe started the year
on a bad footing, with departures falling 4.5 percent yearover-year in January, to 47,628, according to data from
WingX Advance. Flights of business jets and pistons were
each down 5 percent from a year ago, while turboprop
flights declined 1.5 percent. January’s stumble was
rooted mainly in Western Europe–especially France, Italy
and Spain–which accounted for about one-third of the
total 2,220 fewer departures in the entire region from a
year ago. Activity in Southern Europe weakened by 8
percent last month and flights from Europe to the CIS
region slid 14 percent.

EX-SIKORSKY PRESIDENT JEFF PINO KILLED IN P-51 CRASH
Former Sikorsky Aircraft president Jeffrey Pino died in the crash
of his P-51D Mustang in Maricopa,
Ariz., 35 miles south of Phoenix, on
February 5. Nicholas Tramontano,
72, a vintage aircraft enthusiast and
longtime friend of Pino’s, was also
aboard the WWII-vintage fighter
and died in the accident.
A retired Master Army Aviator,
Pino joined Sikorsky in 2002
after 17 years at Bell Helicopter.
He was named president of the
Stratford, Conn.-based helicopter
manufacturer in 2006, and during
his tenure he oversaw an extensive
product development effort that
included introduction of the X2
semi-compound rotorcraft technology demonstrator, the recipient
of the 2010 Collier Trophy.
Pino also spearheaded Sikorsky’s 2011 minority stake in very

light jet manufacturer Eclipse
Aerospace, with initial reports
suggesting the company would
also assist Eclipse with production.
Sikorsky parent company United
Technologies (UTC) later pulled
back from those plans.
After retiring from Sikorsky in
2012, Pino most recently served
as vice-chairman for personal
VTOL developer XTI Aircraft. The
founder of that company, David
Brody, called Pino “a true leader,
pioneer and industry legend.”
Pino had owned the P-51D
Mustang, Big Beautiful Doll, since
early 2014 and in October that
year he made a successful gear-up
landing in the airplane following
trouble with its left main gear.
The aircraft resumed flying last
August, according to Pino’s Facebook page.
–R.F.

Jeff Pino, 61, the former Sikorsky
president and vice chairman of startup
XTI Aircraft, died February 5 in the
crash of his P-51 Mustang.

Experts: digital security matters
by Chad trautvetter
Business aircraft operators need
to be concerned with securing digital information in a today’s mobile
and connected world, information
technology and Internet security
experts told attendees at the 2016
NBAA Schedulers and Dispatchers Conference. Public Wi-Fi, email
and social media are some of the
weakest links in the security chain.
Public Wi-Fi offers an open
invitation for any transmitted
data to be intercepted, said William Figures of RPM Hosting.
“Your only defense is to use secure

websites or a virtual private network, both of which encrypt data
before it is transmitted,” he said.
Blad Slavens of general aviation booking and managing software firm FlightBridge added that
email is just as vulnerable: except
where Wi-Fi transmissions can
be intercepted only within range
of the Wi-Fi signal, email can be
intercepted anywhere along its
route across the Internet. “That
means that any aircraft scheduling information, passenger manifests and crew details sent by

email could be intercepted and
read by outsiders,” Slavens said.
Thanks to social media, communications by flight department
crewmembers could derail company acquisitions, noted UnitedHealthcare global risk v-p Charlie
LeBlanc. “Posting on social media
that you flew the company jet
to a city where the competition
is makes people wonder why
your boss is there. And when
it’s liked or shared with friends,
this information is made public
to everyone.” 
o

DORNIER SEAWINGS TAPS DIAMOND TO BUILD SEASTAR AIRFRAME
Diamond Aircraft will manufacture the airframe
for the all-composite Dornier Seastar twin-turboprop
amphibian, the companies announced early last month.
Dornier Seawings, based in Oberpfaffenhofen, Germany,
selected Diamond for its experience in composite
airframe manufacture.
Diamond will build the Seastar’s fuselage and onepiece wing at its factory in London, Ontario, and deliver
the components to Dornier Seawings’ facility for final
assembly and completion. An initial contract covers the
production of 10 shipsets and tooling work for planned
higher-volume production. A Diamond spokesman told
Diamond will build the Dornier Seastar’s fuselage
and one-piece wing at its factory in London, Ontario.
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AIN that the first airframe components are already in
production and will be shipped to Oberpfaffenhofen in
the second quarter.
Developed initially by Claudius Dornier Jr., the
12-passenger Seastar amphibian made its first flight as
a proof-of-concept aircraft in August 1984. Shortly after
FAA certification in June 1991, work on the program
was halted for lack of money but was resumed in 2009
by Dornier Seawings.
Powered by a pair of Pratt & Whitney Canada
PT6A-112s, the Seastar has an mtow of 10,141 pounds,
900-nm range and 180-knot max cruise speed. –Phil Rose
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NEWS BRIEFS Compiled by Chad Trautvetter
z Textron Aviation Poised for Growth
Textron Aviation will see “solid growth” this year as
deliveries ramp up for the new Cessna Citation Latitude,
Textron chairman and CEO Scott Donnelly told investors
in late January. Last year, the Wichita-based aircraft
manufacturer shipped 166 Cessna Citations and 117 King
Airs, up from 159 and 113, respectively, in 2014. With
about 30 Latitudes expected to be handed over this year,
Citation deliveries could reach nearly 200 by year-end, he
said. For the year, Textron Aviation recorded revenues of
$4.822 billion, about $300 million more than in 2014, while
profits rose by about $150 million, to $400 million. This
year, Donnelly projects that the division will see revenue
of $5.1 billion. The book-to-bill ratio at Textron Aviation
was 0.7:1 during the fourth quarter, driving a $308 million
erosion in backlog from the third quarter, to $1.1 billion.

French Riviera draws
record bizav traffic
by Thierry Dubois
Aéroports de la Côte d’Azur
(ACA), the managing company
for three airports on the French
Riviera–Nice, Cannes and SaintTropez–reported record business
aviation traffic last year, logging
a combined total of 46,000 movements. Growth at Cannes and
Saint-Tropez more than offset a

slight decline in aircraft movements at Nice Airport.
The economic and geopolitical context has been challenging,
said Michel Tohane, director of
ACA’s general aviation business.
The aftermath of the terrorist
attacks last November in France
has created stress in air transport,

z Engine Woes Delay Falcon 5X
Dassault Aviation confirmed a two-year program delay
for the Falcon 5X attributable to previously disclosed
issues with the Snecma Silvercrest engine. A new test and
certification schedule has been developed accordingly
and all customers have been informed. The new twinjet
is not expected to fly until next year, with EASA and FAA
certifications expected in 2019 and entry into service
in 2020.The production line for the 5X is still “frozen”
at Dassault’s Bordeaux Mérignac factory. The most
advanced development phase last year was Falcon
5X ground testing, which was able to clear numerous
systems. A Dassault spokesman said the engine is the
only major issue affecting the Falcon 5X, dismissing
chatter that other problems are hindering progress.

z Flaris Preps Conforming LAR 1 for Flight
Podgórzyn, Poland-based Flaris completed installation
of a Williams FJ33-5 turbofan in the first conforming LAR
1 (S/N 7) and expects to begin engine testing on the fiveseat single-engine jet later this month in anticipation of first
flight this spring. Flaris is conducting tests of the aircraft’s
Garmin G600 avionics and the electrohydraulic power
unit, which extends the landing gear in normal operation.
It is also testing the landing gear emergency extension
system, which uses a hydraulic accumulator to lower the
gear if the main system should fail, as well as the electrical
and fuel systems. Three conforming aircraft are slated
to conduct flight-tests, with Polish certification expected
about a year after first flight, followed by FAA and EASA
type certification in 2018. Target performance includes an
820-foot takeoff distance, 380-knot top cruise speed, 3,300pound mtow, 28,000-foot ceiling and 1,700-nm range.

z FSI Caravan Sims Get FAA Nod
FlightSafety International received FAA level-D
qualification for two Cessna Caravan simulators at its
Wichita East learning center. The simulators are equipped
with Garmin G1000 and Garmin G600 avionics. Both
devices feature FlightSafety’s latest visual system, which
simulates the imagery and environmental conditions
experienced during aircraft taxi; takeoff; en route
and tactical flight operations; visual navigational and
instrument flight; and landing maneuvers. Simulated flight
conditions include continuous time of day, night, dawn/
dusk and weather features.

AERO CLUB BUILDS MEMBERSHIP PLAN WITH AVANTI-BASED FLEET
Exclusive Charter Service fully launched its Aero Club
membership program in early January, with the aim of
challenging the larger Wheels Up program. Aero Club
offers a fleet of 36 aircraft, including six Piaggio Avanti
II twin turboprops and a mix of jets ranging in size from
the Beechjet 400A to the G650–all operated by Floridabased Exclusive’s sister company Custom Jet Charters.
So far the company has signed six customers.
Individual or family membership starts with a $15,000
initiation fee, followed by $7,500 in annual dues starting
with the second year. Equivalent rates for corporate
membership are $25,000 and $12,500, respectively.
Point-to-point flight-hour pricing ranges across the
following aircraft categories: Avanti ($3,750); light jet such
as the Citation Bravo ($4,750); midsize jet (Hawker 800XP,
$6,750); super-midsize jet (Challenger 300, $8,750); and
heavy jet (Global Express, $11,750).

z Heli-One OK’d for H225 MRO in Poland
Heli-One’s helicopter maintenance, repair and
overhaul facility in Rzeszów, Poland is now approved
to provide base maintenance services on the Airbus
Helicopters H225. Capabilities include all levels of checks,
avionics upgrades and structural repairs. The hangar
accommodates up to six large airframes.

he said. In addition, the political
tension between France and Russia has driven a 25-percent drop
in business aviation traffic from
Russia, affecting Nice Airport
heavily, Tohane told AIN.
Despite the unfavorable conditions, “we have managed to stay on
our roadmap,” he noted. The operator has successfully anticipated
customer demand by, for example,
making parking space available
for the larger aircraft that customers have come to favor and longer
stays. The trend to heavier jets can
be seen in the 3-percent increase
in the “landed weight” (the total
weight of the business aircraft that
have landed at the airport), despite
a 0.9-percent decline in business
aircraft movements at Nice.
Tohane hopes the raising of
the mtow restriction for business
jets at Cannes Airport to 35 metric tons (77,100 pounds) from 22
metric tons (48,500 pounds) will
have a positive influence on traffic this year. Effective since October 1, the new weight limit could
boost traffic by 2 percent. The airport operator has not yet seen a
change, however, as most business
aviation activity takes place in the
summer and runway projects are
under way.
An exclusive helicopter terminal that opened on January 1 at Nice Airport could
boost rotorcraft traffic this year
beyond the 2-percent growth it
logged last year. 
o

Among the fleet for Exclusive’s Aero Club membership program
are six Piaggio Avanti II twin turboprops.
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According to Exclusive, Aero Club’s rates are more
competitive than those offered by the larger Wheels
Up program, for which the main aircraft is the King Air
350i twin turboprop at $3,950 per hour. Wheels Up’s
individual/family initiation fees are $17,500 and annual
dues from the second year are $8,500, and for corporate
members the rates are $29,500 and $14,500, respectively.
Exclusive purchased five Avanti IIs from the fleet of
bankrupt fractional ownership program Avantair; the sixth
aircraft also came from this batch of 2011-built aircraft but
is being managed for its private owner. The rest of the
fleet is operated under the Part 135 certificate of Custom
Jet Charters and also under management contracts, and
Aero Club members are guaranteed access to aircraft
(none of which is older than 11 years) at 24 hours’ notice.
The Avanti IIs were repainted and have refurbished
interiors. According to Exclusive president Jason
Johnson, they offer wider and taller cabins and up to
89 knots more speed than the King Air 350i. He told
AIN that the company will be taking delivery of a new
Avanti Evo later this year and has indicated to Piaggio
that it intends to further expand this part of its fleet.
However, the Wheels Up King Airs are significantly
younger, with deliveries of its new aircraft having
started in October 2013.
Minimum flight time per Aero Club trip is one hour,
and Exclusive builds in six minutes for taxiing time at
each airport. Point-to-point pricing includes federal
excise tax and members are not subject to any aircraft
positioning costs. For now, Exclusive limits membership
to U.S. clients based east of the Mississippi River.  –C.A.
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NEWS BRIEFS Compiled by Chad Trautvetter
z Cirrus SF50 Jet Cert. Moves Right
Duluth, Minn.-based Cirrus Aircraft had hoped to have
FAA approval for the SF50 Vision in hand late last year,
but certification has been pushed out until this spring, the
company told AIN. The delay is attributable partially to
testing of the jet’s emergency recovery parachute during
the fourth quarter, which took longer than expected.
Cirrus currently holds deposits on 600 copies of the $1.96
million single-engine jet, which will be manufactured
in Duluth but completed and delivered to customers at
Cirrus’s new “Vision Center” in Knoxville, Tenn. This new
facility will eventually have a design center where buyers
can customize their SF50s and receive type-rating training
in a level-D full-motion CAE simulator.

z Eye-tracking Tech Used in Pilot Study
Offshore helicopter association HeliOffshore has
commissioned a research study in Aberdeen, UK, that uses
eye-tracking technology to understand how pilots monitor
flight instruments. Twenty-six pilots from Bond Offshore,
Bristow and CHC Helicopter participated in the first phase
of observational study, which seeks to improve pilot
performance in the cockpit. Pilots wear eye-tracking glasses
while flying a helicopter sim under IMC. This replicates a
“realistic workload that immerses both crewmembers in
duties and has a number of different task components to
be monitored,” said HeliOffshore CEO Gretchen Haskins.
The results will be used to improve training and standard
operating procedures, as well as give feedback to the
manufacturers about the design of automation and cockpits.
Results will be shared with HeliOffshore members at the
association’s annual conference in Prague in mid-May.

z NIAR Opens Aircraft Lightning Test Lab
Wichita State University’s National Institute for Aviation
Research (NIAR) opened a test lab for direct effects
of lightning/high-current testing for aircraft. The lab’s
“Shocker Generator” is available for commercial and
government testing and research, and has already hosted
industry clients and FAA and NASA research. Testing on
the direct effects of lightning is required for many aircraft
components and parts, as well as in applications such as
unmanned aerial systems, NIAR said. The lab is at NIAR’s
Environmental and Electromagnetic Effects Lab, housed
at the former Boeing site in Wichita.

z Signature Opens FBO at SJC
Signature Flight Support celebrated the grand opening
of its newest FBO at Mineta San Jose International Airport
(SJC) in the heart of Silicon Valley. Claimed to be the
world’s largest FBO, the facility is built on 29 acres, for
which Signature holds a 50-year lease. There are 18.5
acres of ramp space, as well as seven hangars totaling
240,000 sq ft, one of which (at 60,000 sq ft) is built to house
two Boeing 767s. In addition to a spacious atrium lobby,
the FBO offers 10,000 sq ft of office space, a dedicated
fuel farm, two conference rooms (one with its own lounge),
two quiet rooms and lounges and a flight-planning area for
pilots. The design of the “circuit garden” outdoor seating
area adjacent to the lobby mimics shapes of an integrated
circuit, acknowledging the Silicon Valley connection.

z Airbus Delivers First Mercedes H145
Last month Airbus Helicopters handed over the first
H145 Mercedes-Benz Style, a luxury version of the light
twin, to Körfez Aviation in Turkey. The operator will
receive a second one in March to expand its fleet, which
is dedicated to business and private aviation. Part of
o
Dogus Group, Körfez Aviation has its main operations
center at Istanbul Ataturk Airport. Since Airbus introduced
the H145 Mercedes-Benz Style at Helitech last October, it
has received orders for five of the helicopters.

ICAO moves forward on
first aircraft CO2 standard
by Kerry Lynch & Gregory Polek
Regulators and industry groups
across the spectrum of aviation
welcomed the International Civil
Aviation Organization’s (ICAO)
agreement to establish the firstever standard for aircraft carbon-dioxide emissions. ICAO’s
Committee on Aviation Environmental Protection (CAEP) formally recommended the standard
on February 8, paving the way
for adoption by the full ICAO
Governing Council and General
Assembly later this year.
Under the CAEP recommendation, the standard would
cover new-production jets with
an mtow of more than 5.7 metric tons/12,566 pounds and newproduction large turboprops with
an mtow of more than 8.6 metric
tons/18,960 pounds. For new type
designs with 19 or more seats, the
standard would take effect in
2020. Most new type design business aircraft along with all inproduction models would need to
comply by 2023. The CAEP also
recommended phasing out production of aircraft that do not
comply by 2028.
The standard considers an
aircraft’s performance in cruise,
along with size and weight, and
recognizes that CO2 reductions
can be achieved through new
technologies affecting structural,
aerodynamic or propulsion systems, the General Aviation Manufacturers Association (GAMA)
noted. The standard has been
designed with the idea that periodic reviews will allow the stringency of its standards to be
tightened for alignment with the
development of new technologies, the association added.
Although certification authorities might be able to grant exemptions in limited circumstances, the
new standard could spell the end
for production of older business
jet types by 2028, but manufacturers believe they can develop solutions for at least some of those
aircraft, according to Ed Smith,
senior v-p of international and
environmental affairs for GAMA.
Pillar of Environment Policy

“This landmark environmental measure reinforces the industry’s strong record of bringing to
market technology that improves
aviation’s efficiency, and is an
important part of our industry’s commitment to address climate change,” added GAMA
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president and CEO Pete Bunce.
“The new standard will allow aviation to continue to grow in a
sustainable manner.”
According to ICAO, the most
stringent aspects of the standard apply to “larger” aircraft,
although it noted that it took
“great care” to ensure that the
proposal covers a full range of
sizes and aircraft types while taking into account 
technological
feasibility, emissions reduction
potential and cost considerations. “Operations of aircraft
weighing more than 60 [metric
tons] account for more than 90
percent of international a viation
emissions,” ICAO said. “They
also have access to the broadest
range of emissions-reduction
technologies, which the standard recognizes.”
Air Transport Sector on Board

Nevertheless, both of the
world’s manufacturers of large
commercial airplanes commended
the ICAO committee for its work.
“Boeing is fully committed to
meeting the new CO2 emissions
standard announced by ICAO,”
said the U.S. manufacturer.
“This agreement represents real
progress beyond the substantial
industry achievements already
made to reduce aviation emissions, with more steps ahead.”
Airbus said it welcomes the new
CO2 emissions standard.
“The agreed CO2 standard
has achieved the best balance of
environmental benefit, technological feasibility, economic reasonableness and consideration of
interdependencies,” said the Air
Transport Action Group, a coalition of more than 50 organizations
involved in air transportation.
The CAEP did not recommend
retrofit for existing fleets. “That is
not practical,” ATAG noted, but
added that operators are already
voluntarily retrofitting to reduce
emissions. The smallest business
jets and smaller turboprops are
exempt, in part because they “collectively emit a very small proportion of CO2,” the coalition added.
International Business Aviation Council director general Kurt
Edwards called the standard “a
significant step representing the
commitment of manufacturers
and operators of business aircraft
to mitigating CO2 emissions.”
The aviation groups consider
the standard as one of the primary

pillars of the industry’s larger plans
for climate change. The industry has set a goal of capping CO2
emissions growth beginning in
2020 and cutting them in half by
2050. The standard also lays the
groundwork for the development
of global market-based measures
to curb emission growth.
“It is no exaggeration to
say that the future of aviation
depends on our dedication to the
cause of environmental stewardship,” said Angela Gittens, director general of Airports Council
International (ACI) World. “[The]
agreement underscores the sector’s united stance on carbon
emissions reduction.”
For its part, ACI in 2009
launched what it calls the Airport
Carbon Accreditation program,
which helps airports become certified across four levels, namely
mapping, reduction, optimization
and neutrality. As of early January, 151 airports representing
31.2 percent of global air passenger traffic had gained their certification, said ACI.
The FAA, meanwhile, cited its
own Continuous Lower Energy
Emissions and Noise (Cleen)
Program, through which the
administration works with industry on accelerating the maturation of new aircraft and engine
technologies to reduce fuel burn.
It also pointed to its broader
modernization efforts, including the installation of more than
7,000 GPS-based NextGen procedures, the majority of which it
says result in more efficient routing, thereby reducing fuel consumption and emissions.
“I am pleased that ICAO
reached an international consensus
on a meaningful standard to foster
reduction in CO2 emissions from
aircraft,” added FAA Administrator Michael Huerta. “We are
encouraged by this success and
believe it puts us on a promising
path to secure a robust marketbased measure later this year.”
Once adopted by ICAO, the
standard must be adopted by
individual states. Last summer
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency released an advance
notice of proposed rulemaking
for the regulation of greenhouse
gas emissions. That was the first
step of formal rulemaking that
was being conducted in concert with the development of the
ICAO standard. 
o
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Aviation enters a new era with a multifunction chronograph delivering unprecedented performance. At the heart of
this high-tech feat beats a (COSC) chronometer-certified SuperQuartzTM movement specially developed by Breitling for
aviation. Equipped with a sturdy and light titanium case, the Cockpit B50 innovates with its huge range of functions,
extreme user friendliness, rechargeable battery and an ultra-legible high-intensity display mode. Reliable, accurate,
efficient: the ultimate pilot’s instrument.
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The NTSB’s 2016 Most Wanted list
of transportation safety improvements
makes it clear to me how many of
the recommendations come back
to individual accountability and
responsibility, especially the importance
of keeping up-to-date with the latest safety
information and taking responsibility for
one’s own decisions. This is especially true
for general aviation because there is no
corporate structure to share responsibility
for, say, training or scheduling. It’s up
to pilots and mechanics to seek out the
education needed to operate safely.
Seven of the NTSB’s 10 recommendations
this year are applicable to aviation and can
be implemented, to some extent, by aircraft
owners and individual pilots. They are:
• Reduce fatigue-related accidents
• Disconnect from deadly distractions
• Require medical fitness for duty
• Strengthen occupant protection
• Prevent loss of control in flight in
general aviation
• End substance impairment in
transportation and
• Enhance use of recorders to improve
transportation safety
Fatigue Management
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Although the Board does not
officially rank the importance of its
recommendations, I don’t think it’s
happenstance that fatigue is number
one on the list. Not only does it affect
safety across transportation modes and
across occupations, but it is also one of
the most difficult issues to deal with in
our 24/7 world. While the focus of this
recommendation is on vehicle operators,
the need to stay awake, alert and attentive
is critical across safety disciplines.
The NTSB notes, “Fatigue is both
a symptom of poor sleep and health
management and an enabler of other
impairments, such as poor judgment
and decision making, slowed reaction
times and loss of situational awareness
and control. Fatigue degrades a person’s
ability to stay awake, alert and attentive
to the demands of controlling their
vehicle safely.”
While the NTSB recommends
additional research, “sleep experts say
most adults need between seven and nine
hours of sleep each night for optimum
performance, health and safety.”
The NTSB cites the 2013 UPS crash
in Birmingham, Ala., as support for the
importance of this recommendation. In
its accident report, the NTSB highlights
the issue of personal accountability
for off-duty time management, as well
as fatigue awareness: “Review of the
first officer’s use of her off-duty time
indicated that she was likely experiencing
fatigue, primarily as a result of improper
off-duty time management. Even though

John Goglia is a former
member of the NTSB and
currently a safety consultant.
He welcomes your e-mails
at gogliaj@yahoo.com.

the first officer was aware that she was
very tired, she did not call in and report
that she was fatigued, contrary to the
UPS fatigue policy.”
Maintenance workers can affect
aviation safety (and their own) just as
much when they work fatigued. Hangars
and ramps are dangerous places, even more
so when you’re working tired. A recent
UK accident investigation highlighted
the impact of fatigue in a catastrophic
engine failure on a British Airways Airbus
A319 on takeoff from London Heathrow
Airport. The precipitating factor was
that the engine fan cowl doors detached
on takeoff because they had not been
properly closed and latched after routine
overnight maintenance.The accident
report details not only the obvious
failures to comply with maintenance
manual procedures but also less obvious
contributing factors that left the cowling
doors unlatched, including the mechanics’
schedules and likely effects of fatigue.
Side Effects of Legal Drugs

The NTSB’s research of drug use
among pilots killed in crashes found “the
prevalence of potentially impairing drugs
increased from an average of 11 percent of
fatally injured accident pilots during the
period from 1990 to 1997 to an average of
23 percent of accident pilots during the
period between 2008 and 2012. The most
commonly found impairing substance in
fatal crashes was diphenhydramine, a
sedating antihistamine found in over-thecounter medications.”
Aviation workers need to be cautious
about any medications they take. For
prescription drugs, pilots need to
specifically ask their doctors about any
effects on flying. Mechanics and others
need to ask about effects on handling
machinery. With non-prescription drugs,
it’s important to read the label for the
presence of diphenhydramine, which can
cause sleepiness.
Every day, aviation workers make
decisions that can affect their own
lives and the lives of others. Aviation
safety hinges on continuing education
and responsible decision-making, and
nowhere is that responsibility more
personal than in general aviation. 
n
The opinions expressed in this column are
those of the author and not necessarily
endorsed by AIN.

Aernnova partners with
Spike on S-512 SBJ
Spike Aerospace is partnering with Spanish aerostructures specialist Aernnova on
the development of the Spike
S-512 supersonic jet. It was
in 2013 that Spike Aerospace
announced plans to develop the
18-passenger S-512 supersonic
jet, designed to fly at Mach 1.6
with a low sonic boom. The
developers hope to start deliveries in 2022.
Aernnova will provide structural expertise to the program,
collaborating on development
and validation of the fuselage,
wing and vertical tail. The partnership initially will involve
structural stress analysis and
performance and later focus on
engineering the high-lift and
control surface systems.
“Aernnova will play an
important role in our structural analysis, which will help
our engineering team optimize the design, minimize loads
and reduce weight,” said Tom
Langer, Spike senior engineer.
Since the original design was
conceived, Spike engineers have
focused on aerodynamic analysis and adjusting the design
of the S-512 to reduce its sonic
boom, raise its range and
enhance comfort.
The wing is now a modified delta that “delivers high
aerodynamic efficiency and
improved flight performance
in both low-speed flight and
supersonic cruise,” according to Spike Aerospace senior
engineer Dr. Anutosh Moitra.
“The highly swept leading edge
reduces wave drag and consequently lowers fuel burn and
extends range.”
Other changes include a tail
modification to reduce drag
and improve aircraft control at
supersonic speed. “Improved
stability characteristics of the
new S-512 design allowed us

News Note
The Aeronautical Repair
Station Association and
s eve ra l o t h e r i n d u s t r y
groups asked the FAA to
withdraw draft Advisory
Circular 43-210A, “Standardized Procedures for Requesting Field Approval of
Data, Major Alterations and
Repairs” and “instead work
with industry to clarify existing information and guidance
on approving data for major
repairs and alterations.” 
n

Unlike other would-be supersonic jet makers, Spike is
not looking to tackle the sonic boom problem. Rather, it
is concentrating on the market for transatlantic flights, as
there are no restrictions on the sonic boom offshore.

to eliminate the horizontal
tail, resulting in further reduction of drag and weight,” Moitra said. –K.L., C.T.

E2 = Exceeding Expectations in Customer Relationships.

“I expected Stevens to handle the big jobs…
their attention to the little things was unexpected.”
“Four years ago, my first experience with Stevens was in an AOG situation.
Our Phenom 100 was experiencing generator problems. Very soon after I put out
the call, Trevor Probst arrived in a Stevens mobile maintenance vehicle with two new
generators. In no time, I was on my way. I now fly a Phenom 300 and Trevor is still
providing unexpected customer service solutions– i.e., a low cost modification of the
right cockpit seat to accommodate the owner’s 6’5” frame and self servicing solutions
for me to use in remote locations.”
Stevens Aviation is a diversified aircraft service provider offering expertise
in aircraft maintenance, modification and refurbishment, aircraft sales, aircraft
management, flight services, and fixed base operations. You’ll find our facilities in
Greenville SC (GYH), Greer SC (GSP), Dayton OH (DAY) and Nashville TN (BNA).
For more information, contact Phil Stearns, Sales Manager, at 937-470-1851 or
pstearns@StevensAviation.com.
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AIN SPECIAL REPORT

FLIGHT TRAINING

The answer to that question
might seem blindingly obvious
when looking at certain accidents,
where pilot training has failed to
prevent these accidents from happening. Air France 447 and AirAsia
8501–more stall training; Asiana
214–how to land visually in CAVU
weather; TransAsia Flight 235–
how not to shut down the good
engine when one engine fails,
and stall training; Phenom 100,
Gaithersburg, Md.–stall training;
Phenom 300, Blackbushe, UK–airspeed control; Learjet 35A, Nassau,
Bahamas–descent below minimum
altitude training; GIV, Bedford,
Mass.–checklist and adherence to
procedures training; Challenger
601-3R, Aspen, Colo.–exceeding
tailwind limitations, along with
external pressures training.
The list goes on and on and
does not include the hundreds of
light airplane and helicopter accidents that happen every year, in
circumstances that never change.
Inevitably, these endless and
repetitive lists fuel a constant call
for more training, and specifically
more training in the deficient area
that likely had much to do with the
cause of the accident. But is more
pilot training the answer? Or is
something wrong with the way
pilots are currently trained? And if
so, what should be done?
There is no shortage of opinions
on this subject, and there are plenty
of real-world efforts to improve
pilot training. This special report
examines the situation and some of
the efforts that industry has taken
to improve pilot training, as well as
how the pilot shortage is affecting
flight schools.
Whether or not these efforts
will lead to improvements in the
way pilots are trained is another
question, however, because with
a looming shortage of pilots, there
are doubts about whether increasingly stringent standards will be
adhered to. On the other hand,
if pilot training isn’t improved,
more accidents will happen
because more pilots will enter flying careers without a solid foundation of skill. And they won’t become
better pilots as they move up the
career ladder unless the industry
keeps improving pilot training as
a career-long process.–M.T.

GETTING STUDENTS–AND TEACHERS–
INTO THE CLASSROOM MEANS
RETHINKING THE APPROACH TO TRAINING
BY MATT THURBER & CURT EPSTEIN

RMTT UNIVERSITY

WHAT’S MISSING
FROM PILOT
TRAINING?

How pilots are trained now,
and how that’s changing
Four years ago, Jerry Gregoire and his
Redbird Flight Simulations embarked
on a grand experiment: opening a flight
school to test hypotheses about how
pilots are trained and how inexpensive
but high-fidelity simulators could not
only speed up the process but also turn
out a better pilot. The Redbird Skyport
is located at San Marcos Regional Airport between Austin and San Antonio,
Texas. Recently, Tempus Applied Solutions purchased P
 roflight Aviation Services, the Redbird-owned company that
operated the flight school. Tempus will
continue to use Redbird simulators for
pilot training and will continue testing
new Redbird products.
“We learned a lot,” said Gregoire.
“What we learned was that we couldn’t
really shorten the flight training cycle.”
At the Redbird Skyport, the experiment did have some positive results,
mainly in demonstrating that use of simulators can reduce the cost of training a
quality pilot. “We weren’t seeing a significant decrease in the number of hours
totally green pilots take to be safe in an
airplane,” Gregoire said. “We thought we
might reduce the training time because
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we could do things in the simulator
that we couldn’t do in the airplane.”
According to Gregoire, the U.S.
national average flight time for earning a
private pilot certificate is about 80 hours.
“We didn’t shorten that very much,” he
said, although the Skyport was able to get
the airplane flight time down to 34 hours,
with the other 46 hours flown in Redbird
simulators. “That’s a huge reduction [in
time] in the airplane. We ended up flying about the same amount of time, but
[trainees] were getting experiences in the
simulator that we couldn’t replicate in the
airplane and at a much lower cost.”
What is more significant for the Redbird
experiment is the revelation that simulators
are valuable for primary pilot training, not
just for learning and practicing IFR procedures. This shouldn’t come as a surprise
to the aviation industry because sophisticated full-motion simulators used for pilot
initial type-rating training in jets have completely eliminated the requirement for time
in the actual airplane.
“An awful lot of what pilots have
to learn is muscle memory,” Gregoire
explained. While he has not yet been
able to devise a machine that reduces the

number of hours needed to create a pilot,
simulators “do ‘regularize’ training and
give the pilot more experiences.”
The Skyport accomplished this by
making the simulators available to students at any time. Students could practice maneuvers on their own as much as
they wanted. Of course, some students
took advantage of this opportunity, while
others did not, which is the typical bell
curve of human behavior. In any case,
those students who did spend more time
in the simulators or Redbird’s crosswind
trainer gained much more experience at a
cost far lower than flying in an airplane.
Redbird has delivered more than 1,600
fixed-base flight training devices and lowcost motion-base systems. University-type
flight training operations are making
heavy use of these simulators, he said, so
clearly they see the benefit.
Flight training as a whole has changed
little over the years, according to Gregoire.
“Part of the reason we don’t see a lot of
change is that this industry is prewired for
certain behaviors that do not work in favor
of the student. Flight schools make money
renting airplanes to students, and most
instructors want to log hours in airplanes,
not simulators. Our number-one competitor is not a simulator company, but a flight
school that doesn’t buy simulators because
that’s not how their business model is set up.”
For Gregoire, the bottom line is this:
“There aren’t any shortcuts to a safe
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Maximizing Return
on Operations
cost of operations,” said a representative from the
Maintenance and System Technology Committee
at the National Air Transportation Association
(NATA). “And it really helps when the operator
needs them at 2 a.m. on a weekend, when it’s
8 degrees outside, and the aircraft is AOG.”
That’s why even fleet operators that handle their
own maintenance often turn to experienced providers
for help. “Performing major inspections and upgrades
isn’t an efficient use of our time and resources,” said
Greg Hanelink, flight operations and maintenance
director at corporate operator Stryker, which flies
domestically and internationally. “That’s what I look for
when working with a good MRO: reduced downtime.”
Here are key service areas where quality MRO
makes a difference, with examples from some of
the industry’s leading providers.

INNOTECH AVIATION

WEST STAR AVIATION

JET AVIATION

CONSTANT AVIATION

ELLIOTT AVIATION

DUNCAN AVIATION

Business jet activity is rising, according to the most
recent TraqPak data from Argus, even as mandates
for avionics equipage loom, and cabin and cockpit
upgrade options proliferate. This makes the need
for quality maintenance, repair and overhaul
(MRO) assistance greater than ever. More than 250
companies in the U.S. and Canada are government
authorized to provide MRO services, but “that does
not guarantee knowledge or competency—it merely
establishes a minimum standard,” noted Sarah
MacLeod, executive director of the Aeronautical
Repair Station Association.
Many service providers stand out for the
higher standards they’ve established. These
organizations enhance the value of ownership
and the aircraft they care for. In fact, “an ongoing
working relationship with an MRO lowers the
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ELLIOTT AVIATION

Whether you’re operating a fly-by-wire business jet or an
aging airframe, mission readiness depends on the quality
of inspections and repairs, attention to squawks, and other
routine maintenance. Proper care requires the knowledge,
experience and contacts that the best MRO services bring to line
maintenance work.
Such services all share one core philosophy: “Safety is first
in everything we do,” said Gregory Schmidt, president and
CEO at Pentastar Aviation, a Michigan-based MRO founded
more than 50 years ago as the flight department for Chrysler
Corporation. Today, with Class 3 and Class 4 Airframe approvals,
the independent company’s A&Ps (airframe & powerplant
technicians) are approved to work on airframes from OEMs
including Bombardier, Dassault, Embraer, Gulfstream and
Textron, and engines from General Electric, Honeywell, Pratt &
Whitney and Rolls-Royce.
Quality maintenance is rarely the least-expensive option, but
top providers work hard to make sure it’s the best value. Pentastar’s
facility and 24/7 service at Oakland County International Airport
(PTK) in Waterford, Mich., convenient to major flyways, draws
customers “who’ve become much more price- and time-sensitive,”
said Schmidt. “There is much more scrutiny of aircraft-owner
expenses,” he added, noting, “We have risen to the challenge.”
Top-notch line maintenance starts with thorough knowledge
of—and good relationships with—OEMs whose products the
4
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GAMA AVIATION

GAMA AVIATION

LINE
MAINTENANCE

“Safety is first in
everything we do.”

MROs service. That’s the route Constant Aviation took when it
opened in 2005 as a pioneering Embraer Legacy service center.
“We didn’t want to just dip our toe in the water,” said Stephen
Maiden, president and CEO of the Cleveland-based company.
“We spent a lot of time, resources and money to train and validate
our people in the services we wanted to provide.” Starting with
fewer than 20 employees, Constant now has more than 500 and
it supports aircraft including Bombardier Challengers, Global
Expresses, Gulfstreams, Citation Xs, Learjets, Embraer Phenoms
and Hawkers. “We took the same careful approach when we
added these ‘niche’ airplanes, training our teams for a year before
we took on work,” Schmidt said.
Maintaining aircraft efficiently requires a well-managed supply
of rotables, replacement parts and spares. MROs are only as good as
their parts departments, and their systems for tracking inventory.
West Star Aviation augments the extensive parts departments at
its Alton, Ill., headquarters and Grand Junction, Colo., facility with
an avionics spares program that minimizes downtime. Customers
can “swap out while their unit is being repaired or overhauled,” said
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WEST STAR AVIATION

INNOTECH AVIATION
PENTASTAR AVIATION

JET AVIATION

CONSTANT AVIATION

Debi Cunningham, vice president, marketing and interior design,
for the company, which was founded in 1947.
West Star is approved to work on Challenger, Citation, Embraer,
Falcon, Gulfstream, Hawker and Learjet business jets, as well as on
turboprops, including King Airs and Piaggios. The company is about
to open an MRO facility in Chattanooga, Tenn., which will also
have an extensive parts inventory. (West Star has an Aspen, Colo.,
location, as well.)
A network of facilities can provide a backstop for jet owners
while they’re on the road, or keep scheduled maintenance on track,
ensuring that customers are covered wherever they fly. UK-based
Gama Aviation, with MRO facilities across Europe, and in Asia and
the Middle East, recently expanded its service network into the U.S.
“We’re strategically positioning ourselves in key areas in the
U.S.,” said Dennis Richey, the company’s executive vice president for
engineering. Gama now has facilities in 10 U.S. locations, including
all major metropolitan areas as well as Las Vegas, all open to “dropin retail customers, as well as our managed aircraft,” Richey said.
Established in 1983, Gama, a full-service charter management
company, provides maintenance on aircraft from OEMs including

Bombardier, Dassault, Embraer, Gulfstream and Textron Cessna
Citations, as well as Beechcraft King Airs.
MRO providers can also create domestic or global service
networks through longstanding relationships with vetted
affiliates in selected locations. Innotech Aviation, a Bombardier
Global and Challenger completions and refurbishment specialist,
supports customers around the world, though its sole MRO
facility in Montreal.
“We send experts on location to assist our customers, and we’re
connected to [maintenance] partners throughout the world,” said
Robert Brooks, vice president and general manager at Innotech,
which was founded in 1955. Additionally, the company recently
opened a sales office at the UK’s Stanstead Airport to enhance its
responsiveness to overseas clients. When a European customer
with a Global XRS completed by Innotech had a towing incident
in the Maldives, the company’s technicians were sent to assist.
(Ultimately, the owner chose to have the aircraft flown to Innotech
for the repair, Brooks noted.)
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CUSTOMER
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status reports, and “if we see anything that could affect the schedule,
we put the right people on it to prevent delays,” said Mark Wilken,
Elliott’s vice president for avionics and operations. The project
manager serves as the point of contact customers can reach anytime.
With the recent overhaul of its parts department, Elliott can also
instantly inform customers of all their choices in new, repaired or
overhauled replacement parts and components.
Founded in 1936 and still owned by the Elliott family, the company
has full-service facilities at its headquarters in Moline, Ill., and in Des
Moines, Iowa, and Minneapolis. Known for its expertise in Beechcraft
King Airs, it is an authorized service center for the turboprop twins,
as well as for Beechjet/Hawker 400XPs, Daher and Phenom aircraft.
Elliott also maintains Challengers, Citations, Falcons, Learjets and
Premiers.
It’s not unusual for owner representatives to be at an MRO during
heavy maintenance events or for refurbishments or completions. Jet
Aviation St. Louis, a major completions and refurbishment center,
provides well-equipped offices for the reps at its facility, as well as
access to its entire complex. “Customers can go to the airplane, they
can walk into our back shops—we don’t hide anything,” said Aaron
Kreissler, Jet Aviation’s director of sales for MRO and completions.
Jet Aviation is headquartered in Basel, Switzerland, and in
addition to its U.S. hub in St. Louis and a maintenance facility in
Boston/Bedford, it has MRO hubs in Basel, Dubai and Singapore.
Founded in 1967, the company is approved to provide MRO services
by all major airframers, and for engine maintenance by Honeywell,
General Electric, Pratt & Whitney, Rolls-Royce and Turbomeca. A
full-service charter management company, Jet Aviation also operates
more than 24 FBOs around the world.
The importance of customer contact multiplies as fleets grow. Gama
Aviation provides maintenance for major fleet operators, including
Wheels Up, and such clients’ aircraft may register “multiple squawks a
day,” said Gama’s Richey. Gama provides these clients with real-time
data critical not only for tactical operations, but also for “strategic
support—it helps with fleet planning,” Richey said. The information
“allows the customer to assess how many aircraft they actually need.”

INNOTECH AVIATION

Owners’ and operators’ teams are deeply involved in their aircraft’s
MRO activities: monitoring progress, approving recommendations,
signing off on work and more. Leading providers have processes and
tools to ensure customers have quick, easy access to the people and
information they need to track their projects 24/7, from anywhere
in the world.
Duncan Aviation is known for the many STCs (supplemental type
certificates) it has developed for aftermarket installations, putting
its retrofit and refurbishment services in high demand. The MRO’s
myDuncan mobile app allows customers to monitor project status
from any computer or smartphone. “Team leaders and the project
manager can send the customer photos of parts, damage or repairs,
and get approvals on the fly,” said Dennis VanStrien, airframe services
sales rep at Duncan’s Battle Creek, Mich., facility. Customers can
control levels of access—for example, designating which individuals
have squawk approvals.
Founded in 1956, Duncan has full-service MRO facilities at its
Battle Creek headquarters, and in Lincoln, Neb., and Provo, Utah, and
offers avionics service and engine rapid-response teams in more than
two dozen additional U.S. locations. It maintains airframes including
Challengers, Citations, Embraers, Falcons, Globals, Gulfstreams,
Hawkers, King Airs and Learjets; and it is factory authorized to
work on Honeywell, General Electric, Pratt & Whitney, Rolls-Royce,
Williams and Hamilton Sundstrand engines.
Making sure projects remain on schedule is an important part
of the job. Like many leading providers, Elliott Aviation employs
dedicated project managers. They oversee each project, review daily
6

“We put the right people
on it to prevent delays.”
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As a virtual DOM representing many aircraft, customers
trust me to make sure their aircraft are properly taken
care of. Elliott Aviation has impressed me on many
major Hawker inspections and complete refurbishments.
I recently had a Hawker in their facility for an
eight-year inspection with structurals and new paint
and interior. Their extensive mechanical knowledge of
the airframe is impressive and attention to detail on
the paint process is unlike anything I have ever seen.
Throughout the process, I was kept informed of even
the most minor issues. This led to the aircraft being
delivered squawk-free and on time. It’s an impressive
feat to make an eight-year old aircraft look and
perform as new but Elliott Aviation did it.
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DELIVER UNBEATABLE CUSTOMER SERVICE
For nearly eight decades, we’ve thrived on customer feedback from around the world. With full paint, interior, maintenance,
avionics and accessories capabilities, we’re big enough to handle all of your needs but small enough to give you the personal
touch you deserve. From King Airs, Beechjets and Hawkers to Phenoms, Citations, Lears and so much more, connect with
Elliott Aviation and you’ll land a better experience…
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INTERIOR DESIGN

Whether for a total refurbishment or a green completion, any
business jet airframe can be a canvas for creating a customized
interior to meet the needs of the most demanding owner or operator.
Top MROs have the interior-design talent, tools and engineering
teams required to create and certify state-of-the-art cabins and
cockpits, while meeting tastes running “from mild to wild, and
everything in between,” said Elliott Aviation’s Wilken. Elliott uses
an Envision 3D modeling system to help customers see what their
interiors and paint schemes will look like while they’re still in the
planning stages. With the 3D system at the company’s Moline
Paint and Interior Design Center, interiors specialists can instantly
simulate how materials, color schemes and finishes would look in
the cabin, helping customers get exactly what they want.
The team at Innotech’s design showroom in Montreal specs
interiors for refurbishment and completion projects with
materials, color swatches and renderings it presents to clients
based on their preferences. Computer modeling also plays a
role in developing interior-design plans. “We start with a virtual
airplane, so that when clients walk into a real airplane, they have
a better idea of how it will look,” said Brooks. Innotech also sends
its designers to automotive, boat and yacht trade shows and
other venues “outside the aviation world, where our customers
circulate, to bring new creature comforts” to the cabin, he said.
“We want to stay close to their DNA.”
West Star Aviation’s design centers at its Alton and Grand
Junction facilities contain “everything you could possibly want to
put together a great interior,” said Cunningham, including vast
selections of woods, leathers, fabrics, plating and other sample
8
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“From mild to wild, and
everything in between.”

materials for customers to consider. Many clients involve their
own designers, who work on owners’ homes and offices, in such
projects, and West Star’s design teams work closely with them,
educating them on the flammability, crashworthiness and other
standards that materials must conform to in the aviation world.
When customers don’t have the time to visit a West Star design
center, “we’ll bring samples, color swatches and interior plans
to their location at their convenience, Cunningham said. “That’s
just part of being customer oriented.”
Clients at Pentastar, the Michigan-based MRO, often use
significant maintenance events as an opportunity to upgrade
their aircrafts’ interiors. Pentastar has long provided outsourced
interior-design services, but in response to customer demands,
brought its preferred interior-design firm in house two years ago.
Last year Pentastar opened its Aircraft Interior Design Studio.
“Now we’re able to complement the expertise we’ve always
had in maintenance, with minimal downtime for customers,”
said Schmidt. “People can literally taxi right up to our design
facility.” The center is stocked with samples of wood, leathers,
carpeting, sidewalls and other materials, “and we can have
all the choices available to see and touch in a comfortable, welllit environment.”
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PENTASTAR AVIATION

MROs’ teams of master craftsmen, artisans, A&P technicians and
avionics and interior specialists can turn old airframes into like-new
aircraft, or provide completions for green aircraft at a quality level
even OEMs can’t match.
The ability to refurbish legacy aircraft is exemplified by Elliott
Aviation’s new Beechjet 400E program. The company performs total
refurbishments of Beechjet 400A/Hawker 400XPs with Garmin 5000
flight decks (the first field installations) and roomier, lightweight
interior shell, with Gogo Biz and an Avod (audio/video on demand)
system and enhanced comfort that “blows away a comparably
performing new aircraft,” said Elliott.
MROs can also reconfigure aircraft to meet new mission
requirements, providing options for customers who are updating
aircraft they own or plan to purchase. “Sometimes customers
want something different—a floor-plan change, for example,” said
Cunningham at West Star Aviation.
As part of a complete refurbishment, West Star recently
reconfigured a Falcon 2000 to create a 13-passenger interior in what
is typically an eight- to 10-passenger jet. The project required moving
bulkheads and making structural modifications. West Star’s inhouse engineering group and on-staff DER (designated engineering
representative) provided support. Such a change “had only been done
one other time—at the OEM facility,” Cunningham said.
With the complete range of services they offer, major MROs can
ensure total quality control and attention to detail. Jet Aviation St.
Louis, renowned for its refurbishments as well as completions of
12
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DUNCAN AVIATION

INNOTECH AVIATION

REFURBISHMENTS
& COMPLETIONS

“We’re like a dream
factory for new airplanes.”

green Bombardier aircraft, custom builds and upholsters its seats and
makes sure they meet customer approval. “We have the owner sit in
the first [prototype] article to make sure the contact on the back of the
legs, the bolstering and the firmness are correct,” said Kreissler.
MROs also make sure the interiors they install are easy to remove
for inspections and access. “We build them very maintenance
friendly and easy to disassemble,” Kreissler noted. He added that
Jet Aviation keeps extra carpet, seat leather and other materials on
hand, “so if there’s any damage, we can build up a new seat or cut a
new carpet for them.”
MRO refurbishment services extend beyond aircraft interiors
to major airframe work, an imperative capability for maintaining
current fleets. “You’ve got a lot of equipment 20 and 30 years old
whose operation at this age wasn’t contemplated at the time of
production,” said Frank Publiski, vice president of maintenance, at
Pentastar Aviation. He cited a recent GII airframe refurbishment
that required removing the wings, and said Pentastar has become
expert at skin replacement, wing demating, and tail removal in
refurbishing aging airframes.
MROs that perform green completions are approved by OEMs
because they can provide a level of customization and quality
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the manufacturer can’t equal. “We’re like a dream factory for
new airplanes,” said Brooks at Innotech, which has performed
completions on more than 150 Bombardier Challengers and 50
Globals. He cited the “chandeliers” that designers recently created
for a Global in conjunction with Swarovski Crystal: they appear as
three-dimensional fixtures hanging from the headliners. “We came
up with the solution using crushed crystals and manufactured it in
house,” said Brooks.
The company applies this same capability to refurbishments.
“The cross knowledge base from completions to MRO is extremely
valuable,” said Brooks. “We’re installing state-of-the-art options—
some of which we designed—right out of Bombardier’s options
catalog.” Not only do such upgrades increase the utility and owners’
enjoyment of the aircraft, noted Brooks, but they “will increase the
value of your airplane, and the value will improve with the pedigree
of the company doing the refurbishment.”
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AVIONICS &
COMMUNICATION

Options for meeting looming regulatory mandates, opportunities
to install upgrades that improve safety and efficiency, and
expanding cabin-connectivity choices make avionics and
communication solutions a key area of MRO expertise today.
Leading MROs track regulatory mandates around the globe and
develop STCs that permit them to retrofit the latest avionics and
communications products. Providers like Elliott Aviation serve
on the dealer advisory boards of major avionics and electronics
manufacturers, so these MROs know what’s in the pipeline,
helping customers plan ahead. Elliott’s Wilken noted his company
creates many of its avionics and communication-equipment STCs
in partnerships with the OEMs, ensuring optimum performance
and minimal installation downtime. Elliott has performed more
than 200 Garmin G1000 panel retrofits in King Airs, for example,
experience that enables it to promise to complete projects in
15 working days and to pay customers $3,000 per day for any
additional downtime.
To remain in the forefront as a solutions developer, Constant
Aviation has an R&D team that consists of engineers, avionics
technicians, and sales-staff members that tracks regulatory
mandates along with new technologies and products, to “create
solutions of value, from tip to tail,” said Maiden. Constant offers
STCs for installations of ADS-B, FANS, CPDLC and datalink
systems that comply with all regulatory mandates, and can
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“We create
solutions of
value, from
tip to tail.”

perform them at either of its Cleveland facilities (CLE and CGF), or
its Birmingham, Ala., or Las Vegas repair stations.
Duncan Aviation remains among the most prolific STC
developers. “Because of our ODA [organization designation
authorization] capabilities, a lot of manufacturers approach us
about developing STCs” that compete with OEM avionics retrofit
programs, said Gary Harpster, an avionics sales rep at Duncan’s
Lincoln facility. Among popular upgrades are its ADS-B solutions
for Citations and Hawker 800-series jets, and FANS and synthetic
vision systems for Falcon 900s. Duncan also invests in educating
operators about available upgrades. It is conducting NextGen
seminars around the country in partnership with avionics OEMs
“so operators can better understand and plan for the upcoming
mandates,” Harpster said.
MROs are also answering the demand for cabin connectivity,
even as potential solutions proliferate. “We went from Gogo
and Inmarsat, to five or six connectivity options now, and more
coming as other satellite systems come on line,” said David
Loso, Jet Aviation’s avionics sales manager, who also serves as
chairman of the Aircraft Electronics Association. Loso noted that
proper installation of these systems often requires more than an
A&P. “The actual configuration of these routers is a science and
requires somebody with an IT-networking background,” he said.
Jet Aviation provides its technicians with the requisite training.
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Doubling as fashion statement and protective barrier, an aircraft’s
livery deserves exemplary attention—especially today, when
reformulated, environmentally friendly paints require precise
application in prescribed conditions. Meanwhile, computerized
scheme designs and new application processes have expanded the
possibilities for aircraft livery. Leading MROs have all sides covered in
providing these services.
As part of its Bombardier completions offering, Jet Aviation St.
Louis paints green aircraft fresh from the assembly line, and no buyer
is more demanding than an airframer. Jet Aviation provides computergenerated, full-color renderings of designs for client approval. Its artists
can also create sophisticated decals and custom airbrushed logos.
Aircraft in for repainting receive the same level of quality. To
prep these aircraft for their new livery, Jet Aviation has developed an
FAA-approved, environmentally friendly alternative to the strip-andpaint process.
Superior providers recognize that every step in the operation is
critical to a quality outcome. “Prepping is as important as painting,”
said West Star Aviation’s Cunningham. West Star’s facility in Grand
Junction can accommodate aircraft as large as a Gulfstream G650
and incorporates such technology as vari-drive compressors, which
supply compressed air for smooth, steady paint application. But well
before heading for the paint booth, West Star’s in-house designers
provide a variety of renderings to clients as they refine the scheme.
Once the customer selects colors, techs spray them out on metal, to
show clients how they would appear on an aircraft.
While most clients still prefer livery that doesn’t call attention to
the aircraft, the major MROs are up to any creative challenge. Gama
Aviation’s Oxford paint facility was recently tapped to create a scheme
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“Painting an aircraft is
a chemical reaction.”

on a Challenger 601 for a promotion for Cadbury honoring Prince
George’s first birthday. The shop has also produced special liveries for a
Beechcraft King Air 200, Bombardier Challengers and helicopters.
Innotech Aviation’s paint facility has its own water-treatment
plant with multiple filtration systems and carbon walls, as well as
equipment to capture emissions. “When we paint an airplane, our
VOC [volatile organic compound] discharge is less than [that of] a
Mack truck driving down the road,” said Richard Shaw, a regional
sales manager for Innotech. Shaw also pointed out that Canada
doesn’t tax MRO services, and that current exchange rates make the
costs attractive to U.S. customers.
The paint facilities at these MROs are almost as sophisticated as the
aircraft they serve. Painting an aircraft “is a chemical reaction,” explained
Elliott Aviation’s Wilken, and requires “precise temperature and humidity
control, and filtration systems for dust.” Elliott’s paint shop and in-house
design staff can create paint schemes to suit any taste.
A recent paint scheme on a King Air 350 air ambulance operated for
a children’s hospital in New Zealand illustrates the MRO’s capabilities.
Aimed at putting its young passengers at ease, the fanciful scheme
uses 22 colors in a bold tableau of people and astronomical images.
Price quotes from paint shops can vary greatly, Wilken noted,
adding, “Price is what you pay, value is what you get. Compare facilities,
not just prices.”
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Whether it happens at home or on the road, an unexpected AOG
(aircraft on the ground) situation is the bane of aircraft operations.
Quality MRO providers are committed to getting clients back in the
air quickly, whatever the problem and wherever they are.
“It used to be rare for someone to need a passport, but now
all our engine guys need passports,” said Mike Bernholtz, Duncan
Aviation’s engine turbine sales manager at its Lincoln facility.
The company’s engine rapid-response teams are at more than a
dozen facilities across the U.S., and with passports in hand, can be
dispatched worldwide for service calls. Duncan also has road teams
that respond to airframe-related AOGs, as well as technicians
on call to address avionics issues. Additionally, Duncan’s AOG
app provides the phone number of the nearest Duncan facility/
service team based on a client’s need. The app can use the client’s
phone’s GPS data to locate the nearest available engine, airframe
or avionics AOG assistance.
Constant Aviation has enhanced its AOG service through
its recent merger with Lone Star Aviation, which adds more
than 60 technicians in over 20 locations to provide support
for grounded aircraft. “We plan to have the single-largest AOG
network in the country,” said Maiden. Constant is also building
up its parts department so needed components for grounded
aircraft are available quickly. The company has $48 million in
owned or consigned parts in house. “Almost all of the parts
tie into our core fleet types,” said Maiden, “so when someone
needs a starter generator or avionics component, all we have to
do is go to the shelf.”
As a full-service charter management company, Pentastar
Aviation realizes the problems AOGs cause and takes proactive
maintenance steps to minimize occurrences. “We know the
importance of having aircraft up and running,” said Schmidt.
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“Now all our engine
guys need passports.”

Nonetheless, AOGs occur, and Schmidt points to another
advantage Pentastar’s full-service model can offer when they
do: “If someone has an unexpected maintenance event, we can
easily fill a charter request and keep things moving when their
airplane is down.”
Gama Aviation takes a different proactive approach to
minimizing AOG disruptions: the company positions AOG teams
where customers are likely to fly. In winter months, Gama stations
technicians in Puerto Rico, the Bahamas and South America. “That
plays a big part in reducing the duration of an AOG,” said Richey.
Gama can also call on its worldwide team for AOG assistance
anywhere. Scott Corbett, a Gama base-maintenance manager in
the Middle East, cited a client’s U.S.-registered Global that recently
had an AOG in Amman, Jordan. “A Learjet flew with an engineer
and part from the UK, we sent support technicians from the
Middle East who replaced the part, and we got [the Global] back
in the air within 24 hours,” he said.
Jet Aviation also has a global-service network to call on, along
with the assistance its MRO hubs in Basel and Singapore can
provide. The company has three mobile service trucks at its St.
Louis base that will travel up to 500 miles, and puts technicians
on aircraft for AOG service farther afield. “We’ve been as far as
Costa Rica,” said Kreissler. “We’ll go out and support any AOG—
not just our clients’ airplanes.”
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pilot. There are only better, less expensive, ‘regularized’ ways to learn [how to
fly]. That’s probably the most important
thing we’ve learned.”
MPL TO THE RESCUE

The way pilots are trained has changed
little over the past half century. There is
a pre-solo period of intense instruction,
the post-solo expansion of skills with and
without the instructor on board, crosscountry flying, honing the practice of
maneuvers, emergency procedures, possibly night flying, learning how to fly without outside references, preparation for
the flight test, then the check ride for the
private pilot certificate. For pilots who
want to continue adding capabilities, the
instrument rating is next, followed by the
commercial certificate.
While some pilots might find employment after earning the commercial certificate, others find it necessary to become
flight instructors to build the minimum
flight times needed to qualify for commercial piloting jobs with charter operators
and airlines. This progression is similar all
over the world, with the exception of the
multi-crew pilot license (MPL) program,
which trains pilots for commercial operations with far fewer hours of airplane
flight time, but with more simulator training and c lassroom instruction. Like traditional flight training, MPL originates
from standards set by the International
Civil Aviation Organization.
MPL is not available to U.S. organizations (it would require a substantial
rule change) but the process is widespread among airlines outside the U.S.
According to the most recent update to
the International Air Transport Association’s Global MPL Course Tracker,
training companies such as CAE, Flight
Training Europe, Alteon and CTC Aviation provide MPL training for AirAsia,
Swiss, Flybe, Tiger Airways, Air Berlin,

Condor, many Chinese airlines, easyJet,
Ethiopian Airlines, Qatar Airways, Virgin
Atlantic and Etihad, among many others.
According to the tracker, the lowest
number of airplane flight hours in these
programs is 61.5 and the highest 113.
Total hours of practical training (airplane flight time plus simulator time)
ranged from 240 to 404.
Compare that to the minimum 190
hours required by the FAA for a commercial pilot certificate with instrument rating at an FAA-approved Part 141 flight
school (which allows fewer logged flight
hours in exchange for a more stringent
syllabus and training program approval).
Non-FAA-approved Part 61 schools
require at least 250 hours for the commercial pilot certificate. In either case, some
of these hours can be done in a simulator,
but nowhere near the amount found in an
MPL course. In the U.S., however, no pilot
can fly even as first officer in a Part 121
airliner without first having obtained the
Airline Transport Pilot (ATP) certificate,
which requires a minimum of 1,500 hours
or for a restricted ATP at least 1,000 hours
and a four-year aviation college degree
or 750 hours for military pilots. With a
fresh MPL, newly minted pilots can go to
work right away flying in the right seat of
sophisticated airplanes, although there are
requirements for initial operating experience working with far more experienced
pilots as well as limitations on the types
of airplane they are allowed to fly, sort of
like a type rating program.
The MPL incorporates threat and
error-management (risk management)
training from the outset, something that
is only now becoming a focus in the U.S.
pilot training system. This approach is in
the new Airman Certification Standards
that will replace the Practical Test Standards beginning in June.
AIN is not aware of any study that
examines accidents/incidents to determine whether the pilots were trained

Redbird has set its sights on making flying more accessible by reducing the cost of training through
better use of simulators. Instructors use the company’s VTO helicopter simulator to teach hovering and
autorotations, the most time-consuming and costly maneuvers for helicopter pilots to learn.

in a more traditional format or under
the MPL framework. Examination of
the findings after the AirAsia Flight
8501 Airbus A320 stall into the ocean
does not turn up the sort of smoking
gun or guns one might expect to find if
one looks solely at the pilots’ training
backgrounds. According to the accident
report, the captain held an ATP and had
logged more than 20,000 hours. He flew
jets in the Indonesian Air Force, where
he served for 10 years and instructed in
single-engine propeller aircraft (likely
the Beech T-34C). When he joined
AirAsia, he completed an upset training course in the Boeing 737 simulator,
and while earning his A320 type rating
he did the full stall series in the A320
simulator. This exercise included climb
with ADR (air data reference) 1 fault
and followed by ADR 2 fault; alternate
law–stall recovery; stall recovery at low
altitude; ILS raw data on alternate law;
and high-altitude handling (demo) stall
recovery at high altitude.
The first officer held a French ATP and
had logged 2,247 hours, 1,367 in type. The
accident report does not examine his initial
training experience, although it does point
out that AirAsia was his first airline job

after completing training, and that most
of his experience was on the A320.
After the A320 was stalled by one of the
pilots, according to the accident report–
there was also a confusing situation involving a rudder system failure–it crashed into
the Java Sea, killing all 162 people aboard.
TRAINING TIME

Instructional methods are not the only
part of pilot training that has endured
unchanged. Ken Byrnes, chair of the
Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University
Daytona Beach flight department, said
that average training and flight times for
new pilots have remained static. What has
changed is that more dual instruction is
needed for new pilots to reach the same
level of skill and knowledge. “There are
more special-emphasis areas,” he said, “and
the new Airman Certification Standards
[due in June for Private, Commercial certificates and Instrument rating] will bring
that to another level. In general, there really
hasn’t been much change in flight times. I
don’t think time is that important. What’s
important is outcomes. Our students are
performing as the FAA wants them to perform to get certified.” –M.T.

Development efforts to create
high-quality instructors
With the shortage of flight instructors
affecting training organizations small and
large, it is even more important that all
instructors are teaching to high standards
so that they pass on and help develop the
high-quality pilots that the industry needs.
“From SAFE’s standpoint, the goal is
to help flight instructors become more professional,” said Donna Wilt, chair of the
Society of Aviation and Flight Educators
(SAFE) and associate professor of the College of Aeronautics at Florida Institute of
Technology (FIT) in Melbourne, Fla.
Wilt has taught at a small flight school
and is familiar with the typical problems
that accompany non-standard training
practices that aren’t well monitored. At this
school, she found that one “instructor didn’t
know what he was teaching. Nobody at the
FBO made sure he was teaching correctly.”
Another deep-rooted problem is that
pilots are influenced in large part by
what their instructors taught them, and
when they become instructors they tend
to pass on what they learned from their
first instructor. “Whatever your instructor taught you, you teach the next one,”
she said. “That happens everywhere, and
we’ve got to break the cycle.”
At FIT, all new instructors have to
take tests on every topic and then fly
with a more experienced instructor and
show that they can teach all the maneuvers, not just one sample maneuver. “At
small [flight schools], they don’t go to that
level. If you did that one maneuver well,

they don’t check to see if you know every
maneuver,” she said.
New FIT instructors must also attend
monthly standardization classes. “I think
we have a good program,” Wilt said. “It’s
well organized, we do a lot of standardization with our instructors and I believe
it does turn out better pilots. The feedback from the airlines that hire our students is that it works. That’s the part that
really counts.”
At Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University’s campus in Daytona Beach, Fla.,
a strong instructor training program is
essential. “It’s a tough industry and generally a transient workforce; instructors
are building their time to move on to the
airlines, so that creates some problems,”
said Ken Byrnes, chair of the Embry-Riddle Daytona Beach flight department.
Three years ago, Embry-Riddle
launched a flight instructor quality assurance (FIQA) program, along the lines
of flight operational quality assurance
(FOQA), but focused on improving the
quality of what instructors teach. The key
with such programs is feedback from earlier flights that can be used for continuous improvement.
“We are only ones I know of that do
FIQA, and we developed it in house,”
Byrnes said. At the same time, EmbryRiddle focuses on teaching instructors
how to teach. “Just because you know
how to do something doesn’t mean
Continues on page 29 u
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FLIGHT TRAINING
What should be changed
to improve flight training?
In business aviation, pilots have long
complained that they don’t find their
recurrent training programs stimulating, and that the FAA approval involved
in recurrent training results in too much
“box-checking” instead of the opportunity to learn or practice a new skill. The
oft-cited example is that pilots overtrain
on V1 engine cuts despite the extraordinary rarity of the event.
The alternative should be to focus less
on practicing rare events and more on situations that have been shown to cause
actual accidents. Why not, for example, see
what happens in a simulator when the pilot
shuts down the wrong engine? Or simulate
leveling off for an approach while on autopilot without adding power, then seeing
how the airplane is basically out of control
when the autopilot exceeds limitations and
switches off ? Situations such as these have
been well documented as directly related to
some significant accidents, yet pilots still
are forced to endure more V1 cuts, with no
time left for anything that could be more
pertinent and useful.
To address these concerns, the NBAA
Safety Committee formed the Business
Aviation Pilot Training Project Team. In
2014 the team published “Training Management Systems for Business Aviation.”
Safety Management Systems (SMS) have
found widespread acceptance in a variety of
industries, not just aviation, and the Training Management System (TMS) extends
the concept into the training arena.
Like an SMS, the TMS follows the
approach of identifying problems and
coming up with resolutions. “TMS is a
systematic approach to the development
of a training plan, implementation of
that plan, management of the plan and
then the evaluation of its effectiveness.
The result will be recommendations for
improvement to the training plan. Everyone is a participant in the process; everyone gives feedback to help improve the
process. This dynamic process is a primary tool that can be used to mitigate
the levels of risk for identified threats to
the department,” said the team.
It is noteworthy that in addition to the
“box-checking” complaint about recurrent training, one of the key issues that
led to development of the TMS is that
“emphasis is needed on risk awareness,
aviation decision making and scenariobased training.” This is also a fundamental aspect of the FAA’s new Airman
Certification Standards.
In developing a TMS, flight departments must target their own needs. It’s common for those tasked with helping develop
a company SMS to ask others for their
templates, but this isn’t how the process
should work. According to the TMS document, “A flight department’s TMS should

be tailored for the specific needs, capabilities and missions of that flight department.
Safety will be enhanced as operators take
a more proactive role in developing training objectives that are based on the threats
present in their operation.”
The TMS should be scalable and thus
applicable to any size flight operation,
and it should involve all personnel, not
just pilots. An advantage of the TMS
process is that it can incorporate many
types of training, not just the annual FAR
61.58 recurrency training. By using the
TMS process, a flight operation can learn
what kinds of training should be added to
the 61.58 recurrent and, working closely
with the training provider, modify the
program to incorporate these additional
elements. For more information, see the
TMS Guide at www.nbaa.org/ops/safety/
training/20141021-tms-guide.pdf.
NEW TRAINING STANDARDS

In the U.S. the FAA and industry partners have embarked on a major upgrade
to pilot training standards, the new Airman Certification Standards (ACS), which
aim to enhance the existing Practical Test
Standards system by adding “task-specific
knowledge and risk management elements
to each PTS Area of Operation and Task.”
Many industry experts have long been recommending that trainers incorporate risk
management from the first moment of
pilot training, and this effort should see
that happen. The first of the new ACS–
private, commercial, instrument rating–
take effect in June; work is already under
way on the ATP, and the flight instructor
ACS will follow.
The National Association of Flight
Instructors (NAFI) has spent a lot of

time and effort explaining the new ACS
and how they will affect its flight instructor members. A webinar that explains the
ACS is available at https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=cVTOB7XJOso.
John and Martha King, founders of
the King Schools aviation training program company, are strong supporters
of the new ACS because the standards
address an important concern, the lack
of risk management education early in
the pilot training process.
“Pilots need to get in the habit of learning the habit of risk management,” said
John King. “They need to start risk management from the very beginning, from the
first lesson.” He acknowledges that some
flight instructors don’t agree with this conclusion and believe that teaching risk management takes away from time better used
to teach specific skills.
But this is a false conclusion, according to King. While pilots do need certain skills to fly safely, he pointed out,
it is impossible to teach every pilot every
skill for every possible situation. “All
pilots will have some limitation in skills,”
he said. “Without risk management, it’s
possible for a pilot to get into things that
no amount of skills can get him out of.”
If a pilot gets an aircraft into a hazardous situation such as a stall or spin, he
explained, “Fundamentally that is a failure of risk management. He got into a situation where he asked more from himself
and the aircraft than they can do. What
we want is pilots who are thinking ahead
and anticipating what might happen. We
don’t want pilots who are fat, dumb and
happy, who get caught by surprise in a
situation where with foresight they could
have seen it coming.”
Accidents keep happening in the same
repeating scenarios, King noted. “With perfect hindsight the pilot should have seen it
coming. The idea of risk management is
to turn that hindsight into foresight. That
should be a habit from the first lesson. The
instructor says, ‘Let’s talk about some of

Most corporate pilots step into a full-flight simulator twice a year, if that, and they spend their time
training to standards that don’t reflect the reality of their operations. That is changing, as companies
and training organizations use their time to practice scenarios they are more likely to encounter.
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the risks of the flight we’re going to do.’
Then the pilot has the habit, just as religiously as preflighting the aircraft.”
MODERN TRAINING

If there is anything different about pilot
training now–besides the MPL–it is that in
the U.S., where most pilots are still trained,
there appears to have been a shift from
smaller local flight schools to larger academy-type operations, many of which are
associated with universities. For a future
pilot serious about a flying career, obtaining
a four-year degree is still considered essential, and a professional flight training academy has the equipment and the stringent
regimen to ensure efficient progress. Not to
mention, a ready supply of fresh students
to become newly minted flight instructors,
who typically stay at the school to teach
for a while to earn enough hours to qualify
for the Airline Transport Pilot certificate.
Donna Wilt, associate professor of the
College of Aeronautics at Florida Institute of Technology (FIT) in Melbourne,
Fla., and also chair of the Society of Aviation and Flight Educators (SAFE), sees
great benefits in standardization of the
teaching process. “It comes from the top
down that you’ll do it correctly, and we
do what it takes to mitigate risk.”
Like all modern flight training organizations, FIT puts students in simulators, and
not just for instrument procedures but also
for primary and commercial maneuvers.
The use of simulators isn’t to reduce
the amount of time spent, she pointed out.
“That’s almost a secondary goal.” But any
flight training organization must be costcompetitive, and simulators help achieve
that. “Across the industry we need more
simulator time. I really think that is the way
to go, even if the FAA doesn’t give credit.”
The way FIT uses its Frasca and Redbird simulators progresses, and it begins
with the student’s first lesson. In many lessons, the student first completes a session
in the simulator then immediately flies the
airplane. “You don’t need a basic airplane
to learn how to operate the controls or
how to start the engine,” Wilt said. “Most
of this can be done for the first time in
the simulator. All of the procedures can
be practiced. And you can practice decision making, which is another big part of
simulation, including line-oriented flight
training scenarios.”
Wilt agrees with the Kings that teaching risk management from the very first
lesson is critical. “It is something that is
changing,” she said. “I think risk mitigation from day one is important. It’s all
balancing risk and benefits.”
Another area where Wilt sees a big
change is stall training, which traditionally
has focused on airspeed control but is now
shifting to a deeper understanding of angle
of attack (AOA). The FAA has relaxed
the rules on installing AOA indicators in
light aircraft, to encourage more widespread use, and flight schools are gradually coming around to this technology.
Continues on page 24 u
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“It’s still going to take time, that mentality
of reducing the angle of attack,” she said.
“I start teaching it in private pilot ground
school; the whole idea is to avoid stalling
by reducing angle of attack.”
SAFETY CULTURE

“The ACS is what we do already,”
said Ken Byrnes, chair of Embry-Riddle
Aeronautical University’s Daytona Beach
flight department. “We’re strong on
safety assessment, safety culture and climate as these folks go through training.”
Embry-Riddle’s director of standards
was on the ACS working group. “We got
insight there,” he said. “For our test for
the private pilot certificate, the ACS fits
our curriculum as it stands.”
Pilots need the motor skills to be good
at flying, Byrnes explained, but “they
have to have good knowledge to apply
and make decisions. The application of
knowledge is affected by the attitude of
the individual. They have to have knowledge and skill and the right attitude. You
need all three to make good decisions. I
tell all new students they are decision
makers who happen to fly an airplane.
They have to be able to think fast, apply
knowledge and make the right decision.”
Byrnes acknowledges that new private pilots, even those with instrument
ratings, operate at a lower level of understanding than more seasoned pilots, but
as they progress to the commercial certificate, they learn more about applying their

Today’s students favor technology-rich flight
training organizations such as CAE for instruction.

Byrnes emphasized that this training is
helpful for new students undergoing primary training. As an example, students will
begin with the instructor by learning about
the four fundamentals of flight and takeoff
procedures. Then they proceed to practice
them in the simulator, with the instructor
demonstrating and the students then trying
the procedures and maneuvers. Then they
move into the real airplane. “A lot of times
the student is doing the takeoff on his own,”
he said. “He’s already done it and practiced
it in the simulator. Another scenario for primary students is to fly a VFR cross-country
and be faced with lowering clouds and either
having to fly out of the clouds or make a
decision beforehand on how to prevent

“STUDENTS HAVE TO BE ABLE TO THINK
FAST, APPLY KNOWLEDGE AND MAKE THE
RIGHT DECISION.”

–KEN BYRNES, ERAU DAYTONA BEACH
knowledge to make the right decision. To
help this process, Embry-Riddle operates
Frasca simulators to run scenarios where
something happens that forces the pilot
to decide what to do. “Putting them in
scenarios and giving them experiences is
what makes a better pilot,” he said. “You
can’t quantify that with flight hours.
“Traditionally, old simulators were
used in general aviation for procedural
training,” he explained. “If you think
about the worst classroom in the world
it would probably be the airplane. You’re
worried about not killing yourself, and
you hear only a third of what the instructor is telling you.” In a modern simulator
with a high-fidelity visual display, it’s possible to replicate the flight environment
accurately and without the discomfort
and fear that are often part of in-airplane
training. “You’re going to get to a higher
level of learning faster,” he said.

getting into that predicament. “When they
go solo, they’ve already experienced it and
already had a chance to screw up in the simulator. To me, that’s what pilot training is all
about: giving them as many quality experiences in training as we can.
“High-fidelity simulation is the key to
advancing flight training,” he said. “In a
decision-making scenario, you’re building
quality instead of quantity, and that is key
to making a better pilot. We’re training
decision makers, not training somebody
to meet a standard for a test. We’re training somebody who’s going to be equipped
to save a bunch of people someday. They
have the skills and mastery of decision
making, so when the engines flame out
they live to talk about it.”
PROFESSIONAL DIFFERENCES

“What differentiates one flight school
from another is the level of professionalism
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the school imparts to its students,” in the
opinion of John Hay, president of Hillsboro Aero Academy near Portland, Ore.
“We believe the way the student thinks
about safety is the most important aspect
of professionalism. We know that according to the law of primacy, the way that
our industry’s next generation of pilots are
trained to think about safety and regulatory compliance during their initial flight
training will have a huge impact upon the
safety of their career and the lives of the
people who get onto their aircraft.”
The word “safety,” Hay and other experts
such as John and Martha King agree, is overused and not well understood. “We focus on
risk management. Training students to constantly evaluate the risks they face teaches
them not to be naïve to these factors, and it
forces them to confront the challenges that
pilots face each day. Pilots must learn not
only how to avoid certain risks completely
(if they are unnecessary for the mission at
hand) but also, and just as important, how
to face certain risks while at the same time
working to mitigate those risks.”

TARGETING SPECIFIC
TRAINING NEEDS
Work on the Training Management System spawned the formation of a new group
called the Corporate Aviation and Standards Roundtable, which consists of 40
business aircraft operators, according to
Steve Charbonneau, senior manager of aviation training and standards at the Altria Client Services flight department and chair of
the NBAA Safety Committee. The group is
“working with Part 142 training centers to
improve standards and training efforts for
business aviation and to develop a united
initiative to improve training,” he explained.
The group also confers with top FAA
leaders. Both Flight Standards Service
director John Duncan and Wendell Grif
fin, director of the FAA’s Office of Accident
Investigation and Prevention, attended the
NBAA National Safety Forum, held during
the NBAA Convention last year. “It was a

THE SPORTY’S WAY

good and healthy conversation, and we hope

to continue it with an info-share session in
Sporty’s Academy, the Ohio flight
March,” Charbonneau said. “There is a lot
school and sister company of Sporty’s
Pilot Shop, serves students that range
going on in this area, and we’re trying to
from pilots who plan to fly only for recrekeep the effort coordinated.”
ation to career-oriented pilots. “We have
Charbonneau couldn’t provide details
plenty of room for improvement,” wrote
of what new training programs might look
president Eric Radtke, in answer to AIN’s
like, however. “We’ve all signed non-discloquestions. “I don’t claim to have all of the
sure agreements with the Part 142 trainanswers, but I am proud of the fact that
ing centers,” he said. The effort to develop
we’re open to trying new approaches in
training. In other words, as an organizaa specific training curriculum focused on
tion, if you’ve accepted or identified that
scenario-based training started a year ago
problems exist, then you must be ready to
in earnest, “and [now] we’re finishing the
at least test innovative solutions or don’t
steps for systems failures for the scenariexpect things to change.”
os and trying to determine how to integrate
Radtke expects that instructors plan
them. It’s down to that level of detail.”
to move on to professional flying jobs,
In his own flight department, recurrent
but while they’re at Sporty’s “we expect
training has changed to draw on these new
nothing less than 100-percent commitment and effort.” That includes adherefforts. “At Altria, we’ve been doing this for
ing to a syllabus, which “keeps all parties
three years,” Charbonneau said. “We train
focused on the same goals with a clear
twice per year. We do the 61.58 prescrippathway to success. It holds us accounttive training event and we integrate into the
able and supports the customer-centric
approved curriculum a few of our specific
culture in transitions (inevitable in this
training needs, like a right-seat landing and
market) among instructors.”
hand-flown raw data approach. The other
To continue improving safety after
session is 100 percent dedicated to our own
pilots obtain their certificates, Radtke
encourages the training industry to
training needs. We work with the Part 142
develop scenario-based training opporprovider. We sit down six months ahead of
tunities. These could take place after
time and develop scenarios for three siminitial pilot certification, focusing on
ulator sessions. One is focused on specifthe type of flying the customer does,
ic failures related to areas of concern to us,
he explained. But it could also benefit
another is dedicated to, say, European winstudent pilots. “We could help establish
ter operations and the third might be anoththat expectation early in one’s training
experience, that this type of training is
er area of concern more related to the NBAA
a) available and b) something that you
top safety issues like runway excursions or
should absolutely participate in. I come
loss of control. It’s been a great program
back to culture in that we have to make
for us. It really helped us take ownership
continued proficiency training and basic
of our training and not just passively parlevels of preflight preparation and risk
ticipate. Our individual pilot knowledge has
management a cultural requirement.
increased substantially.”
–M.T.
In other words, anything less would be
socially unacceptable.” –M.T.
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FLIGHT TRAINING
THE PENDULUM SWINGS TOWARD A CFI SHORTAGE
In 1992, presidential candidate Ross Perot coined the phrase “giant sucking sound” to describe what he believed would be
the loss of U.S. jobs as a result of the North American Free Trade Agreement. Today, if you visit nearly any flight training establishment in the country, that “giant sucking sound” is the sound of airlines vacuuming up certified flight instructors, in most
cases as soon as they reach their minimum flight hour requirements.
While flight instruction has traditionally served as a waypoint on the chart to a first-officer slot, a resurgent airline market
has upped the tempo, requiring that major carriers not only fill additional cockpits but also replace the baby-boomer pilots who
are aging out of them. With regional airline pilots eager to move up in the ranks and earn higher salaries, those smaller a
 irlines
have intensified their plundering of the CFI ranks, leaving experienced instructors a rare bird indeed. Now at last upping their
shamefully low starting salaries and siphoning talent from the country’s flight schools, airlines are putting further p
 ressure on
an already strained market.–C.E.

Growing pilot demand
weighs heavily on CFI corps
After years of dire warnings about a
looming pilot shortage, the operators at
the training level are beginning to feel the
strain, according to many flight instruction
experts, who attribute reports of a shortage of certified flight instructors largely
to anecdotal evidence. While there is little
quantitative data to support any shortage,
the situation has become a concern among
flight training providers. “Yes, there is a
critical shortage,” said Dr. Dan Macchiarella, dean of aviation at Embry-Riddle
Aeronautical University’s Florida campus.
“We have lots of pilots, but we don’t have
lots of pilots” who are willing to sign on
to train other pilots as a career.
In the early 1980s there were nearly
850,000 pilots on the FAA rolls; that number had dropped to less than 600,000 by
the end of 2014. Of that total population,
approximately 101,000 pilots hold current certified flight instructor (CFI) certificates, according to the FAA. However,
the agency does not track the number of
certificated instructors actively engaged
in flight instruction. The FAA totals and
its own proprietary Aviator Inventory
Survey suggest to industry consultancy
Flightpath Economics that approximately
19,000 instruct at least part time, while
6,000 are considered full-time instructors.
“There are fewer pilots of all kinds than
there used to be 30 years ago, and so in a
sense the idea that there are fewer instructors is part and parcel of that,” said Matt
Barton, a partner in the company. “By
our survey data and in our numbers, only
about seven percent of the CFIs out there
are instructing full time.”
The Aircraft Owners and Pilots Association (AOPA) estimates the total number of active instructors to be even
smaller–anywhere from 15,000 to 18,000–
along with more than 12,000 CFIs with
active certificates but expired medicals.
“The number and strength of the CFI
cadre is really important to keeping the
entire industry strong,” said a spokeswoman for the association. “We know
that as the military goes more into UAVs
and less for manned flight, that we’re

getting fewer and fewer pilots from the
military, so those people will come from
general aviation.”
“If your CFI certificate expires, you
have to go back through and basically
take the test again and renew, so most
instructors will renew every cycle, but
they’re not actively teaching,” said Bob
Rockmaker, founder, president and CEO
of the Flight School Association of North
America (FSANA).
INSTRUCTORS WANTED

Demand is high for active CFIs.
According to Bob Meder, chairman of the
National Association of Flight Instructors, the number of want ads by flight
schools seeking CFIs in his organization’s
publications has climbed by 40 percent
over the last six months alone. “I’ve gotten postcards from schools, established
universities looking to hire me,” Meder
told AIN, suggesting that they have taken

to database mining and mass mailings in
hopes of filling their instructor rosters.
In addition to his own problems filling a vacancy at a small flight school in
Nebraska, he’s observed more widespread
need. “I’ve seen schools having difficulty
in finding instructors through Facebook,
LinkedIn and other social media channels; they are out there trying to fill slots,”
he said. One California flight academy
responded to AIN that while its business
plans call for 54 dedicated flight instructors, it has less than half that number
on its current roster. According to Jeremy Roesler, chief flight instructor at the
University of North Dakota’s John D.
Odegard School of Aerospace Sciences,
despite having 170 hourly flight instructors the institution has been forced to
adjust some of its student flight lab hours
to account for a shortage of instructors.
Aside from finding new instructors,
holding onto the ones they have is challenging for training organizations. At
Embry-Riddle, the world’s largest accredited university specializing in aviation and
aerospace, the churn of instructor talent
is inevitable, according to Macchiarella.
“Our turnover rate on flight instructors in
a given year is just short of 100 percent,”

The industry has long been aware of the potential for a pilot shortage, but it is becoming increasingly clear
that such a shortage will have knock-on consequences, as today’s instructors move to the regionals,
leaving a dearth of qualified CFIs for the coming generation of pilots.
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he told AIN. “We want them to go and
they want to go. We’re constantly recruiting and finding new flight instructors.”
The university’s flight instructors tend
to leave once they have accrued the requisite number of flight hours to occupy
the right seat on a regional airline. From
a university program such as Embry-Riddle’s, a graduate would need 1,000 flight
hours for an ATP certificate, compared
with the 1,500 required from other commercial pilots, a result of the Airline
Safety and Federal Aviation Administration Extension Act of 2010.
“As soon as our instructors get to”
the numbers of hours needed, “they are
out of here,” said Macchiarella, adding that the university regularly replenishes its instructor ranks from within.
“Certificated flight instructors, who bear
the brunt of the responsibility to produce
new pilots, are usually trying to move up
and out to different places.”
It’s largely the same story throughout
the industry. “Flight schools don’t have
rose-colored glasses on,” Rockmaker told
AIN. “They understand that probably
95 percent of the flight instructor community is not looking to do it full time.
When instructors gets to 1,500 hours total
time, they will head out the door with that
résumé for the next position.”
There are more than 1,000 flight schools
in the U.S., ranging from universities with
large aviation programs such as EmbryRiddle, Florida Institute of Technology
and the University of North Dakota, to
flight academies such as FlightSafety International, the Hillsboro Aero Academy and
Sierra Academy of Aeronautics, to the
small FBO-based flight schools, and most–
if not all–of them are feeling the churn to
some degree. “There’s still a lot of pilots
made at small airports and FBOs around
the country,” said the AOPA spokeswoman. “If you have a small flight school
with just two CFIs and one of them leaves,
you’re cutting your ability to instruct and
keep up with the students by half.”
Exacerbating the situation are the
scores of baby-boomer professional pilots,
those born between 1946 and 1964, who
have reached or will be reaching the mandatory retirement age of 65. That, coupled
with gains in flight activity, meant the airlines began large-scale hiring of pilots
again. The food chain has always consisted
of the major airlines pulling pilots from
the regionals, which in turn draw from the
ranks of CFIs, who in many cases view
teaching simply as a means to an end.
The bottom line, according to Rockmaker, is that “when the regionals need
pilots–and they do right now–one of the
clearest targets is the flight instructors
because they have that flight time, that
experience, and if that instructor wants to
leave the educational delivery side of aviation, it’s the natural order.” In essence, the
CFI corps has become analogous to the
minor leagues in Major League Baseball,
a place to gain experience and wait until
the call comes from the majors.
Continues on page 28 u
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VARIED
POPULATION
Many flight instructors
working multiple jobs
and instructing frequently

Sources: 1) Aviator Inventory Survey 2015, Flightpath
Economics. 2) FAA Civil Airmen Statistics 2014
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who can afford it. “Because the CFI is
single-engine, if they go right to twins
somewhere, they can build multi-engine
time, so the economics of it is not in favor
of being a flight instructor.” Furthermore,
the airlines do not require a multi-engine
CFI rating, so few students feel the need
to acquire the rating if their career plans
lie in airline piloting, leading to a shortage in those instructors.
Wilt, who also serves as the chair
of the Society of Aviation and Flight
Educators, noted that the shortage is
most pronounced among more experienced CFIs, those who can teach more
advanced certificates and can instruct
and mentor new instructors. “If you
don’t have somebody who can teach the
flight instructors, the whole thing breaks
down and that’s almost the point that we
are getting to,” she told AIN.
With such a shortage, geography plays a
role as CFI job seekers can choose between
preferred regions or even metropolitan
areas that are better able to attract training talent than rural locations. This in turn
creates an even tighter labor pool in the
areas shunned. With a high concentration
of flight instructors in Texas and the like,
some providers, such as San Marcos-based
Tempus Flight Solutions, have not yet felt
the effect of a CFI shortage, and filling
available instructor slots remains a competitive process. –C.E.

ROUGHLY 1,000 FULL-TIME
INSTRUCTORS BUILDING
TIME TO ACHIEVE AN ATP
CERTIFICATE

PART 135

For most of the instructors, teaching fellow pilots forever is not what they had in
mind when they decided to pursue an aviation career. “When you talk to somebody
about aviation industry jobs, typically the
first job that comes top of mind is being an
airline pilot because it’s an obvious career,”
said Rockmaker, adding that the lure of the
major airlines is more than just prestige.
“A captain with seven to ten years of experience, a captain who’s flying the bigger
machines, especially on the international
routes, is making $230,000,” Rockmaker
continued. “In the educational part of
flight instruction, in general the average
instructor is earning $20 to $30 an hour.”
Of late, even some of the regional airlines, publicly maligned for their low starting salaries, have stepped up their game in
an effort to recruit CFIs into their cockpits. “We have airlines coming to our
campus, interviewing, and they’re offering jobs on the spot to our students,” said
Dr. Donna Wilt, an associate professor at
Florida Institute of Technology. “They’ve
got all kinds of schemes to lure them.”
Among them, many of the regional airlines are establishing “bridge programs”
with flight schools where they will award
scholarships, internships and even training reimbursement to promising students.
That has not always been the case,
and it’s still not necessarily the case consistently. “Many flight instructors, when
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“THE CFI IS THE TRADITIONAL PATH TO THE
RIGHT SEAT OF AN AIRLINER, SO FLIGHT
INSTRUCTING HAS ALWAYS BEEN SEEN AS
A STEPPING STONE.”

101,000 FAA-CERTIFIED
INSTRUCTORS

CORPORATE AVIATION

“One of the mistakes we’ve made in the
discussion centrally is that we’ve focused
the time-building pipeline on the CFI
role,” said Flightpath’s Barton, adding that
most airlines seem to prefer seeing CFI ratings on their applicants’ résumés. “If you
are gaining experience as a CFI, does that
necessarily make you a better pilot than if
you gained experience flying night cargo
or other air carrier operations?”
Yet for institutions the exodus continues. “The majority of our flight instructors
are looking to build experience and move
on to another job opportunity, and we
understand that,” said UND’s Roesler. “As
a university, we are in the business of building people up and setting them up for success in the aviation industry. If they want
to stay longer, great. If it is time for them
to leave for the next challenge, we understand and wish them the best.”

FLIGHT INSTRUCTOR POPULATION

NUMBER OF INSTRUCTORS (X1,000)

uContinued from page 26

they do get approved and hired by a
regional, start out as a first officer for
at least a year or two, I’ve heard for as
low as $19,000,” said Rockmaker, adding
that that paradigm may be slowly shifting. “At least one regional airline told
me it is starting first officers as high as
$50,000, which is significant.”
“The first officer starting salary is
low,” said Embry-Riddle’s Macchiarella.”
It’s an historic thing in America, but some
of the airlines are now coming up with
incentives that will double the first year’s
compensation, which makes it a respectable starting salary.”
While FIT and other major schools
are currently able to maintain a pipeline
of introductory CFIs, supported by a
core of professional flight instructors,
Wilt noted that earning a flight instructor certificate is no longer a requirement
for graduation at her institution. “Our
students can look and say, ‘Do I want to
spend the money on a CFI, or should I
just go time-building?’” she asked rhetorically, concluding that in the end,
time-building largely wins out for those

WHERE CERTIFIED INSTRUCTORS
ARE EMPLOYED

Pilot demand weighs
heavily on CFI corps

Source: 
Aviator Inventory
Survey 2015,
Flightpath Economics.

Money matters
The market price for flight instruction
varies from region to region, and can even
vary greatly from community to community, with the pay of flight instructor
labor accounting for a significant chunk
of the final cost. Currently no comprehensive data regarding the pay rates
among flight instructors exists. “There
needs to be a survey across the board in
terms of compensation, and in terms of
job satisfaction as well,” said Bob Meder,
chairman of the National Association of
Flight Instructors.
In fact, two such programs are currently in the planning stage. The Aircraft
Owners and Pilots Association (AOPA)
is getting set to kick off a year-long,
detailed study of the business of flight
schools, to see how the association can
assist them in their development. “Everything from profitability, to what their
challenges are, to number of aircraft,
how they are able to pay for them, what
they are paying instructors, to what is
the instructor-to-student ratio in actual
practice,” an AOPA spokeswoman told
AIN. “We have a lot of assumptions,
and we want to validate them.” Another
separate study into instructor compensation rates is currently under way at
the Flight School Association of North
America (FSANA).
Despite the seeming dire need for certificated flight instructors, the laws of
supply and demand have not taken full
effect when it comes to their compensation. Some schools across the country
acknowledge they have had to raise their
pay rates for CFIs slightly, but drastic
increases are not expected. “They are the
point of contact, the point of educational
delivery, but again the econometrics just
do come into play,” said Bob Rockmaker,
FSANA founder, president and CEO.
UNATTRACTIVE PAY SCALE

Most in the flight education business
will likely agree that the profit margins are
tight, in many cases leaving little room for
flexibility for instructor pay without having to significantly raise the retail price
of instruction for the students. Payment
varies from approximately $13 an hour
to more than $40 at the higher end for
hourly instructors, with an average somewhere between $20 and $23. Some locations, according to Rockmaker, will offer
salaried CFIs $1,000 a week. One small
school reported that it pays its instructing staff of retired airline pilots a fixed
rate of $600 a day.
Factor in the school’s overhead for
insurance, aircraft, fuel, administration
and rent, and raising the rates significantly
can become a problem. “If an instructor
is going to get paid, say, $35 an hour the
flight school is likely charging $60 to $75
an hour retail per hour of instruction,”
said Rockmaker. “It’s a capital market. If
you raise the compensation of the flight
instructor, that has to be passed on. When

Efforts to create
quality instructors
uContinued from page 21

Forward-looking schools and training organizations are making the effort now to retain their CFIs, offering
numerous incentives–among them signing bonuses and educational credits–to keep their instructor rolls full.

you charge more and there are two flight
schools at a given airport, some customers
will say I’m going to the one that is cheaper
no matter what.”
Flight instructor employment models vary, with some schools engaging
in multiple options. Some institutions
employ part-time hourly instructors, fulltime hourly instructors, salaried full-time
instructors and even independent contractors. At some universities, undergraduates
may be employed as instructors for student
pay rates. According to Dr. Dan Macchiarella, dean of aviation at Embry-Riddle’s
campus in Daytona, Fla., the university
pays its career flight instructors a wage in
the upper $30,000s plus benefits.
Those benefits packages may vary
from school to school, ranging from
none to comprehensive, such as health
insurance for the instructor, spouse and
dependents, 401K, profit sharing, relocation assistance, free simulator time, discounts on aircraft rental/pilot supplies,
free housing, sick leave and even reduced
or free aircraft usage.
Flight instruction itself is an expensive proposition, and federal financial
aid assistance is available only to students
enrolled at “Title IV” colleges and universities that adhere to rigid educational conventions. That fact, coupled with allowing
those universities to charge more for
instruction than, say, a small FBO-based
flight school, is helping to create a choke
point among potential aviation students,
according to Matt Barton, a partner with
aviation industry consultant Flightpath
Economics. “If you don’t have that status, your students cannot apply for subsidized financial aid, so there is a basic
constraint on funding from one type
of training pathway.” While acknowledging the job done by the universities
and their “bundled” curriculum, he said
“there aren’t enough of them and they
don’t have enough throughput in terms
of churning out trained pilots to alleviate
the overall pilot shortage. And of course
the production of instructors is a subset
of that within the overall industry.”

Some schools are taking seemingly
drastic measures to attract and retain
training talent. Some advertise signing
bonuses as high as $5,000 for CFIs that
sign on with them for a specified period
of time. At the University of North
Dakota, instructors who commit to an
18-month stint can receive free multiengine instructor training and can earn
bonuses such as $200 every time a CFI’s
student earns the private pilot certificate.
At Oregon’s Hillsboro Aero Academy,
instructors can earn a King Air rating
and fly for the company as they continue
to instruct. Meder is aware of one school
that is offering free Cessna Citation type
ratings to its qualified instructors.
FlightSafety International, which targets the career flight instructor, offers signing bonuses and incentives to retain them.
According to the company, “The number
of training programs we offer and the fact
that we have locations around the world
mean there are opportunities for advancement within the company. Instructors can
gain additional type ratings and become
qualified in a variety of programs. The
vast majority of our learning center management team started out at FlightSafety
as instructors.”
Universities have another pool of
incentives to draw from: offering tuition
worth tens of thousands of dollars to
employed CFIs. “A lot of the students in
our master’s program are flight instructors at the flight line taking advantage
of the free tuition,” said FIT’s associate
professor Dr. Donna Wilt, who earned
her doctorate at the school. She is also
the chair of the Society of Aviation
and Flight Educators. Another senior
staff member is currently earning his
Ph.D there under the same plan. When
Embry-Riddle is running low on CFIs,
it can provide work-arounds to accelerate those students who are close to completing their requirements, according to
Macciarella, such as extended instruction during the summer and winter
breaks and free housing. –C.E.

you can teach it to somebody else,” he
explained. “We put a heavy emphasis on
the soft skills of teaching. They already
have the knowledge and flying skill. We
focus on role playing, scenarios, the
fundamentals of instruction, different
defense mechanisms, learning patterns.”
To ensure that instructors are learning
these skills, Embry-Riddle sends instructors to observe during flight training, he
said. “Somebody who can give advice
on how to improve their teaching skills
is watching them.”
The FIQA program is run by a manager, who acts as a coach, and his team
consists of five or six mentors who
observe the instructors in action and then
provide feedback on how they are teaching, a style that might work better or how
to teach a maneuver differently, Byrnes
explained. “The better my instructors are
at teaching, the better my students are at
flying. Quality assurance is something
near and dear to my heart.”
When observing an instructional
flight, the mentor records information
on paper. The quality assurance manager
collects this information in a spreadsheet
that highlights areas where instructors are
weak and need help improving.
One area where this has raised the
quality of instruction is the level of learning that students were achieving. The data
showed that students were progressing to
a lower level than desired. While students
need to progress through the memorization and understanding levels, if they
don’t learn how to apply that knowledge
they won’t be safe and professional pilots.
“You can be taught something, such as
how to do this maneuver,” Byrnes said.
“But on the practical test, you’re going to
be put in a scenario where you have to recognize and correlate the data and apply it.
“We found that instructors in the commercial program were teaching to the
understanding level,” he added. “They
were making sure the student understood
the concept. But we test at the application/correlation level. Once we got that
data, we needed to bring up the training
to bring the students to the application/
correlation level. I don’t think anybody
else has looked at that.”
Byrnes is convinced that FIQA has
helped Embry-Riddle. “Without it we
would have been in more dire straits.
Now the industry has a high demand for
pilots. My annual turnover is 85 percent
of instructors, and I have 150 of them
[in Daytona Beach]. Without FIQA we
would have seen a decline in our success. This is a culture of an organization
focused on safety and quality, a teaching culture where we’re communicating
with each other on how to teach. This
has changed the entire environment of
the operation.” –M.T.
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Averting the CFI shortage
The resurgence of the airlines after a
slump starting with the 9/11 terror attacks
and continuing through the economic
downturn is one key factor behind the
scarcity of CFIs and pilots. “The terrorist attacks of 2001 were certainly a significant milestone, and there were parents,
uncomfortable with what took place, who
guided their children into different career
pathways,” said Bob Rockmaker, founder,
president and CEO of the Flight School
Association of North America (FSANA).
“Going to the airlines is more attractive
now than perhaps it was right after 9/11
and the years after,” an Aircraft Owners
and Pilots Association (AOPA) spokeswoman suggested. “Wages are back up,
the airlines are growing again. They’re in
a much healthier place than they were
when I was furloughed in 2005.”
In light of that, the drain on CFIs from
flight schools is likely to continue. “They
are all losing instructors, it doesn’t make
a difference who you talk to,” said Rockmaker. “The airlines don’t care where they
are getting people from if you qualify and
if you meet their standards and the initial
hiring review procedures.”
Indeed, many of the schools that
responded to AIN’s request for information for this article feared that a dearth
in instructors could inhibit the growth
of their businesses. “I’ve been doing this
for 20 years now, and there’s always been
an up and down in the industry, but now
I think the pendulum has swung really
hard and is forcing people to take a good
hard look at this for the first time,” said
National Association of Flight Instructors chairman Bob Meder, whose organization lists more than 4,000 flight
professionals in its membership.
“Obviously we are going through
a period where the demand for those
resources is going up. We have a fixed
resource base that we develop fairly
slowly, and now we’re trying to ramp up
quickly to serve a need in the market,”
said Matt Barton, a partner with aviation consultant Flightpath Economics.
“It’s not surprising that some of those
things are out of sync.”
No one has the golden solution, but
most have suggestions. AOPA’s forthcoming survey of flight school economics
could possibly help staunch the outflow of
flight training talent. “A lot of people have
a ton of passion for teaching, and I think
if we can create really healthy businesses
out of flight schools, it will be much easier for those schools to retain CFIs,” said
the association’s spokeswoman.
Dr. Donna Wilt, an associate professor at Florida Institute of Technology’s
College of Aeronautics and chair of the
Society of Aviation and Flight Educators, acknowledges that the CFI role is
merely a stepping stone to the airlines, and
believes that schools should “make it a
place where [students] learn more about
behaving like an airline pilot, more about

professionalism, so they are not just out
there building time.” She recalled the
period during the 1960s when the airlines conducted their own ab initio training. “Sometimes I think the model in the
United States is going to have to shift eventually, with the airlines taking on more
of the burden.” (At least one academy is
already doing this. See facing story.)
Moreover, regardless of salary, the job
description for a CFI might not be for
everyone. Instructors can find themselves
spending time in hot, cramped, small aircraft, sometimes under situations that will
test the patience of even the best teacher,
yet most will point out the intangibles of
being able to sleep in one’s own bed every
night, flexible hours, and the satisfaction of helping someone along the aviation career path. “They say the millennial
is more interested in quality of life than
pay,” said Meder. “But what it comes down
to is where do all the curves come together
for people?” He suggests the CFI industry
as a whole could use some image enhancement. “Part of it is reminding the flight
instructor that he’s one of the most important pieces of the process and treating him
accordingly,” he concluded. “It’s the old
thing every experienced CFI teaches new
CFIs: the way you fly is the way your students will fly, and reminding them and the
industry that the flight instructor is the one
who sets the standards.”
“It would be great if we could begin to
see a new culture emerge where we could
find people who have a passion for teaching,” said Rockmaker. “There are instructors who are very happy; they love what
they do and they do not want to be an
airline pilot or a corporate pilot flying all
over the world. Unfortunately, right now
they are in the minority.” –C.E.

CFI IN A JIFFY
To help backfill the shortage of CFIs,
late last year Tailwheels Etc., a Part 61- and
Part 141-approved flight school at Florida’s Lakeland Linder Regional Airport,
established the CFI Training Center, which it
claims can give commercial pilots their CFI
certificate in just three weeks. The course
is endorsed by the Flight School Association of North America (FSANA) and includes
an affiliate program to help place successful candidates. Since its launch in November, it has graduated a dozen newly minted
CFIs, according to Debbie Sparks, FSANA’s
director of business development, who sees
the $7,500 program as a conduit for rapid
production of CFIs. Developed by Tailwheels
Etc. owner John Amundsen, who has more
than 15,000 hours of flight time, it provides
two weeks of intense ground training preparing candidates for their check ride, along
with 15 hours of flight time. –C.E.
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Airways Aviation is offering a faster path to the left seat, particularly for aspiring pilots in emerging
markets, where demand will be significant over the next two decades. The company is combining
academic coursework with flight training to equip pilots for approval in Europe or Australia.

New training provider
tackles rising demand for pilots
Airways Aviation is stepping up its
efforts to meet the air transport industry’s growing need for pilots. According to Boeing, approximately 27,000 new
pilots will be required globally each year
between now and 2033. The Asia-Pacific
region has the greatest need, accounting
for more than 11,000 of the annual total.
The company, founded in 2014 by former British Airways pilot Ian Cooper,
operates pilot training academies in the
UK, Spain, Montenegro and Australia.
Its focus is on providing ab initio training
to take new pilots through to a “frozen”
air transport pilot license (ATPL) qualification. (Frozen means that the training
requirements have been met, but the actual
certificate cannot be awarded until the candidate has logged a requisite number of
flight hours.) Many of the new students
start in Airways’s network of aviation
foundation schools, one of them in Malaysia, which screen candidates and prepare
them to begin flight training under European or Australian regulatory structures.
The emerging Asian business aviation
sector also continues to deal with a shortage of home-grown pilots and is expected
to recruit from the ranks of airline flight
crew across the region. For now, the sector depends heavily on expatriate pilots.
Airways Aviation is looking to offer
an alternative to longer-established flight
training companies by providing a more
holistic approach to the process and helping
students secure funding. Earning an ATPL
costs approximately $130,000, and Airways
has an agreement with ATPL Finance to
procure unsecured loans to cover training. The company plans to introduce new
financing options in the coming months.
“The financing of professional pilot
training remains the industry’s Achilles
Heel, as not everyone can afford to be a
pilot,” Airways Aviation business development manager Aaron MacDonald told

AIN. “The right aptitude, commitment
and passion are crucial, but students have
to be able to afford the training.”
While safety is a paramount concern,
the fast pace of Asia-Pacific airline growth
poses a particular challenge. “Recent highprofile accidents in the region have highlighted that past compromises have been
made in flight crew training, safety and
compliance,” said MacDonald. “We’re
delivering industry-ready training that is
relevant not only today but also incorporates mandatory training to be implemented in the next three to five years.”
For example, as part of its Elite Pathways
program, Airways Aviation provides upset
prevention and recovery training.
The Airways Aviation training fleet consists of Cessna 172s and Diamond DA42s
and DA40s. The company also has a new
Boeing 737 fixed-base simulator at its site
in Brisbane, Australia, as well as a Bombardier CRJ200 fixed-base training device
and FNPT-II simulators for the DA42.
This year will see Airways Aviation
expanding its network of foundation
schools, with the most recent addition to the
network being in Beijing. “We do not see the
demand for trained pilots slowing throughout China for the foreseeable future,” said
MacDonald, when asked if the faltering
Chinese economy could dampen demand.
In Australia, Airways Aviation has a
new partnership with Southern Cross University, where a commercial pilot certificate
program is being embedded into a wider
business degree. But most of the students
at its Queensland campuses come from
the foundation schools. “These allow us
to establish their aptitude for flying, and
by the time they get to Australia they are
almost ready to take to the sky,” explained
general manager Laurence Beraldo. “These
students have a far better understanding
of what they are taking on, so we have a
higher success rate.” –C.A.
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The Aerovale project in Caçapava is well under way,
and runway certification is planned for the coming months.

Campo de Marte is the busiest airport serving São Paulo.

São Paulo business airports
look ahead to better times
by Richard Pedicini
The Brazilian business aviation fleet shrunk and flew fewer
hours last year, but backers are
still investing to have new business airports ready when the
fleet bounces back and the airlines place more pressure on the
capacity of major airports.
“Brazilian aviation has had a
sustainable growth rate of 4 to 5
percent per year over the last few
decades. The current recession is
a hiccup,” according to Francisco
Lyra, aviation partner on the
Catarina São Paulo Business Airport project. The authority plans
to pave an initial 1,400 by 45 meter
(4,593 by 147 foot) section of runway starting after Carnival. The
full 2,470-meter/8,100-foot runway “will allow the biggest business jets to take off at mtow, at
33 degrees C/91 degrees F,” Lyra
told AIN. Catarina has plans for
its own control tower and customs facilities for international
operations, allowing a single hop
to Europe or the U.S.
Operations at Sorocaba were
up 28.5 percent last year, and
with construction of a control

tower already under way the airport is laying the groundwork for
international operations. Ramp
space has more than doubled, to
14,800 sq m (159,305 sq ft) from
6,000 sq m (64,583 sq ft); four
existing taxiways have been widened and two have been added;
new illumination, signage and
airport fencing are up; and the
30-meter-wide runway has been
extended to 1,630 meters (5,348
feet) from 1,480 meters (4,855
feet), an improvement that awaits
federal certification.
A growing number of hangars with more reasonable rents
have attracted aircraft from São
Paulo’s Campo de Marte and
Congonhas airfields. State airport authority DAESP is funding the improvements itself,
without waiting for federal support. Embraer, Dassault and
Gulfstream have opened maintenance facilities there. Embraer
has co-located its first FBO with
its MRO facility. Next door to
Embraer, World Way Aviation is
planning to open a 161,000-sq-ft
independent FBO shortly.

The DAESP is preparing an
RFP for the 30-year concession
of a group of five business aviation airports in the São Paulo
region: the flagship Jundaí; the
Campo dos Amarais general aviation field in Campinas; Itanhaém
and Ubatuba on the seashore;
and in the upstate city of Bragança Paulista. After public
hearings in December and January, the RFP will be published
this month in time for contract
signature in June. The bid calls
for R$32.4 million (U.S.$8 million) in investments over the
course of the first four years.
Work Resumes
at Aerovale

An environmental lawsuit halted construction on the
Aerovale project in Caçapava–
beyond São José dos Campos–
from March last year through
this January. Work has now
restarted, and “Nothing changed
in the original plans; we’ve kept
all our objectives,” said developer Rogério Penido. The runway will be 1,550 meters by 30

meters (5,085 by 98 feet) and have
capacity for up to 70 metric tons
(154,324 pounds).
Projected to operate as an
industrial and business condominium with a runway, Aerovale
was issued the first federal license
for a private airport to receive
public flights and charge for
operations rather than for hangarage or MRO services. While
Aerovale’s location is more distant from the city of São Paulo
than the other airports, the city
is not its only market.
Before construction work
stopped, Aerovale had sold 12
lots to companies based in the
capital, including three runway
lots, and 30 lots to companies
based in São José dos Campos
and the surrounding region. Now
that construction has resumed,
“We’re 45 to 60 days from certification of the runway and its
operation, and will finish the
whole project in up to 24 months.
Our development is open, and
businesses are invited to come
and see us,” said Penido.
Within the São Paulo city limits, Campo de Marte is Brazil’s
busiest general aviation airport,
and the Air Force has been making wider use of its logistics depot
there, a bulwark for the field. An
aviation executive who asked to
remain anonymous told AIN,
“Campo de Marte connects São
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Go to ainonline.com/BrazilAirports for an interactive version of this map.

Paulo to 1,300 different distinct
locations, and that connection is
essential to the city. It’s the hub
of Brazilian agribusiness. All the
King Airs that go to all the big
farms fly from Campo de Marte.”
The Master Plan issued by the
city last year, projecting growth
for the next 16 years, protected
Campo de Marte. However, it
failed to include the Harpia/
Rodoanel business aviation airport proposal in the city’s southern reaches, the closest of any of
the proposals to the city’s main
business districts. In even the
most optimistic evaluations, that
project remains dormant.
o
LABACE DATES SHIFT
TO LATE AUGUST
With the Olympic Games in
Rio expected to clog Brazil’s airports and airspace in August,
LABACE 2016 organizer ABAG
(the Brazilian Association for
General Aviation) announced
last month that the show will take
place from August 30 to September 1, two weeks later than
the usual time. The organizer
also confirmed the show’s traditional São Paulo C
 ongonhas
Airport location, complete with
a fully air-conditioned exhibitor
tent–the same as at LABACE
2015–and ramp space for aircraft static displays and chalets. In addition, organizers will
retain the Tuesday to Thursday schedule adopted in recent
years to favor business visitors.
“Security restrictions during
the Olympics mean few slots will
be available for g
 eneral aviation
in mid-August,” ABAG general
director Ricardo Nogueira told
AIN. “And moving the date
also allows participation by our
members who will be working
during the Games.”
Nogueira said the LABACE
website would hold a space
lottery on February 25, and
noted that exhibitors’ requests
prompted the organization to
start preparations 40 days earlier than last year. 
–R.P.
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Europe’s NCC
u Continued from page 1
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He noted that the basic regulation that governs the EASA is
being reviewed, and could lead
to the agency itself becoming a
“competent authority” for AOCs
should operators choose to use
it rather than their national
authority. He said that the PartNCC regulation comes under
EU 965/2012, which has been
amended 10 times already. “So
don’t just go to 965. It’s a nightmare keeping configuration control but EASA has been trying to
be helpful by providing a ‘consolidated version.’ But even at the
CAA we have trouble, so you do
need a compliance monitor who
is really on top of it.”
Eagles also said it is not clear
how many NCC operators there
actually are in the UK. “We’ll
know when we get the declarations. It’s a chicken-and-egg
situation.” The CAA is developing an online application
process that he said “should
be ready by June.” All declarations, from all states, will go

into a “European declaration
database.” Further information
is available at caa.co.uk/NCC
and it will soon have a large
database of FAQs developed
from a recent NCC workshop.
A key feature of Part-NCC
is the definition of “complex
motor-powered aircraft”–max
takeoff weight greater than
5,700 kg (12,566 pounds) or
more than 19 seats, or a certified
minimum crew of at least two,
any jet and any turboprop with
more than one engine (aircraft
such as the PC-12 are therefore
not considered complex by PartNCC, but King Airs are).
The rules will affect operators
in all 28 EU member states, as
well as Iceland, Norway, Switzerland and Liechtenstein, for a
total of 32 “EASA states.” But
it will also affect “third country” operators from the rest of
the world who operate aircraft
into Europe. “This affects a lot
of you as you have some aircraft registered in so-called third
countries,” said Hencks. “This is
one of the main challenges.”
Aside from the definition of

complex aircraft, there is also
“some legal confusion over
what is a commercial operation,
and one big question is who is
the operator that is liable for
the operation,” said Hencks. To
make matters worse some operators themselves will be deemed
“complex” in terms of their
management system (broadly
defined as having a workforce
of more than 20 among others).
NCC’s Wide Net

Given the broad definition
of complex aircraft, Part-NCC
could cover “an aero club, a state
authority, private owner, a registered owner or a special-purpose
company,” said Philippe Renz,
lawyer with Renz & Partners.
He said the risks are huge in
light of the potential aftermath
of any accident, so the question
of who should sign the declaration and admit to being in control is difficult, especially when
“80 percent of accidents are put
down to the pilots.”
For an AOC operator there
is no declaration requirement;
and “control” in the basic regulation is not defined–but it
needs to be defined for business
aviation, said Renz. He then
cited another gray area: where
the operator has its “Principal Place of Business,” which

raises complex questions such as
whether or not it is possible to
delegate operational control to
an organization in Dubai, Russia, the Isle of Man and so on.
Aeropodium will be hosting a
seminar on this issue on March
14 in London. This will be of
particular interest to operators
with “aircraft registered in third
countries and used ‘into, within
and out of the community by an
operator established or residing
in the community,’” said Renz.
This will be covered by PartTCO, he said, signaling that “the
EU wants to impose its system
on third-country aircraft.”
The problem, said Renz, is that
this creates additional oversight
of such aircraft and duplication.
“It doesn’t make sense from a
practical point of view. It doesn’t
work. You can’t have two with liability for the same operation.”
Simon Williams, director of
civil aviation for the Isle of Man,
picked up on this point strongly
in his presentation. “We are
working closely with the ICAO
representative at the [UK] CAA
to incorporate Annex 6 Part II
by May 1 this year. We have as
many aircraft registered that are
operating outside Europe as are
in Europe, so we work on implementing ICAO SARPs to the
best of our ability.

AFFECTED OPERATORS

Joel Hencks, NCC conference chair

Tony Eagles, UK CAA flight ops
and policy specialist

IBAC HELPS OUT
Compliance with NCC is not
as complicated as some suggest,
according to Sonnie Bates, director of the IS-BAO program for
IBAC. “The work’s done for you
if you’re an NCC operator with
our compliance matrix,” assuming you have already adopted
the IS-BAO standards, he said.
Operators that belong to any of
IBAC’s 14 member associations
can get IS-BAO, implement it
and use the NCC matrix to set up
compliance with Part-NCC and
cover the requirement for compliance monitoring.

Sonnie Bates,
IBAC IS-BAO program director

“IS-BAO and Part-NCC are
close already,” said Bates.
“There’s just a slight gap, so
this past year we’ve closed the
gap and now you can do IS-BAO
and NCC and comply that way.”
He said IBAC has teamed with
two insurers, Global Aviation
and USAIG, to offer discounts
of 10.5 percent and 15 percent,
respectively (as long as the
operator meets certain simulator training requirements).
IBAC offers a generic manual for NCC operations. “You
can create your manual by going
through and tailoring it, using a
selection process,” said Bates,
“or you can use the IBAC NCC
compliance tool.”
Bates pointed out that it is
up to the national authorities,
which will administer Part-NCC
on behalf of the EASA, whether
the IS-BAO approach leads to
NCC compliance. But he said
the first operators to carry this
out will set precedents. 
–I.S.

Of the 21,450 business aircraft
worldwide, approximately 2,428
jets appear to be with operators
that have their principal place
of business in an EASA state,
according to Hamburg, Germanybased WingX Advance managing
director Richard Koe. Of those,
around 495 are with non-commercial operators, and he referred to
these as “the candidate fleet.”
Some 1,200 N-registered aircraft
are active in the EU. The U.S. and
Isle of Man together account for
12 percent of aircraft.
Counting turboprops brings
the number to 6,131 aircraft,
by WingX’s records. But Koe
noted that 75 percent of aircraft
in Europe “belong to single-tail
operators.” Many of these will
fall into the NCC bracket, he
said, suggesting there is a real
business opportunity here for
service providers.
TAG Aviation is one such
company looking to suggest that
organizations such as the CAA
and EBAA point operators in their
direction. Simon Drakeley, v-p of
compliance with TAG Aviation
(based at Farnborough Airport),
said that he hopes Part-NCC has
opened a “can of worms” as it
aims to bring the safety assurance
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Richard Koe,
WingX managing director

levels of AOC operators to nonAOC holders, and closer to the
requirements of Part-CAT (commercial air transport).
“You can’t just plagiarize a set
of manuals. NCC is difficult and
will be a quantum leap in some
cases. NCC is CAT with two or
three items removed.”
He suggested that to demonstrate what NCC requires, it is
better for operators to put everything with one service provider.
“The question is, can an individual NCC operator deliver a
compliant NCC operation?” He
also suggested that “the day an
NCC aircraft runs off the end of
the runway will be the day the
line is drawn in the sand.
“So please don’t just tick the
boxes.” 
–I.S.

Simon Williams, Isle of Man
director of civil aviation

“EASA did ask the Isle
of Man Aircraft Registry to
become a Part-NCC register. We couldn’t see how that
was going to work, but we are
working to ensure our regulatory oversight is recognized by
EASA without duplication.”
This is precisely the problem
that Part-NCC has spawned.
“It is increasingly clear that
Part-NCC doesn’t really reflect
ICAO,” said Williams. “Of real
concern is that there is a lot of
confusion about Part-NCC, with
the starting point being to decide
if your Principal Place of Business is in the EU and weighing if
you’re an NCC operator or not.
NCC doesn’t really accept the
reality of business aviation [operators often having operations
and aircraft around the world].”
Worse than that, he said, “It
looks like there is an additional
inspection that the state of the
operator has to do. EASA has
perhaps trespassed on ICAO
here, saying the state of operator [the relevant competent
authority] has to approve something we do anyway. There is
potential for a conflict of oversight through duplication, so it’s
going to be quite challenging
come August 26.” The Registry
has a meeting on March 2 to discuss this issue with the EASA.
Asked whether the EASA is
perhaps trying to force people
from other registries (such as
the M-register) onto EASA registries, Williams replied: “Yes, it
worries me. It’s a great shame
they’re not here.”
Razvan Prunean, the EBAA’s
manager of safety, rulemaking
and operations, said that the association has outlined preparatory
tasks for Part-NCC operators. He
advised that operators “become
familiar with the new requirements as soon as possible and get
in contact with your competent
authority. Then ask them if a ‘gap
analysis’ is available between your
currently available national rules
and the European rules.” Prunean said that the EASA held
a joint meeting in Cologne on
March 2, and he added that his
association is proposing training
courses for accountable managers “so they know what they’re
stepping into.” 
o

u Continued from page 1

Against are a number of
Democrats, bipartisan leadership on the House and Senate
Appropriations
Committees,
several other Republican lawmakers who are actively involved
with general aviation issues, most
FAA unions outside Natca, airline consumer groups and the
general aviation industry.
Transition to User Fees

As originally proposed, the
ATC function would be carved
out of the FAA, set up as an
independent not-for-profit organization funded through user
fees and run by a board of
appointed representatives. The
transition would take place over
the course of three years and–as
originally envisioned–the board
was to include four representatives of air carriers and two from
the general aviation community,
along with representatives of the
controllers’ and pilots’ unions
and two people appointed by the
Transportation Secretary.
During a press conference
on February 3 outlining the bill,
Shuster maintained that under
his proposal taxes would not
go up but, for most commercial
carriers, would transition to user
fees. Part 91-operated piston
and turbine aircraft would be

exempt from user fees, as would
Part 135 operators in “remote
locations” such as Alaska. But
business aircraft used for “commercial operations”–meaning
Part 135 charter–would be on
the hook to pay user fees. The
proposed bill does not specify how fees would be structured, leaving it up to the ATC
corporation to decide whether
to charge per trip, by distance
flown or another method. Some
taxes would remain in place to
pay for the FAA’s functions and
the Airport Improvement Program, Shuster said.
But since taxes are the jurisdiction of the House Ways and
Means Committee, the bill does
not address which taxes would
remain in place, at what levels, or
whether they continue to go into
the aviation trust fund or a portion goes to the ATC organization. The proposal was designed
with the belief that there would
continue to be a general fund
contribution to help cover the
remaining portion of the FAA.
The Ways and Means Committee had been largely silent
on the ATC proposal as it
moved through T&I Committee consideration a little more
than a week after its rollout.
But after the unveiling some
members had indicated they
had not yet had the opportunity to review the proposal.

In announcing the bill, Shuster acknowledged that getting
the proposal through Congress
will be a “challenge” and that he
and his Democrat counterpart
on the committee, ranking member Peter DeFazio (D-Ore.),
have differing views. But he also
noted that a large part of the bill

Left to right: U.S. Reps. John Mica, Rob Woodall, Bill Shuster and Frank LoBiondo
unveiled Shuster’s long-awaited FAA proposal on February 3.

was written in a bipartisan fashion. Shuster reiterated his case
for the ATC proposal, saying
the congressional budget cycles
have hamstrung modernization
and the FAA is not set up to
modernize the system efficiently.
As a result, the effort is costing
the U.S. $30 billion a year.

SHUSTER, STAFF TIES TO A4A RAISE QUESTIONS OF INFLUENCE
Close ties between House Transportation and
Infrastructure Committee chairman Bill Shuster (R-Pa.),
the staff surrounding him and Airlines for America
(A4A) have raised questions about the level of influence airline interests hold as the lawmaker drafted the
controversial proposal to carve out the nation’s ATC
function from the FAA.
The political insider publication Politico traced
several of those ties last year, including the fact
that Shuster had been dating one of A4A’s chief
lobbyists, v-p of global government affairs Shelley
Rubino. Christine Burgeson, senior v-p of government relations at A4A, is married to Eric Burgeson,
Shuster’s personal office chief of staff; and Chris
Brown, formerly A4A’s vice president for legislative
and regulatory policy, was hired as staff director
on the T&I Committee’s aviation subcommittee.
Beyond the more formal ties, the head of A4A,
Nicholas Calio, is said to be a long-time close personal friend of Shuster’s.
When the story broke to highlight these relationships, Politico reported Shuster’s statement that his
office “has in place a policy that deals with personal
relationships that cover my staff and myself. This was
created in consultation with legal counsel and goes
further than is required by the law. Under that policy,
Ms. Rubino doesn’t lobby my office, including myself
and my staff.”
Additionally A4A had stated that it consulted with
an attorney at the outset of the relationship between
Shuster and Rubino and that the couple have remained
in compliance with lobbying laws.

“Our system is incredibly
inefficient, and it will only get
worse as passenger levels grow
and as the FAA falls farther
behind in modernizing the system,” Shuster said.
The T&I chairman also
promised that opponents would
get a chance to have their say

BILL CAREY

Privatized ATC

More recently, the committee is not saying anything
further on the matter, pointing only to statements previously made.
Shuster and A4A have expressed similar views
on the direction of air traffic reform, and A4A has
endorsed the congressman’s proposal for creating
a user-funded not-for-profit organization to run the
nation’s ATC organization.
The original proposal had an 11-member board
that called for four of the members to be appointed
by airline representatives and another by pilots’ representatives. The makeup of the board is believed to
be one of the more debated points during the drafting of the bill. But in the end, Shuster cleared the way
for an amendment to enable more seats that would
give business aviation and manufacturers a say on the
board in addition to the two general aviation seats.
Shuster, revered as a skillful lawmaker with a track
record of shepherding difficult legislation through the
House, has long expressed strong convictions for the
need for “transformational” change at the FAA. The
issue has been so important to him that he highlighted
his ATC reform efforts as he kicked off his campaign
for this year’s elections. Passage of ATC reform would
leave Shuster’s legacy on aviation, just as his father, Bud
Shuster (R-Pa.), left his mark with the passage of previous FAA reauthorization legislation, AIR-21, when he
was still in Congress and presiding over the committee.
The issue is critical to Shuster, but his and the
other ties to one of the most powerful lobbying organizations in the center of the ATC system
remain deeply troubling to some.
–K.L.

during a hearing that would be
held before the committee took
action on the bill. NBAA president and CEO Ed Bolen participated in that hearing, along with
ATC privatization proponents
A4A president and CEO Nicholas Calio, Natca president Paul
Rinaldi and the Reason Foundation’s Robert Poole.
Calio said he found it puzzling
“why some would argue everything is working just fine” and
said the creation of an independent organization “will remove
the kinks from an uneven and
unpredictable funding apparatus
while clearing the way for other
improvements: more choices for
customers, more direct flights,
lower fuel consumption and
reduced emissions.”
Bolen outlined general aviation’s concerns, chief among
them the makeup of a board
that would tilt toward airline
control. He had urged lawmakers to scrap the proposal, calling the move risky and a “power
grab” by the airlines: “Putting
the existing air traffic monopoly beyond the reach of the
public’s elected representatives
and giving it to the big airlines is
a fatally flawed concept.”
The Democratic leadership
on the committee also voiced
opposition to the plan. “Let’s
not pretend that this proposal isn’t fraught with problems. I think this is a solution
in search of 1,000 problems,”
DeFazio said. The lawmaker
also had highlighted a new
Government Accountability
Office report outlining the

pitfalls of the transition to a
separated ATC system.
Outside the hearing, other
general aviation groups expressed
their concerns. General Aviation
Manufacturers Association president and CEO Pete Bunce noted
that the organization as envisioned is one that would control
finances and run a sophisticated
ATC system, but yet had no
technologist or financial expert
on the board.
National Air Transportation Association president and
CEO Tom Hendricks wrote
the committee objecting to the
views and treatment of Part 135
in the bill and the lack of representation on the board. “The
fact that recourse against Corporation mistreatment is largely
limited to mounting a court
challenge against a well funded
large corporation further erodes
their ability to ensure fair treatment,” he said.
Committee Signs
Off On Proposal

After a nearly 10-hour
“markup” session on February
11, the committee agreed to
the proposal 32-26 along party
lines, with the exception of
two key General Aviation Caucus members: co-chair Sam
Graves (R-Mo.) and Rep. Todd
Rokita (R-Ind.).
Both Graves and Rokita voted against the bill, even
though a month earlier they had
penned a letter in the congressional insider publication The
Hill suggesting that ATC reform
has potential benefits. Their no
vote followed the acceptance by
Shuster of a number of amendments from the lawmakers,
including one to alter the structure of the ATC corporation’s
governing board to add seats
for a business aviation representative and an aircraft manufacturer representative.
In all, the committee sorted
through 75 amendments covering everything from seat-pitch/
size requirements, the use of
vapes/e-cigarettes on aircraft and
a number of measures aimed at
the ATC proposal itself.
Some of the key elements
included a manager’s amendment that clarifies that fractional
and aircraft management operations are non-commercial, which
would exempt them from user
fees and continue their excise-tax
contribution. The board’s charter
was altered to ensure that it acts
in the best interest of the public.
Other approved amendments
of interest to general aviation
include a measure that ensures
the aircraft registry will remain
Continues on page 59 u
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ABACE

PREVIEW

The economic slowdown in China raises
concerns about business aviation in the region.
by Ian Sheppard & Charles Alcock
exhibitors from 19 countries and
nearly 40 aircraft on static display at the 2015 event. China
accounted for 75 percent, other
Asian countries 7 percent and
North America 12 percent. The
visitor statistics for last year’s
event show that 44 percent of
attendees were executive management (owner, founder, chairman, CEO, president, managing
director, partner, CFO, COO or
vice president) level.
Since the April 2015 show,
AsBAA has introduced membership levels for small businesses
and individuals, “to open greater
support to the wider industry.” It says the two new membership levels start at $500 per
annum and “open up marketing
support, expert advice and networking opportunities to smaller
players in bizav in Asia.”
Noted AsBAA chairman
Charlie Mularski, “As a representative body for the entire
industry, we need to ensure that
the benefits of membership are

Organizers expect this year’s event to
feature 40 aircraft on the static display
at Shanghai Hongqiao.

accessible to all. With the introduction of ‘small business’ and
‘individual’ membership tiers,
I hope that we are making that
commitment a reality.”
The association said it had a
good year in 2015, hosting “several successful events across the
region.” For example, it hosted its
first ever industry awards, as well
as safety events and “a series of
meetings across Mainland China,
Hong Kong and Southeast Asia.”
AsBAA co-vice-chairman
Kevin Wu said, “We are proud of
the last 12 months at AsBAA; we

AsBAA Lobbying Success
Following negotiations with the Zhuhai Municipal
Government, Zhuhai Airport Authority and the CAAC, a
temporary Business Aviation Port was established on
January 1 at Zhuhai Airport for non-scheduled business
aviation movements. It allows the occupants of foreign
business aircraft to enter and exit China via the temporary Business Aviation Port at Zhuhai Airport. The agreement is renewable after six months.
AsBAA said in a statement that the move was “very
encouraging” and indicates “more support from the local
authorities for expanding business aviation…as confirmed
in an official statement from the Hong Kong-Zhuhai Airport
Management Company: ‘Zhuhai airport is pleased to offer
assistance on the application of required flight routes for
Hong Kong and Macao business aviation operators to and
from our airport.’”
According to AsBAA, Hong Kong International, Macau,
Shenzhen and Guangzhou airports have recently suffered
capacity issues and are struggling to accommodate business aviation traffic, which is growing at an average annual
rate of 14 percent. “There are often issues in being able to
offer a mixed fleet solution for scheduled and non-scheduled operations at these major hubs, especially during
daily and weekend peak periods.”
More drop-offs and pick-ups will now be possible subject to slot availability, when overnight parking is restricted
or not available at these major airports. “Locally based
crews in Hong Kong can easily commute via the Zhuhai
ferry services that run regularly in the meantime with a
further one hour approximate drive to pick up their aircraft
that is parked there. Door to door is a 2.5-hour commute
from Discovery Bay or Tung Chung, but once the bridge
opens this commute will be reduced to 1.5 hours or less,”
according to the association.

“We’re enormously proud that our hard work lobbying on behalf of our members, related partner associations and wider industry stakeholders has paid off,” added
AsBAA chairman Charlie Mularski. “We expect the changes
that will follow this announcement to significantly increase
overall efficiency and business opportunities in the region
and can be the start of a coordinated approach to the
congestion issues we have faced in the PRC.
“Looking ahead to when the bridge opens, we expect to
see huge demand for employees commuting from either
side of the bridge, especially for crews or operational
staff. This is good news not just for business aviation,
but also for the wider economies and job prospects in the
region,” he noted.
The developments are also set to benefit the general
aviation industry. Smaller aircraft and rotorcraft are
typically not welcomed at major international hubs such
as Hong Kong and Macau or Shenzhen; however, Zhuhai
will now accept these aircraft for arrival and departure to
regional domestic airports or smaller international airports in the region for the first time. This is a positive
move and will attract more income from leisure destination travel.
AsBAA said that the new development could position Zhuhai as a hub for innovative companies, flight
schools, MRO and engine facilities and generate more
activity in the region. “The need for easily accessible
and cost-effective facilities in close proximity to Hong
Kong, Southern China and Macau to conduct heavier
maintenance checks for both commercial and non-commercial aircraft and helicopters has been apparent for a
number of years. This paves the way for more interest
to support the growing fleet of aircraft in the region,”
according to AsBAA. –I.S.
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This year’s Asian Business
Aviation Conference & Exhibition (ABACE) should provide important insight into the
extent business aviation can pin
its aspirations on emerging markets such as China. As it has in
the past, the Shanghai Hawker
Pacific Business Aviation Service Centre at Shanghai Hongqiao Airport will host the show,
which takes place from April 12
to 14. The slowdown in the Chinese economy and uncertainty in
its stock market have inevitably
raised concerns about a possible
softening in demand for business
aircraft and services.
The event, staged in partnership with the Shanghai Airport
Authority (SAA) and co-hosted
by NBAA and the Asian Business
Aviation Association (AsBAA),
is described by the organizers as
Asia’s premier business aviation
event. Since its launch in 2012,
ABACE has grown each year
and now attracts 8,500 attendees from 51 countries, with 187

have come some way in engaging the authorities to support
our industry. (See box.) The
work we have collectively done
as a membership community has
raised the awareness of the benefits of bizav, which in turn is
making a difference–and means
more focus in Asia by our partners at NBAA.”
Wu added, “AsBAA is here to
make a difference to businesses
big and small. In 2016 we will
continue to deliver networking,
training and events, but also to
create business opportunities for
all players in the industry, and
generate awareness of our wider
economic benefits.”
“We hope that 2016 is the
year that more industry players get involved and support
AsBAA–which means supporting the industry as a whole,”

Count on
AIN for
ABACE Coverage
As ever, you can count on
AIN for full coverage of
ABACE 2016. Our team will
publish three of our awardwinning daily ABACE Convention News editions at
the show on April 12, 13 and
14. We will also have comprehensive real-time reporting of all the top news at
AINonline.com and in our
daily e-newsletters. 
n

commented co-vice-chairman
David Best. “Membership is
not simply access to a series
of marketing tools and other
opportunities, but it’s a recognized ‘badge of honor’ for bizav
businesses. As an association we
all work to a detailed and stringent code of conduct.”
Growing Show

In late January the organizers
of next month’s event said there
were “several indications that
this year’s event will be the largest yet, drawing exhibitors and
attendees from throughout the
Asia-Pacific region and around
the world.”
Chris Strong, NBAA senior
vice president of conventions
and membership, noted that
work continues to optimize
the show’s footprint, including reconfiguring the layout of
the exhibit area at host facility
Shanghai Hawker Pacific Business Aviation Centre.
“We’ve expanded the exhibitor pavilions this year to deal
with the anticipated growth,”
Strong said. “In fact, we have
already sold more exhibit spaces
so far this year than our total figure for ABACE2015, and we are
still three months out.
“We’ve also had a number of
indoor exhibitors expand their
presence at ABACE2016, including regional companies such as
Gama Aviation Asia-Pacific and
Sino-Jet,” he added. 
o
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Schedulers &
2016
CONFERENCE

Dispatchers

The 27th edition of the annual show set
new records for attendance and exhibitors
by Curt Epstein
what they help create,” and effective leaders will engage workers to “buy in.”
The second-day opening session continued the theme of dramatic presentations
begun at last year’s show when S&D committee members portrayed the first hour
in a flight department after the loss of
one of its aircraft. This year’s presentation, “the S&D Twilight Zone,” was moderated by Bob Hobbi, president and CEO
of ServiceElements International. Once
again it used volunteer industry members,
along with ServiceElements staff, to roleplay customer service scenarios involving
questionable decision making.
After each brief scene, created on the
basis of the results of an earlier survey to
the schedulers and dispatchers community
by ServiceElements, an on-stage panel of
experts critiqued the choices participants
made. The panel consisted of Dorette
Kerr, manager of flight administration at
John Deere Global Aviation Services; Kellie Rittenhouse, director of aviation services with Hangar Aviation Management;
Christian Sasfai, vice president and COO
of TacAir, Lisa Swartzwelder, director of

Kerr Wins Top NBAA S&D Award

CURT EPSTEIN

Dorette Kerr–flight administration manager for John Deere Global Aviation Services
and former chair of the NBAA Schedulers and
Dispatchers Committee–received the association’s Schedulers and Dispatchers Outstanding Achievement and Leadership Award during the 2016 NBAA Schedulers & Dispatchers
Conference in Tampa, Fla. The award recognizes
individuals “who have shared their outstanding
business aviation industry expertise, provided

This year’s recipient of the Schedulers and
Dispatchers Outstanding Achievement Award
was John Deere’s Dorette Kerr. The former S&D
Committee chair was recognized for her passion
for mentoring. She received the award from
NBAA president and CEO Ed Bolen.

extraordinary service, exhibited leadership and
made significant contributions to the scheduling and dispatching function.”
When she was chair of the S&D Committee
in 2009 and 2010, Kerr worked to expand training opportunities through NBAA’s Professional
Development Program (PDP), make operational
material more accessible to NBAA’s S&D community and provide better support to smaller
flight departments. After her tenure as chair,
Kerr went on to co-found an S&D roundtable
to create benchmarks and raise awareness of
business aviation scheduling and dispatching
as a career. She is also passionate about establishing a mentoring program.
NBAA also awarded eight scholarships
worth more than $44,000 along with 20 training scholarships to S&D members, with
applications coming from as far away as
South Africa and Tanzania. Since 1997, the
S&D Committee has presented 148 candidates with $620,000 in assistance. The scholarships helped recipients attend this year’s
conference, while the training scholarships
were provided by various business aviation
companies to assist recipients in furthering
their education and advancing their careers
as a scheduler and/or dispatcher. –C.T.
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shuttle operations and flight administration at L Brands; and Suran Wijayawardana, COO of recently formed aircraft
charter/management provider Alerion.
On the show floor, the more than 500
exhibitor companies seized the opportunity to demonstrate how their services
would best benefit the attendees’ needs.
Taking advantage of this year’s setting,
Tampa International Jet Center hosted a
“Taste of Tampa” champagne reception
and tour of its facility on the afternoon
before the opening event at the convention center, with locally inspired food
provided by tenant Primo’s Corporate
Catering. It allowed office-bound flight
department members to experience a topflight FBO first-hand.
“This is always one of the best shows
for us as the face-to-face meetings with
all the flight departments are remarkable at S&D,” said Julie Silberman, the
FBO’s director of customer service and
sales, and a veteran of the past eight conferences. “The energy level is always positive and upbeat, which makes the show
all the more fun.”
“I came here for the first time and
what I found is that everybody was very
friendly with the new attendees. They
explained the whole schedule of the
show and which sessions we can check

out.” said Bernadett Szekely, who recently
joined trip support provider Apogee
Europe as business development manager. “I learned a lot and made great
new connections, which is most important. I’m really looking forward to attending more of these shows.”
New this year was the addition of
some 40-minute “mini sessions” on popular subjects, which were repeated to allow
attendees to take in more than one subject
in the standard 90-minute session block.
Flying Outside the U.S.

As always, international ops was one
of the key areas of attention, and with
the Summer Olympics on tap this year
in Brazil, a session hosted by Ana Paula
Martin of Lider Aviation and Jeppesen’s
Thomas Orth on South American operations explained that while the procedures
for air travel to the games are still being
sorted out by the Brazilian authorities,
the finalized plans will likely resemble
those for 2014’s FIFA World Cup tournament, which Brazil also hosted.
According to Martin, Rio de Janeiro’s airports will see some schedule modifications, with Jacarapaguá-Roberto
Marinho, the city’s dedicated general
aviation airport, likely closed for the
duration of the games because of its

CURT EPSTEIN

Not even the looming threat of January’s winter storm Jonas was enough
to dampen the enthusiasm for NBAA’s
27th annual Schedulers and Dispatchers Conference held in Tampa, Fla., as
show organizers hailed the latest edition
as the most successful in its history, surpassing the 25th-anniversary show in
New Orleans.
A slate of educational sessions–nearly
30 this year, devoted to aircraft and flight
operations, aviation management and
aircraft ownership, airspace and airport access, safety and risk management
and career and leadership development–
provided crucial information for everyone, from those just starting their aviation
careers to those with decades of experience under their belts, helping them to
fulfill this year’s theme of “Unlocking
your Potential.”
Keynote speaker Ty Bennett, an
author and entrepreneur, gave an engaging and entertaining presentation on partnership-based leadership and the power
of communication in achieving commitment. His takeaway: “People will support

Ac-U-Kwik, Chevron U.S.A., Jet Aviation, Million Air, Phillips 66, Rockwell Collins, Signature Flight Support,
SkyVector and Universal Weather and Aviation combined to donate $44,450 in scholarship funds to eight
worthy recipients this year. Since 1997, the NBAA S&D scholarship program has awarded grants worth more
than $600,000 to the business aviation scheduler and dispatcher community.

Business Aviation Pays It Forward
and distributed nearly $146,000 in clothing.
New this year was a food drive, initiated by
Eve Gregory, this year’s SDC chair. That effort,
in partnership with the charity Feeding America,
collected more than $4,000 in donations. On the
first day of the show, volunteer attendees packed
800 bags with food supplied in part by Gregory’s
employer (and NBAA member) C&S Wholesale
Grocers, to be distributed to hungry children in
the area, helping sustain them over the weekends when school meals are unavailable.
“Feeding America for me was personal because I work for a wholesale food distribution
company and we have an amazing charitable
program through our company,” she told AIN,
adding that initiating this food drive allowed her
to combine her professional career with her role
of heading up this year’s conference. “I wanted
to cross those lines a little bit and give back, and
with 800 bags this year it was a huge success
for the program.” –C.E.

CURT EPSTEIN

For the sixth straight year, the Schedulers and
Dispatchers (S&D) advisory council sponsored a
“Pay-It-Forward” clothing drive, asking attendees
to bring gently worn business attire for donation
to Dress for Success-Tampa Bay and Abe Brown
Ministries, local non-profit organizations that will
provide job counseling and training to disadvantaged people and help them secure employment.
This year’s total–4,379 garments–shattered the mark set last year, when 1,500
items were donated, according to MedAire’s
Debbi Laux, who co-created and chairs the
effort. This year’s donation included 3,800
new dress shirts and blouses worth $95,000
donated by World Fuel Services (with Bizmark, Alliance Aviation, Executive Flight Center and Jet Aviation), Universal Weather &
Aviation, Landmark Aviation, Rockwell Collins, Signature Aviation, Shirtboy and Air Service Hawaii. Since it was introduced at SDC
2011 in Savannah, the program has collected

proximity to several Olympic venues;
Santos Dumont will face closure during
aquatic events on surrounding Guanabara Bay. At all international airports
in Brazil, private passengers must clear
customs at the main passenger terminal,
which at some airports can be more than
two miles from the general aviation ramp.
Martin cautioned anyone planning on
attending the games to make hotel reservations as soon as possible from what is
already a limited supply. The high tempo
of private aircraft traffic to the games,
said Orth, suggests schedulers should
keep aircraft catering requests in Brazil simple to avoid disappointment from
overwhelmed providers.
Alexandra Ferullo, a senior mission
advisor with Universal Weather & Aviation, explained recent changes enacted for
operations into China. Among the general
information she imparted was that landing
permits for aircraft entering China are specific. If you have a problem with an aircraft
and are obligated to fly the mission with
a substitute, an entirely new landing permit must be obtained. For private flights,
tourism is not seen as a valid purpose of
the visit; all general aviation must indicate
“business” on the permit application.
Since the beginning of the year,

sponsor letters are no longer required
for the permit application process for
private flights arriving at China’s international airports, with the exception
of delivery and medical flights. However, the Chinese business contact will
be required to provide a customs letter at the arrival airport. Should the
aircraft travel to a domestic airport in
a subsequent leg, a sponsor letter will
again be required for the application
process. Once aircraft arrive in China,
crews should not open the cabin door
until requested to do so by authorities,
Ferullo cautioned. Other international
topics included operations in India, as
well as Mexico and Central America,
and an update on regulations and CBP.
Security also was a major theme at this
year’s show, with topics ranging from food
safety to the shadowy world of the digital
realm, to providing the latest surveillance
systems for FBOs. Other sessions dealt
with technical topics such as aircraft and
runway performance, managing technology, regulatory compliance, understanding aircraft personal use regulations and
fuel consolidation. Of particular interest for flight department members was a
multi-session program on writing standard operating procedure documents, a

CURT EPSTEIN

With more than 500 booths on the show floor, exhibitors are constantly searching for ways to stand out.
Advanced Jet Center made a lasting impression at its booth, where Jonathan Jobe, the FBO’s director
of operations, and his wife Shyla dished up some down-home Kansas City bar-be-que, and handed out
bottles of local rib sauce.

task that will continue to grow in importance with the industry’s wider adoption
of safety management system culture.
The networking opportunities in what
can be an insular industry were of great
benefit to most visitors and exhibitors
alike at the show. “I think it’s a great
spot to come to meet all these people that
you speak to on the phone and email,”
said first-time attendee Robert Cali, customer experience supervisor at Jet Aviation Teterboro. “You can put the names
to the faces and you can build off of it.
For me being in the industry for 10 years,
I’m hoping to stay in it for the next 40 or
50 years and keep meeting the same faces
and keep that client retention going, so it’s
a pretty amazing show.”
This year’s show saw a record 517
exhibitors on the show floor in the Tampa
Convention Center, up nearly 14 percent
from last year’s tally of 454, while also setting a new bar for attendance, cracking
the 2,800-attendee mark for the first time
and breaking the previous high of 2,737.
“We strive to enhance the attendee and
exhibitor experience each year and, as a

result, more and more people understand
this is the place to be,” said Mike Nichols, NBAA’s vice president of operational
excellence and professional development,
describing the show’s role as the industry’s
premier showcase of business aviation support services. “Schedulers and dispatchers
are the buyers and they are empowered to
come here and make choices.”
The 28th edition of the conference will
be held next February 7 to 10, in Fort
Worth, Texas. “NBAA is deeply committed to innovation, and that commitment
is reflected by all of the standing committees and the continuous improvement of
the S&D Conference,” said Danielle Gordon, a corporate communication specialist with Pentastar Aviation and the new
S&D committee chair. Having served this
past year as S&D Committee vice chair,
Gordon succeeded outgoing chair Eve
Gregory at the conclusion of the conference. “I’m excited to begin planning for
SDC17 in Fort Worth, where we will be
featuring programming that will encourage attendees to ‘Steer Your Career’,” she
told AIN. 
o
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Luxaviation pushes
global bizav consolidation
by Charles Alcock
A flurry of acquisition activity over the past two years has
seen Luxaviation more than

triple in size to become one of
the world’s leading business aviation services groups. Now, the

Luxembourg-based enterprise
has expanded its presence in
the Asia-Pacific region and is
planning for two or three more
acquisitions this year.
Luxaviation’s boldest move
came in May last year when
it bought ExecuJet Aviation,
a major aircraft charter and
management group, with FBOs
and maintenance operations
With its recent acquisitiions, Luxaviation
has established itself as a global
services provider.

spread across Europe, Asia, the
Middle East, Latin America
and Africa. Before that, it had
already snapped up Abelag in
Belgium, Unijet and Masterjet
in France and London Executive Aviation in the UK. The
group, which also has a subsidiary in Germany, now commands a fleet of around 250
aircraft and more than 1,500
employees worldwide.
“Like many smaller European operators, we would have
struggled to survive, so we
had to find a way to grow significantly without depending
purely on organic growth,” Luxaviation CEO Patrick Hansen
told AIN. “The market is fragmented and there is a serious
need for consolidation.”
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Luxaviation’s presence in the
Asia-Pacific region is grounded
in its offices in Singapore, plus
the bases that ExecuJet also has
in the region and in Australia,
New Zealand, Malaysia, Indonesia and China. “The AsiaPacific region will be a positive
market in the future,” Hansen
said. “There is lots of wild activity there, but there is certainly
opportunity for a big player like
us. There has been some stagnation lately because Chinese
[economic] growth has not happened as expected, but this will
be the most dynamic market in
the future.”
The group’s Chinese connections are strengthened by China
Minsheng Investment’s 33-percent

FLIGHT SUPPORT GROUP ASM EXPANDS IN INDIA AND BEYOND
stake in the business (supplementing the support of founding shareholder Edison Capital Partners).
“China Minsheng’s investment
[made in 2015] gives us access to
more funding for future transactions and a big presence in Asia,”
said Hansen. The Chinese financial group already owns Chinabased operator Minsheng Jet and
a significant aircraft lease portfolio.
According to Hansen, Luxaviation’s customers are benefitting directly from its growing
size through significant savings
in operating costs. “There are
important economies of scale for
costs such as fuel and insurance,”
he explained. “There is also more
fleet flexibility and the ability to
improve the quality and safety
of our services through common
standards across the group.”

Flight support specialist Aviation Services Management (ASM) is
expanding with a move into new headquarters at Dubai International
Airport. In addition to its Dubai base, it has offices in Mumbai, Delhi
and Goa (in India), as well as in Sri Lanka, the UK, Kenya and Italy.
ASM, which handles all aspects of trip support and ground handling
supervision, is boosting its presence in the Indian market, too, with a newly
rebranded subsidiary there called Aviation Travel & Tourism Services (ATTS).
“Most aircraft operators [in India] have issues with language, communication, payments, approvals and permits from different agencies,”
said managing director Vito Gomes. “Having ATTS represent operators

STOP

Safer

reduces the ground time of the aircraft and makes it easier for operators
as they have an agency to settle all their payments.”
Operating 24/7, ASM can arrange for fuel at 3,000 locations worldwide, and through its network of local agents can make handling
arrangements at 850 airports. Almost half of its employees are qualified flight dispatchers. In addition to fueling and ground handling, the
company arranges for permits, slot requests, catering, visas, credit and
concierge services.
Gomes is also eager to acquire some smaller trip-support providers in
Asia and Africa.
–C.A.

STOP

SAVE

Shorter Money

BREAKTHROUGH GPS / DIGITAL ANTI-SKID

Integrated Operations

Over the next six months, the
Luxaviation team is looking to
make further progress in integrating its operations around the
world. This is mainly focused on
IT infrastructure that will allow
the group’s various aircraft operators to know exactly where
their collective fleet is dispersed
worldwide and so improve utilization. There will also be a push
to achieve efficiencies through
group-wide procurement.
As it absorbs its various acquisitions, Luxaviation is considering how to market its diverse
subsidiaries. “We have to look
at what the brand stands for and
where it is strong,” said Hansen.
“For example, ExecuJet is the
only [Luxaviation] company that
stands for FBOs and MROs, and
since it is also strong in the Middle
East, Africa, Asia and Australasia
it make sense to keep using that
brand name. In Europe, Luxaviation has made a strong name for
itself in aircraft charter and management and so the local companies there…will have this brand.”
In Hansen’s view, what the
business aviation sector most
needs to see this year is longoverdue improvements in
what he views as an irrational
approach to regulation and a
further wave of market consolidation. He has little optimism
that regulators will see reason
and doesn’t want to “waste my
time begging for change.”
In terms of market consolidation, he appealed to owners of
smaller charter companies to take
a more objective look at the viability of their businesses. “My fear is
that in 2016 we will see more consolidation, but it won’t necessarily involve smaller companies that
are struggling to make money,” he
said. “It will more likely involve
the larger companies.” 
o
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Upset
training
done in
flight

Flight Research conducts its training flights in
military airspace and near Mt. Whitney. Left: an
MB-326 Impala, one of the 45 aircraft in the Flight
Research fleet.

FLIGHT RESEARCH

by Matt Thurber

Students put what they
learned in class into
action in the air
There we were, flying along at 15,000
feet and fully stalling a Sabreliner.
This isn’t a war story told over a pint
of beer at the local watering hole; it’s just
one of many maneuvers that I flew during Flight Research’s Upset Recognition
and Recovery Training (URRT) course,
not only in the company’s Sabreliner 60
but also even more radical maneuvers in
an Aermacchi MB-326 Impala single-turbojet jet trainer.
I attended the two-day URRT course
in January, held at Flight Research’s
Mojave Air and Space Port headquarters in the southern California desert not
far from Edwards Air Force Base. The
course was not only an excellent introduction and refresher on URRT but
also a chance, albeit in a small way, to
feel like I was part of the Mojave test flying quasi-military culture for a few days.
Flight Research offers URRT in two-,
three- and four-day courses, and it recommends initial students attend the four-day
course, then return for recurrent training
every two years. There are various courses
available, and prices range from $5,000
to $20,000.
My classmates were mostly current
corporate pilots, attending either for
the first time or for refresher training.
One attendee was a flight attendant who
asked to join her pilot colleague for the
class, hoping that she would learn more
about what goes on in the cockpit, and
how an upset might affect her safety
duties in the cabin.
There are a variety of upset-training
opportunities out there, from courses in
light aerobatic airplanes to military jets

pilots learn how to recognize and recover
from upsets and prevent loss of control.
“The simulator cannot replicate the
emotions of loss of control in flight,”
he said. “The real airplane handles differently, and we use aircraft that have
control feel and loadings similar to the
airplanes you fly.”
Welcome to Mojave

such as the L-39 and simulator-based
training in larger business and regional
airline-type jets. Now that FlightSafety
International has cracked the nut on
FAA certification of simulators aerodynamically programmed to replicate
stalls outside the normal flight envelope,
high-speed upsets and other maneuvers,
loss-of-control training will likely
become part of every pilot’s training
regimen. And whether it’s done in a
properly programmed simulator, an aerobatic light airplane or Flight Research’s
Sabreliner and Impala, training to recognize and successfully recover from
an upset and prevent loss of control is
essential, and the more opportunities
for training, the better.
Loss of control remains the top cause
of fatal accidents across the board, from
the largest airliners to the smallest light
piston singles. That the aviation industry
needs to work on this problem is abundantly clear. “We’re concerned about the
growth in loss-of-control accidents,” said
Flight Research chairman and CEO William Korner. “We feel this is a growing
trend. If we continue to train pilots solely
focused on automation, loss-of-control
accidents will continue to occur.”
Korner and the Flight Research test
pilots and instructors believe that inaircraft training is superior for helping
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The class began bright and early on
the first day, with a 7 a.m. muster at
Flight Research’s main building, where
the URRT class is conducted, as well
as classes for the National Test Pilot
School, the world’s only civilian test
pilot training organization, which Flight
Research owns.

William Korner, Flight Research chairman and CEO

During breakfast, Flight Research
chief Korner introduced himself and
our instructors and then we split into
different groups. Our group headed
to the classroom for a morning of
loss-of-control aerodynamics, and the
other group donned their flight suits
and boots to learn how to operate the
Impala’s Martin-Baker ejection seat.
Some of the group would fly first,
then attend the classroom session; I
was scheduled to fly the Sabreliner on
the first afternoon, then the Impala the
following day.

The logistics of scheduling everyone
to fly two different airplanes and attend
two different classroom sessions are challenging, so not all of the events happened
in what one might regard to be the correct sequence, but that is the nature of
this kind of training. It would be far more
costly to run the training one student at
a time, and it wouldn’t make sense to put
everyone through the classroom at the
same time, then sit around and wait to fly.
Our aerodynamics class was taught
by Doug Dodson, a retired Air Force
test pilot and test pilot school instructor
who holds a master’s degree in aerospace
engineering. An active pilot, Dodson built
a Glasair II and flies that and a Twin
Comanche in his spare time.
Dodson explained that this class was
originally developed for test pilots, and
this was evident when looking through
the fat binder in front of each student. Thankfully, we didn’t have to go
through every chart and diagram or dig
too deeply into the accompanying mathematical formulas. He said this portion
used to be a much longer session, but
Flight Research has cut it shorter to
match the needs of students and eliminate unneeded information.
The goal for the training is not to turn us
into envelope-busting test pilots but to help
us learn how to return the airplane to a safe
part of the normal flight envelope if we
get close to the edge. Another important
part of the training is to help alleviate the
startle factor, which comes into play during
an upset. “We can alleviate that a little by
giving you some exposure,” Dodson said.
Although Flight Research is all about
using real airplanes for upset training,
there is a new push to program full flight
simulators to replicate extreme corners of
the flight envelope such as full stalls, highspeed upsets and other bad neighborhoods. “Things are changing,” he said,
“and they are developing models for simulators. But you can’t do 1.4-g turns for
three minutes in a simulator [and feel the
acceleration].” The simulator also “is not
startling,” he added.
We spent the morning reviewing the
flight envelope and V-N (velocity versus
load factor) diagram, something that is
worth doing regularly, and stall characteristics, high-speed aerodynamics, stability
and (the meat of the entire course) Flight
Research’s recovery technique.
The stall discussion was especially
important because the FAA finally
changed its stall recovery practical test
standards (PTS) in 2012. The previous
standard, in place since 2006, required
pilots to initiate recovery at the first indication of a stall by adding maximum
power and recovering with a minimal loss
of altitude and airspeed.
The new PTS focused on the proper
way to recover from a stall, by unloading
the wings by reducing the angle of attack.
“Today and tomorrow you’re going to do
real stalls,” Dodson said. “We’re going to
stay in the stall and look at it.”

Another important part of the training was a discussion of the use of rudder in bank angle excursions, and how it
is critical not to use the rudder to try to
generate a roll rate to control bank angle,
especially in transport-category aircraft.
As we would learn and practice, lowering
the angle of attack quickly improves roll
authority and responsiveness. And reducing the g load has the beneficial effect of
helping prevent stalls, because at zero g
it is impossible to stall. There was much
more to this segment of the training, but
like most pilots, I was eager to get going
on the flying portion of the training.

ALL PHOTOS: MATT THURBER EXCEPT WHERE INDICATED

The upset recovery and recognition program consists
of several classroom sessions, but of course students
were itching to get into the air.

URRT

An upset is defined as more than 25
degrees pitch up or 10 degrees down or a
bank angle greater than 45 degrees or an
inappropriate airspeed. The startle factor, Dodson explained, is sort of like the
five stages of grief: denial, anger, bargaining, depression and acceptance. But pilots
must quickly move through that into the
correct recovery.
Flight Research’s upset recognition
and recovery technique centers on two
key processes.
The first is what any pilot needs to do
in any emergency: RCA, for Recognize
the situation; Confirm what is happening; and turn off Automation, particularly the autopilot. This can happen fairly
quickly, especially when the airplane is
beyond upside down, but it is important
not to rush the process and exacerbate the
predicament.
The UTAP steps are fundamental for
all upset recoveries:
Unload–reduce angle of attack
Throttles–as required
Ailerons–bank to wings level
Pitch–re-establish level flight
Dodson went over a number of ways
that we could use UTAP for upset recoveries and showed us videos of Sabreliner
and Impala upsets and how UTAP works
in every case. To answer the frequent question of whether a pilot should continue
rolling when in an inverted upset and
whether a split-S maneuver makes sense,
the Impala video showed what happens
in each case.
In an upset where the Impala rolls
inverted at 11,500 feet, the airplane loses
3,000 feet doing a split-S recovery, in
which the pilot pulls aft on the stick to
pull the nose down toward the ground
then levels off without rolling the wings.
Continuing the roll in the direction of
the roll results in an altitude loss of 1,000
feet. Finally, performing the UTAP process and stopping the roll and reversing it
results in losing just 500 feet. “You almost
never continue rolling on over in our airplanes,” he said. “It’s better to reverse.”
Flying UTAP

While the classroom time is important,
the flying serves to help cement what we
had learned thus far. Because of the logistics of getting everyone their flights and
imparting the classroom training, our
group didn’t cover the module on upsetrelated accidents until after we did both
the Sabreliner and Impala flights.

Flight Research’s commitment to running a safe operation was clearly evident in the preflight briefings conducted
by our instructor pilots. Flight Research
operations manager Scott Glaser was my
instructor for the Sabreliner flight. A flighttest engineer and warbird pilot, Glaser has
worked on F-22 flight control systems,
the 747SP modified as the Stratospheric
Observatory for Infrared Astronomy and
Virgin Galactic’s SpaceShip Two program.
The briefing first covered details of
the Sabreliner such as how the cabin door
works, discrepancies, local airspace and
airport operations, emergency procedures,
fuel planning, positive transfer of controls, takeoff procedure, checklist usage
and physiology. “You can’t train whenever
you’re not feeling well,” he said. “At the
earliest sign of discomfort, tell me. Not all
items are required for graduation. I’m not
turning you into a Sabre pilot,” he added.
“This is a training flight.”
We then covered the test card for
the flight, which shows each maneuver,
configuration and thrust setting. The
Sabreliner flight mostly involved stalls,
roll handling quality checks and unusual
attitudes. We wouldn’t be flipping the
Sabreliner over; all flying was well within
the jet’s flight envelope.
We did fly as a crew, which makes
sense because many customers are corporate pilots flying Part 25 jets. Glaser
let me feel the Sabreliner’s lack of nosewheel steering, which means that brakes
must be used to turn on the ground. “It’s

the magic that is the Sabreliner,” he joked.
During takeoff, I set and adjusted power
and called airspeeds, then after gear and
flaps retraction, I took over and climbed
out to our working altitude above 15,000
feet while getting a feel for the airplane.
I flew some warm-up maneuvers, banking up to 60 degrees and pitching to 30
degrees. “You’re not going to break her,”
Glaser had said during the briefing.
We then did approach to stalls using
both the old PTS method of recovering
with power and the new, proper method of
unloading the wings first. The Sabreliner
wings are equipped with tufts, so I could
look out the side window during the stall
and see the airflow burbling near the
wingtips. The jet also has an angle-ofattack indicator, but I found myself not
looking at it that much as I was focusing
more on flying the maneuvers.
In clean configuration and with the
wings level, the Sabreliner began buffeting at about 115 knots, and with gear and

Flying the Sabreliner over the Mojave Desert gave a
glimpse at how to handle stalls and unusual attitudes,
among other things.

flaps down at about 100 knots. Using the
power recovery method from the old PTS,
I found the controls felt very mushy, the
recovery took a long time and the airplane
lost more altitude. But when I used UTAP
and first unloaded the wings, the controls
felt much crisper and more responsive and
we lost just 300 to 400 feet. We also did
an autopilot-on stall, which required that
I shut off the autopilot before recovering.
We didn’t leave the autopilot on to the
point where it exceeded limits and turned
itself off, but I think that would be a good
lesson to add if possible, because it’s a scenario that has occurred in a few airline
and business aviation accidents.
I then flew with the stick shaker just
beginning to vibrate, with wings level and
with up to a 15-degree bank and while
climbing at maximum available power.
The most unusual and valuable part
of the Sabreliner flight was the full stall,
and in this case Glaser told me to watch
the tufts and to look at the AOA indicator, then to recover with pitch but not
power in both clean and dirty configurations. The Sabreliner handled this easily,
although one time the wing dropped and I
did have to step on the rudder to bring the
wing back to level. Normally I would have
pushed forward on the stick to recover,
then used the ailerons to level the wings,
but we wanted to experience the full stall.
This was followed by a clean deep stall
starting at 18,000 feet, where I held the
elevator all the way aft and allowed the
Sabreliner to stabilize while we observed
the results. This would be like the Air
France Flight 447 accident, where the
pilot held the stick aft for nearly the entire
upset until the Airbus crashed into the
ocean. The Sabreliner stayed mostly in
a wings-level attitude with a slight wing
rock, rumbling a bit and at first descending at 2,000 fpm descent; but when the
rate had doubled to 4,000 fpm I unloaded
the wings and added power to recover.
This is something that jet pilots can experience only in a controlled environment,
and it definitely helped show how unloading the wing prompts a speedy recovery.
I then did some 45-degree banks where
I gradually pulled the nose up to the stall
to feel the ailerons while loaded up, then
unloaded the wings and compared the
much better feel of the ailerons to the
loaded feel. Next was an accelerated stall
Continues on next page u
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where I pulled the yoke aft while banked
until the shaker vibrated, then unloaded
the wing and leveled off.
The next exercise was practicing
unloading the wings by pitching up to 30
degrees and pushing forward with varying force to try to feel how much push it
takes to get the g meter to show .75, .5
and .25 g. This bunt gives the student a
better feel for how much force is needed
for the wing unload during recovery. Then
it was time for upset recoveries. Glaser
would put the Sabreliner into an unusual
attitude then tell me to recover by saying
“fly the airplane.” It was my job to apply
UTAP correctly, in nose-high banks and
level maneuvers and nose-low attitudes.
This all went fine, except for one
maneuver, where Glaser put the
Sabreliner into a nose-high, low-speed,
high-bank-angle attitude. In this case,
the recovery technique is the same, but
the pilot has to delay leveling the wings
using the ailerons until the nose drops
to the horizon. This is an important lesson, because if I had leveled the wings
first, the airplane would still have been
in a nose-high attitude and adding power
would mush it out of the situation. Letting the nose drop while banked is a
much more natural move and returns
crisp control much faster. I could still
unload the wings while nose high, but
needed to delay leveling the wings until
the nose dropped. I did this maneuver
a few times because I didn’t allow the
nose to drop to the horizon the first time.
I think I would have done better at this
had I mentally gone over UTAP a few
times before the flight, including how to
respond to each situation.
After an hour, we returned to Mojave
and Glaser landed the Sabreliner. My
study partner then did his Sabreliner
flight while I learned how the Impala’s Martin-Baker ejection seat works.
Shane Martucci patiently explained the
seat and went through the ejection process step by step and made sure I fully
understood not only how to send it rocketing away from the Impala, even from
zero airspeed and zero altitude, but also
how to buckle and unbuckle the multiple harnesses and belts and leg restraints.
The seat provides two ways to start the
ejection sequence: a pull handle between
the legs and one just above the pilot’s
helmet. Martucci maintains the Impalas and their ejection seats, and he clearly
knows his subject and made me feel confident about the quality of the Flight
Research equipment.
After his flight, my study partner and
I sat down with Glaser for a debriefing.
This is an excellent part of the Flight
Research training because it helped us
cement the learning and also discuss any
issues that arose. “This is where learning
happens,” Glaser said, and he was right.
In discussing the upset recoveries, especially the nose-high banked upset where I
had to allow the nose to drop before leveling the wings, Glaser pointed out, “You
don’t need a heroic maneuver.” And that

was evident in the Sabreliner lesson; these
weren’t radical maneuvers requiring violent aerobatic recoveries.
My partner and I then put on our
flight suits and helmets and spent some
time in the rear seat of the Impala learning the basics about how it is set up and
what controls we’d need to work with on
the next day’s flight. This included fully
strapping in and unstrapping, good practice for the next day where we wouldn’t
want to be fumbling.
Our instructors hosted the entire
group that night for a satisfying dinner, which for us was another way to feel
like part of the Mojave flight-test atmosphere and learn more about all their flying adventures.
Flying the Impala

I had flown the Impala at Mojave
for an upset training story two decades
ago, but none of that had stuck and I
definitely needed the refresher. Mostly
what I remember from that flight was
turning down the opportunity to experience an inverted flat spin. After an
hour of rolling inverted and recovering,
spinning, climbing, diving, looping and
all sorts of maneuvers, my stomach was
simply not up to any more gyrations.
This time, I was hoping for no recurrence of those symptoms.
Our instructor was Bill Oefelein,
a Navy F/A-18 pilot, graduate of the
Top Gun Fighter Weapons School and
Patuxent River Naval Test Pilot School
and a test pilot instructor and Space
Shuttle astronaut with 300 space hours
logged during a trip to the Space Station.
During the preflight briefing, Oefelein
outlined important items such as when
I remove and reinsert the final pin that
safeties the ejection seat and the words
he would use if we need to eject. Because
we would be pulling more g than in the
Sabreliner, he explained the anti-g strain
maneuver, tightening our gut and leg
muscles to keep blood from pooling in
our lower extremities.
Our Impala would be loaded to about
1,000 pounds below its mtow, which was
just less than 10,000 pounds. The hard
deck (lower limit for maneuvering) was

Students prepare for a flight in Flight Research’s Impala, where ‘anything is fair game.’ Although the jet is
flown single-pilot, students and instructors work as a crew, as they do in their everyday operations.

10,000 feet msl (7,000 to 8,000 feet agl).
Weather was high overcast and relatively
calm winds, although these were expected
to become gusty in the afternoon. Minimum ejection altitude was 7,000 feet agl,
he explained, “but only if there is no indication of recovery.”
Even though the Impala is a singlepilot jet, we would still work as a crew,
with both of us going through the checklist. “This is situational awareness to
help make sure I don’t miss anything,”
Oefelein said.
The plan was to fly the stall series and
unusual attitudes, similar to what we had
done in the Sabreliner but with steeper
banks. Roll upsets would be next, and
these also would be much more radical.
“Anything is fair game in the Impala,”
he said. In the roll upsets, he said most
corporate pilots tend not to be aggressive enough. “You guys have thousands
of hours not being aggressive. We want
to instill this muscle memory.”
After the roll upsets, Oefelein planned
to demonstrate a tailslide, then we would
be able to try one ourselves. “The rest is
gravy,” he said, “aileron and barrel rolls,
loops, Cuban 8s, if you’re up to it.” We
would also do a spin.
Oefelein did the takeoff, then handed
over the controls at 500 feet, and I
climbed at 200 kias to 15,000 feet while
banking and pitching to get a feel for the
controls. The Impala is much lighter on

Before taking off in the Impala, instructors provided a thorough preflight on the aircraft’s ejection seat.
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the controls than the Sabreliner, and its
military trainer heritage made me feel
more like I was living out the lyrics to the
Kenny Loggins signature song “Danger
Zone” from the movie Top Gun. Perhaps
what I was doing was not only getting to
know my limitations but pushing them
to new limits, as the song goes: “You’ll
never say hello to you/Until you get it on
the red line overload/You’ll never know
what you can do/Until you get it up as
high as you can go.”
OK, it wasn’t that dramatic, and
Oefelein and his colleagues never did anything remotely encouraging us to cowboy around the sky and fool around. This
training is serious business, although flying the Impala is a gas.
Once at 15,000 feet, we started with
the stall series, and it was much easier
to watch the tufts on the wing wriggle
then collapse into confusion as the wing
buffeted, compared to the limited view
out of Sabreliner’s cockpit. This gave me
more opportunities to put UTAP to use,
and I felt more with the program during
the flight because I had done some chair
flying in between briefings earlier that
morning, practicing the UTAP steps and
imagining various scenarios and mentally
applying the steps. That helped a lot.
Accelerated stalls were more aggressive in the Impala, banked to 60 degrees,
but unloading the wing instantly stuck
the airflow back onto the airfoils and set
the tufts streaming straight.
My chair flying really paid off in the
nose-high unusual attitudes, and I gently
but firmly unloaded by pushing the stick
forward then allowed the nose to drop
while still banked, added power, rolled
wings level, then pitched to the horizon. In the nose-low maneuver, Oefelein
banked to 135 degrees before turning
over the controls, and it was still important, even with the nose pointed down
steeply and nearly inverted, to unload
the wings first, then throttle back, level
the wings and bring the nose up. “The
unload is a little bit of a bunt to get better roll control,” he had reminded us during the preflight briefing.
Oefelein demonstrated a split S after
rolling inverted, then it was my turn to
see how this maneuver is not the best way
to recover if flipped upside down. First
I rolled, then pulled the stick back with
the throttle at idle, the Mojave Desert

me into the seat. “This is a confidencebuilder,” Oefelein said.
After he demonstrated a spin, I tried
one, pulling the stick back into a normal one-g stall entry and stepping all
the way on the left rudder. The Impala’s
nose initially drops and starts turning, but
it takes a little longer to get the airplane
fully spinning. After three full turns with
the desert landscape flashing by I pushed
forward on the stick and stepped on the
right rudder and recovered. So long to
another 4,000 feet.
Oefelein said the lesson part of the
flight was over and asked what I wanted
to try. I opted for barrel rolls, having never
had the opportunity to learn how to do
them properly. He explained and demonstrated, then I tried a few, realizing that it
is important to keep pulling back on the
stick while rolling. For me, this was the
maneuver that brought on a sudden bout
of nausea, and after about four rolls I
asked Oefelein to take over and fly straight
and level while I took a break. After a few
minutes I felt fine, and we headed back to
Mojave for a simulated engine-out pattern
and landing. It was bumpy coming in as
the wind was gusting to 26 knots.
Wrap-up

Our group finished in the classroom
with Dodson, covering the module
on loss-of-control accidents. The case
studies are an important part of any

FLIGHT RESEARCH

ever present in the view outside the canopy and growing closer and closer as I
pulled on the stick and the g load crept up
toward the number four and the altimeter
spun out what eventually became about
3,000 feet of altitude loss.
After climbing back up, it was time
for roll upsets. We did some with flaps
in the second position, and this is perfectly safe in the Impala because it has
a blowback system that allows the flaps
to retract automatically in case of an
overspeed. The flaps-down roll upset
showed how the roll rate is much lower
in that configuration and how important it is to unload the wing first. We
did these maneuvers at 110 knots dirty
and 130 knots clean to replicate business jet speeds during final approach.
“Typically this is where people stop feeling good,” Oefelein warned us in the
briefing. So far, so good.
Next up was the tail slide. Oefelein
demonstrated first and showed me the
importance of gripping the stick with
both hands and holding the rudders
steady as we climbed vertically and ran
out of airspeed. Not securing the controls
could result in an inverted flat spin. At
the top, the Impala calmly pitched over,
pointing us straight down, then recovering as it picked up speed. When I tried
the tail slide, I didn’t quite get to the vertical attitude, but it was fun pulling out
at 150 knots and feeling three g pushing

Intrepid AIN author-aviator Thurber hoists a thumbs up for the Flight Research course, which provides the
controlled environment necessary to experience the ‘startle’ of an upset and practice the techniques to recover.

upset-training program, but I would
have preferred going through this module first, before any of the other classroom training or the flights. At all the
other upset-training programs I’ve
attended, no flying takes place until the
applicable accidents are studied. I think
it helps to carry that knowledge into the
upset-training cockpit. But I do understand the logistical constraints.
Our training ended with a graduation ceremony and a wrap-up where we
were asked to summarize our positive
and negative feedback on the program.

Protect what really matters by supporting
the highest levels of safety

Flight Research takes feedback seriously
and uses it to improve the URRT program continually. Everyone agreed that
the training is valuable. Our flight attendant classmate said that she found it especially worthwhile and that she understood
much more about what pilots go through
and how she can help keep her passengers
safe in the event of an upset.
Oefelein summarized our experiences:
“We put you in no-kidding upsets. There’s
a self-confidence that comes with that.”
“It makes the bag of tools more full,” said
one of the other pilots in the course. o
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A LANDMARK NO MORE
The Signature acquisition signals the end of Landmark Aviation, which took form in 2006 after Carlyle Group merged Garrett
Aviation, Piedmont Hawthorne and Associated Air Center. A
year later, Carlyle sold off Landmark and StandardAero for $1.9
billion to Dubai Aerospace Enterprise (DAE), which in turn sold
Landmark for $436 million a year later to Encore FBO, a small
group of FBOs run by the former management group of the
Trajen FBO Group (which was itself acquired earlier by Atlantic
Aviation owner Macquarie Infrastructure), backed by private
equity firms GTCR Golder Rauner and Platform Partners. That
gave Landmark 41 FBOs.

In 2012, Carlyle reacquired the chain for $700 million. At
the time, GTCR’s leadership said that for Landmark to continue
its success, it “required continued access to capital to grow
through acquisition and new site development and the current
owners had exhausted their resources during the four years
of ownership and significant growth.” On Carlyle’s watch, the
chain went on a buying spree, adding several U.S. FBOs and
branching into the UK with the purchase of three former RSS Jet
Centre locations. The big jump came in 2014 with the Ross Aviation transaction, which at the time was considered a blockbuster
deal. The $375 million purchase netted Landmark 20 FBOs in

the mainland U.S. and Hawaii, pushing it over the 60-FBO mark.
The move eliminates one of Signature’s primary rivals in
terms of aircraft servicing and the acquisition of FBOs, leaving
Atlantic Aviation and its approximately 70 U.S. locations as
the next largest competitor. “We competed with both of
them over the years, and now it will be just one bigger group
to compete with,” Atlantic CEO Lou Pepper told AIN. “We
still feel comfortable with our position; we’ve held our own
and we’ve thrived. We realize a massive merger was done,
but we’re just not worried directly that it’s going to have that
much effect on us.”
–C.E.

Signature closes
Landmark deal
uContinued from page 6

port. Signature likewise gained
an additional location at Dallas Love Field and San Antonio
International Airport in Texas.
Abroad, the deal gives Signature
multiple locations at Vancouver
International, Paris Le Bourget
and London Luton.
Despite the divestitures, Signature is now the largest player
in the business aviation support market, with 195 locations
worldwide. In a note to its customers, Signature president and
COO Maria Sastre stated the
company’s goal to offer Signature benefits at the new locations
as soon as possible, and achieve
their complete integration within
the year. The addition of Landmark’s aircraft MRO locations
will expand Signature’s operations under its TechnicAir and
CSE Citation Centre brands to
19 locations worldwide.
With BBA Aviation based in
the UK, the disposition of Landmark’s aircraft charter management division remained a
question in light of the issues
of operational control brought
to light in 2007 after the FAA
revoked the charter certificate
of AMI Jet Charter. (The key
issue that led to the revocation
of AMI’s charter certificate was
control of the company by a foreign entity. Switzerland-based
TAG Holdings owns management firm TAG Aviation USA,
which itself owned 49 percent of
AMI Jet Charter.) When asked
for broader details about this
element of the transaction, Signature responded that the only
information it would release is
contained in its press release,
which states, “The acquisition
of Landmark Aviation’s aircraft
management and charter division, which has 110 aircraft under
management, is structured to be
U.S. Department of Transportation compliant and extends the
services that BBA Aviation can
offer its customers.” When AIN
contacted the Department of
Transportation for more detail, a
spokesperson responded that the
agency had no comment. 
o
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Bizav makes strong Singapore Airshow
by Mark Phelps
attracts high levels of interest in
military and air transport participation, the general aviation sector is well represented.
And the array of forums,
seminars and roundtables

further addressed issues salient
to business aviation: airspace
and airport access, infrastructure, safety and economic topics
were all part of the conversation.
Still, in the end, an airshow

savvy observers with its signature “cobra” thrust-vectoring
maneuver; and Korea’s aerobatic
display team, the Black Eagles,
filling the sky with smoke and
noise from their eight supersonic
T-50 jet trainers. 
o
Go to ainonline.com/singapore2016 for all of AIN’s Singapore
Airshow coverage.

MARK WAGNER

The Singapore Airshow, with
roots going back to the late 1980s,
inevitably faces comparisons with
legacy events such as Paris and
Farnborough. That’s really not
fair to organizer Experia Events,
because the missions are not even
close to directly comparable. This
year’s show, held from February 16 to 21 at Changi Exhibition Centre on the 276-sq-mile
island city-state, hosted more
than 1,000 exhibitors from 50 different nations, including the top
65 global aerospace firms such
as Airbus, Boeing, Bombardier,

at this level is remembered for
its flying display. Turning jet
fuel into loud noise is one of the
best ways to ensure visitors will
recall their experience. At Singapore Airshow 2016, performing aircraft included a Singapore
air force Apache helicopter flying a pas de deux with a Boeing
F-15 Strike Eagle; an Indonesian Su-30 fighter wowing

Korea Aerospace Industries T-50Bs
of the Republic of Korea Air Force’s
Black Eagles flight demonstration team
practice for Singapore Airshow 2016.

Dassault, Embraer, Gulfstream,
Lockheed Martin, Northrop
Grumman and Textron.
Twenty national pavilions
were also part of the indoor display area. In the U.S. Pavilion,
140 exhibitors accounted for
nearly 30 percent of the 430,000
sq ft of total exhibition space.
Florida and Oklahoma were
among the booth occupants.
Singapore is also challenged
by other shows in the Asia-Pacific
region, but 8 percent growth over
the past decade places Singapore at
the forefront of the regional aerospace sector. The government has
an outlined plan to advance the
nation as one of the world’s top
players in manufacturing, aftermarket service for leading OEMs
and “homegrown” enterprises tailored to service major aerospace
programs around the world.
Bustling halls and a crowded
static display area testify to the
energy of the show. Of 64 aircraft
on the ramp for display, close to
half were business or utility aircraft: 17 business jets; six business/utility turboprops; and six
civil helicopters. For a show that
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MATT THURBER

Avionics

GARMIN

Setting up a user-defined waypoint on the
GTN 750 touchscreen navigator.

On-site training teaches
pilots avionics details
by Matt Thurber
dive into how to make the system perform.
The class was led by Chris
Dickson, a pilot who joined
Garmin at its Chicago retail
storefront then moved into
product support; he has been
a Garmin instructor for the
past two years. The eight students in the class had widely
varying backgrounds, but the
common thread was that most
were flying airplanes equipped
with G500/G600 displays and
GTN navigators, although one
student, a Twin Commander
owner, was there just for the
GTN portion. Four of the
students fly 36-series Bonanzas. One student, a former Air
Force B-52 and T-1 (Beechjet
400) pilot, had been hired to

MATT THURBER

Modern avionics are at once
both complex and capable, and
a significant amount of the
training time to qualify on a
new airplane involves learning how the avionics work. At
the same time, there are common avionics platforms found
in many different airplanes,
and pilots can take advantage of manufacturer training programs and events such
as those offered by Garmin
for its integrated flight decks
(G1000 through G5000) and
GTN navigators and G500/
G600 multifunction displays.
AIN attended a two-day class
for the G500/G600 and GTNs
and found it to be not only an
excellent introduction to a new
avionics system but also a deep

fly a G500/GTN 750-equipped
Piper Malibu, and he admitted
that all of this “general aviation
stuff ” was completely new to
him. He had tried learning the
Garmin avionics by reading the
manuals but was struggling.
Hands-on Training

The best feature of the
Garmin training is that each
student works behind fullsize demo units of the G600
and GTN 750 and 650. This
helps the student build muscle memory on how the units
operate, and for those who
flew their airplanes to Olathe,
Kan., for the class, a higher
level of confidence and familiarity with their avionics for
the flight home. The only feature missing from the demo
units is an autopilot interface, but otherwise they operate like the real avionics.
The classroom is in the same
building as Garmin’s aviation product support operation, and we were encouraged
to talk with the support personnel if we had any questions
or troubleshooting issues that
the instructor couldn’t answer.
For most of the students,
even those who had flown with
the equipment for many hours,
the training clearly revealed
many features they weren’t
familiar with. Dickson’s explanation of the flight path marker
on the synthetic vision display
was an excellent introduction,
and essential because many

Garmin’s G500/G600 demo units allowed trainees to try out synthetic vision and Nexrad
weather features.
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cockpits now have this technology. Another important topic
that he helped clarify is Garmin’s design for page groups.
Dickson explained that groups
are like chapters in a book (controlled by the outer MFD knob),
and within each group are pages
(selected by the inner MFD
knob). We were given plenty of
practice with page groups, as
they play a central role in many
of Garmin’s avionics.
In fact, one of the important
takeaways from this training

is that Garmin design features
span a range of products, from
the Garmin Pilot iPad/Android
app to the G3X/G500/G600
MFDs and GTN navigators,
and even the G1000 through
G5000 integrated flight decks.
Familiarity with any of these
products will help pilots transition into aircraft equipped with
other types of Garmin avionics.
This was especially apparent during the flight planning
training. On the second day
of training, we exercised our
new skills by planning and flying some scenarios, and these
helped not only cement the
information but also allowed
us to make mistakes and learn
how to fix them. We also were
able to practice modifying
flight plans, including ATC
reroutes. The touchscreen GTN
navigators allow setting up of
user-defined holds (as do the
G1000 through G5000 flight
decks), and this was a neat feature to try out.
After two days of training,
all of us had a much better
understanding of the products.
But as with any training program, we also came to appreciate that there is a lot more
to learn. The G500/G600 and
GTN combination, a popular
upgrade path for moving from
older instruments to a modern
glass cockpit, is powerful and
capable, and taking some training in how to operate these avionics is essential. 
o

NEW GARMIN TRANSPONDERS ADD
ADS-B SOLUTIONS FOR G1000s
Garmin last month announced its ADS-B solution for G1000 avionics
systems: the new GTX 335 and 345 transponders, which also will serve
ADS-B out needs for a variety of Garmin products, including the G500/
G600, GNS 430W/530W, GNS 480 and G3X Touch. The GTX is an
all-in-one transponder and 1090-MHz ADS-B out unit; the GTX 345
offers dual-link (987 and 1090 MHz) ADS-B in and the GTX 335 ADS-B out
only. Both are also available as remote-mount transponders and fully
integrate with G1000 systems. G1000-equipped turboprop aircraft
that can be upgraded to ADS-B out capability using the new transponder include the Cessna Caravan, Daher TBM 700 through 900 and
Piper Meridian. Even without a compatible cockpit-mounted display,
the GTX 345 can display ADS-B traffic and weather, GPS position data
and back-up attitude information on the Garmin Pilot and ForeFlight
Mobile apps using Garmin’s Connext wireless technology.
The panel-mount GTX units offer a pressure altitude readout, dedicated numeric squawk code buttons and a built-in timer. All of the GTX
transponders can be equipped with an optional ADS-B out-compliant
Waas/GPS source and an optional blind encoder, although the GPS
source is only for ADS-B needs and doesn’t add Waas/LPV approach
capability. The GTX transponders have already received FAA TSO
approval and an approved model list STC is expected later this month,
followed by EASA validation later this year. These panel-mount units
fit into the same space as a Garmin GTX 330, but are an inch shorter.
Installations do not have to be done by aircraft OEM service centers
and are available from Garmin dealers. The GTX 345 with Waas/GPS
costs $5,795 and $4,995 without GPS; the GTX 335 with GPS is $3,795
and $2,995 without GPS. 
–M.T.
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Air Transport
N E W S UPDATE
z Embraer Cuts First Metal for E195-E2
Embraer has started to produce parts for the
second variant of its new E2 line of narrowbodies,
the E195-E2, the company announced in late January. Workers have fabricated the lateral rib of the
stub on the E195-E2 prototype’s central fuselage
II section. Made of aluminum, the structure took
shape at one of Embraer’s high-speed machining centers in São José dos Campos, Brazil.
The milestone came roughly a month before the
expected rollout of the 106-seat E190-E2, assembly of which Embraer finished in December. The
company expects to fly that model by the second half of this year, possibly as early as July.
Meanwhile, the E195-E2 is slated to fly next year,
in time for deliveries to begin in the first half of 2019.
While the E190-E2’s design calls for the same
fuselage length now used in the current version of
the E195, the E195-E2 will carry three more rows of
seats, raising standard two-class capacity to 120
from 108. Its 2,000-nm range will allow the aircraft
to fly from Bangkok to virtually any point in Southeast Asia or virtually the whole African continent
from Nairobi and all of South America from Brasilia.

z Europe’s Largest Airline Groups
Form Their Own Association
Europe’s five largest airline groups have
formed an association to lobby the European Union and national governments for
reduced airport and ATC costs. Airlines for
Europe (A4E) combines Air France KLM, Lufthansa Group, International Airlines Group (IAG)
and low-cost carriers easyJet and Ryanair.
Officially launched on January 21, the association
affirmed its support for the European Commission’s
recently released “Aviation Strategy for Europe,”
a set of proposals that some airline and pilots
groups have criticized as insufficiently ambitious.
The formation of A4E exposes ongoing divisions
within the European airline industry over different issues. Last March, IAG, the parent company
of Aer Lingus, British Airways, Iberia and Spanish
low-cost carrier Vueling Airlines, broke off from the
Association of European Airlines because of differences over competition from Persian Gulf carriers.

z Gulf Air Orders A320 neos
Bahrain’s Gulf Air thrust itself into the spotlight at the Bahrain International Airshow in late
January with an order for 17 Airbus A321neos
and 12 A320neos. Long-term loss-maker Gulf
Air expects to post its first profits in more than
a decade when it announces its 2015 results in
the spring. The new order confirms and adds to a
deal in 2012 calling for delivery of 10 A320neos.
Gulf Air began a restructuring in 2012, when
it effectively replaced an order for 20 A330s with
a commitment for eight A320ceos and up to 16
A320neos and curbed aspirations to compete
directly with Emirates Airline, Qatar Airways and
Etihad Airways on long-haul services. Rather, it
implemented a new plan to provide more service
within the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) states
with narrowbodies, including 10 Bombardier C
Series jets over which it remains in negotiations.
Gulf Air’s long-haul plans now center on Boeing Dreamliners. Just before announcing the
Airbus order, it said it converted delivery positions on sixteen 787-8s to larger 787-9s.

The first Boeing 737 Max 8 takes off from
Renton Municipal Airport in Washington state.

Boeing 737 Max logs first flight
by Pete Combs and Gregory Polek
Boeing’s first 737 Max 8, 1A001,
felt the wind beneath its wings for the
first time on January 29 as it lifted off
Runway 34 at Renton Municipal Airport near Seattle. The crew–737 chief
pilot Ed Wilson and Craig Bomben,
chief test pilot and the company’s vice
president of flight operations–said
the only complications they encountered related to the weather, which
prompted them to conduct their tests
to the west, over the Olympia Peninsula and Puget Sound, rather than
over eastern Washington as they had
initially planned.
“In places it was a little tough up
there,” said Wilson at a news conference after N7801Q touched down.
“The weather wasn’t real kind to us
over eastern Washington but it was
great to the west, so we stayed over
there and got everything we needed
to get done today.”
The 737 Max took off on a northward track, circled and headed westnorthwest over Puget Sound and
Olympic National Park until it turned
east toward Port Angeles and the
Straight of Juan de Fuca. At the time
cruising at 14,800 feet, it turned southsouthwest after flying to the east of
Port Angeles and crossed its original
northwesterly path until it reached the
southern end of the Olympic Peninsula. From there it turned around and
flew north-northeast toward Canada
before flying a pair of oval patterns
west of Puget Sound, heading back
toward the northernmost reaches
of Washington state, turning east
and then south, taking it past Boeing’s Everett widebody plant and into
the Seattle area for landing at Boeing Field. The 737 Max, call sign
BOE1, reached a maximum altitude
of 25,000 feet and a top speed of 250
knots during its first journey, which
lasted 2 hours 47 minutes.
Marking the start of a four-airplane, nine-month flight-test campaign expected to culminate in FAA
certification and delivery to launch
customer Southwest Airlines in the
third quarter of next year, the first
flight appeared to pay testimony to
Boeing’s new philosophy of “Right
at First Flight,” a mantra that took
shape in the aftermath of the 787
Dreamliner’s shaky rollout in July
2007. Boeing had to delay the 787 program repeatedly as it battled myriad
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problems ranging from kinks in the
supply chain to software glitches.
So far, the 737 Max has suffered
no delay-causing problems. N7801Q,
dubbed Spirit of Renton, rolled off
the assembly line and into the paint
booth days early. It took off 14 minutes early on its first flight, as Boeing
moved up its departure to stay ahead
of the worsening weather.
The airplane’s new CFM Leap-1B
engines, whose efficiency improvements account for most of the 14-percent fuel-burn reduction Boeing cites
for the Max 8 variant over today’s
737NG, spooled up with a distinctive
whine as the airplane prepared to roll
down the runway for its first takeoff.
But once under way, test pilot
Wilson reported a noticeable lack of
noise: “We were amazed at how quiet
the cabin was,” he told reporters.
Apart from the newly designed
engines and major avionics upgrades,
the Max introduces several aerodynamic changes, among them the
addition of a pair of “split scimitar”
winglets expected to deliver up to a
1.8-percent improvement in fuel efficiency over the current “in line” design.
Having now collected orders for

more than 3,072 Max jets, Boeing will
build the first airplanes exclusively on
a new production line in its Renton,
Wash. factory. The new line will allow
the team to isolate assembly of the
first 737 Max from the rest of production to help it learn and perfect the new build process while the
Renton factory continues to turn out
42 airplanes a month. Once mechanics validate the production process,
the company will extend Max production to the other two final-assembly lines in Renton.
Since last year Boeing has restructured the factory floor in Renton yet
again and installed the wing-to-body
join tool that the two current production lines use, ensuring its production
readiness by the time the company
loads the Max. Meanwhile, the company has consolidated fuselage systems installation from two parts, each
serving one assembly line, into a single new three-level, moving design
tool, allowing for more efficient use
of the space in Renton.
The reworked floor plan is allowing
Boeing to plan on increasing production three times by 2019, when the rate
will reach 57 airplanes a month.  o

Indonesia bans aircraft
more than 10 years old
by Chris Kjelgaard
A new Indonesian Ministry of
Transportation (MOT) rule banning
the import of any commercial passenger aircraft more than 10 years
old and freighters more than 15
years old amounts to merely a cosmetic exercise, according to a senior
aviation technical executive, while a
ban on any aircraft more than 30
years old appeared likely to cause
serious financial hardship for operators of some commercial, general
aviation and regional aircraft.
Ignasius Jonan, Indonesia’s Minister of Transportation, signed the
new rule into law on October 16, two
weeks after a 34-year-old de Havilland
Canada Twin Otter 300 operated by
Aviastar Mandiri crashed into Mount
Latimojong during a scheduled passenger flight from Masamba to

Makassar on the island of Sulawesi,
killing all 10 people aboard.
However, according to Phil Seymour, CEO of UK-based aviation
technical services and data company
IBA Group, the rule’s enactment will
likely not improve Indonesia’s poor
commercial-aviation safety record.
“Age restrictions are a fudge,
because it’s easy for authorities
to impose restrictions,” said Seymour. “I get concerned with what
these restrictions are trying to do. If
they’re meant to improve the safety
record, it becomes almost irrelevant.
[The Indonesian authorities] have
much bigger problems they must
face up to.”
Some of those problems include
the nation’s inadequate aviation-safety
Continues on facing page u

by Thierry Dubois
Thales is accelerating its efforts
to improve cybersecurity in avionics as the air transport industry
recognizes the growing gravity of
the threat computer hackers present. Civil aviation authorities have
committed to tackling the problem, too, Bruno Nouzille, head of
Thales’s avionics business, said in
a recent meeting organized by the
French association of aerospace
journalists. Thales has worked on
cybersecurity risks–virus, disinformation, saturation, destabilization,
destruction and data theft–outside
aviation for years and employs
1,500 experts in the endeavor.
So far, no evidence supports
last year’s claims by cybersecurity expert Chris Roberts that
he hacked the engine controls of
a Boeing 737-800, according to
Nouzille. However, the FBI continues to investigate the alleged

incident. Nevertheless, Thales
believes future danger from such
cyber attacks cannot be discounted. Nouzille would not
specify the source of the threat
but he did predict 70 percent of
the worldwide airliner fleet in
2025 will offer in-flight connectivity to passengers. Hacking
attempts might also come from
the ground.
Even though cockpit avionics suites and cabin in-flight
entertainment systems share
relatively little information,
Nouzille acknowledged a connection between the two that
cyber attackers can potentially
exploit. Even in flight-safe mode
(Wi-Fi off, Bluetooth off) a laptop computer can be hacked, he
pointed out.
Anti-hacking efforts should be
three-pronged. First, engineers

uContinued from preceding page

more than 30 years old: the Aviastar Mandiri Twin Otter and a
54-year-old Lockheed C-130B
operated by the Indonesian Air
Force, which crashed shortly after
taking off from Medan-Soewondo
Air Force Base on June 30, killing
all 122 aboard the aircraft and 17
on the ground.
Indonesia’s third fatal accident last year also involved an
aging aircraft. On August 16, a
27-year-old ATR 42-300 operated by Trigana Air Service
crashed on Tanggo Mountain
while approaching Oksibil Airport in Papua Province, killing
all 54 on board.
However, Indonesia’s two
most recent commercial-aircraft
incidents have involved young
jets. On December 21, a nineyear-old Embraer E195 operated by KalStar Aviation overran
the runway at Kupang El-Tari
Airport while landing during a
storm. Although none of the 125
people on board suffered serious
injury, the aircraft sustained substantial damage.
On November 6 a two-yearold 737-900ER operated by Lion
Air subsidiary Batik Air ran off
the side of the wet runway on
landing at Yogyakarta-Adisutjipto Airport. The aircraft’s nose
gear collapsed but all 177 people
aboard survived.
Additionally, on Dec. 28,
2014, Indonesia’s worst accident in nearly 18 years involved
an aircraft that was just six
years, three months old. That

oversight, a high rate of commercial-aviation accidents and incidents and low standards for pilot
training and pilot decision making, according to Seymour.
The FAA’s International Aviation Safety Assessment program
currently rates Indonesia as a
Category 2 nation. That means
Indonesia’s aviation-safety oversight–handled by the Ministry of
Transport–does not comply with
ICAO safety standards. The rating precludes Indonesian carriers
from launching any new services
to the U.S.
Additionally, the EU has
banned almost all Indonesian
carriers from operating in its airspace because of their poor safety
records. The ban includes Lion
Air, which operates a large fleet
of young Boeing 737-900ERs
and has hundreds of new 737s
and Airbus A320s on order.
30-year Rule

Indonesia’s new aging-aircraft
rule also bans any Indonesian
carrier from operating any commercial aircraft more than 30
years old. Carriers operating
aircraft aged 30 or older at the
rule’s promulgation date have 36
months to stop flying them. If
any carrier fails to do so within
that time, the Indonesian government will deregister the aircraft
and potentially also remove the
airline’s air operator certificate.
Two of Indonesia’s three fatal
accidents last year involved aircraft

International Efforts

Last December the European Commission drafted a
cybersecurity roadmap for air
transport. ASD, the lobbying association for the aerospace and defense industry, has
already commented. The EC
is supposed to task the EASA
with ensuring cybersecurity for

Cybersecurity in aviation has
become a top priority for companies
and civil aviation authorities alike.

THALES

Thales steps up protection
against cyber attacks

should design protection into
those systems that have an interface with the “open world” (for
communications or maintenance
purposes, as well as electronic
flight bags). Second, the “deep
defense” level should detect that
an attack has pierced the first
layer of protection. It should
then guarantee redundancy.
Finally, a dedicated team
should monitor threats and
update software programs
accordingly. Thales’s 15-person
computer emergency response
team (Cert) does exactly that
in Toulouse, France. The European Aviation Safety Agency
has suggested that governments
should create Cert at the European level, Nouzille noted.

aviation. At a global level, ICAO
has released guidelines. IATA,
Canso (the association of air traffic service providers) and the Airports Council International have
become involved as well. “Cybersecurity is becoming part of aerospace’s DNA,” Nouzille said.
A pilot representing the
SNPL France union expressed
concern that connectivity used

Freight operator Cardigair has invested heavily
in modernizing its fleet of Boeing 737-300s.

airplane–an AirAsia Indonesia
A320–crashed into the Java Sea
after the pilots lost control at
FL320 and stalled the aircraft.
The accident killed all 162 people on board.
Seymour conceded that by
restricting the importation of
commercial aircraft to those
aged 10 years or less (15 or less
for freighters), Indonesia has
made it more likely all airliners
it registers in the future will contain modern navigation equipment and situational awareness
aids, such as EGPWS.
However, he argued that even
if an aircraft gets fitted with the
latest navigation equipment,
pilots still need training to use
it properly and to make sensible
decisions when operating in bad
weather. Many Indonesian operators’ safety records indicate they
don’t train pilots well.
Another issue Seymour
pointed to is the regulations
covering aircraft with 19 seats.
Twenty-seven such aircraft operate in Indonesia, according to
IBA Group’s JetData database.

The regulations do not require
aircraft with 19 seats or fewer
to carry cockpit voice recorders
and 21-channel flight data recorders, he said, making it harder for
Indonesia’s National Transportation Safety Committee to determine definitively the causes of
accidents involving such aircraft.
Affected Aircraft

According to JetData, Indonesia’s new rule immediately
affects three commercial jets on
the nation’s registry. All are more
than 30 years old and all are Boeing 737-300s. Operators will soon
have to deregister another nine
737-300s, two 737-400s and five
ATR 42s, all of which are at least
27 years old.
Trigana Air Service has eight of
the 19 Indonesian-registered large
commercial aircraft aged 27 years
or older. However, Cardigair, a
freighter operator whose fleet consists of three 737-300Fs, stands to
feel the most severe effects. One
of its airplanes is more than 30
years old and the other two are
29, according to JetData.

for ATC might contain security loopholes. In an insecure
area, a pirate on the ground
might fool a crew into believing he is an actual controller,
the pilot suggested. Then, the
hacker might use controller
pilot datalink communication
(CPDLC) to send a hazardous
rerouting input into the avionics system. 
o
Ironically, Cardigair appears
to have invested heavily in modernizing the avionics of its aging
737-300Fs. According to its
website, Cardigair installed SatLink (an Iridium satellite-based
voice and data communications
system), Tcas, EGPWS, digital
flight data recorders and windshear detection systems in all
three aircraft.
According to JetData, the
new rule will immediately affect
24 other commercial aircraft
operating in Indonesia because
of their advanced age of 30 years
or more. They include 18 Twin
Otters, two DHC Dash 7s and
six Fokker F27s.
Twin Otter lessor CAAMS
Leasing managed to get two
aging Twin Otter 300s onto the
Indonesian registry for lease to
Dimonim Air just before the new
rule took effect, but its attempt
to register a third (S/N 524) came
too late.
However, CAAMS Leasing CEO Everette Mash subsequently purchased a Viking Air
Twin Otter (S/N 857) built in
2012 as a replacement to lease
to Dimonim Air. Schedules
call for delivery of the aircraft
in February.
Four other young Viking
Air Twin Otter 400s already
operate in Indonesia, according to JetData. Mash told AIN
he sees demand for the lease
of another 10 there within 18
months and that he plans to try
to meet that need. 
o
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Liberty Helicopters and
four other operators
offering helitours from
Downtown Manhattan
Heliport will have to halve
the number of flights they
conduct by year-end.

z Bird Strike ARAC in the Works
The FAA is mulling forming an aviation rulemaking advisory committee (ARAC) to consider birdstrike risks to Part 27 helicopters, FAA Rotorcraft
Directorate manager Lance Gant told AIN. “Part
27 does not have any bird-strike requirements for
the canopy, and we are looking at that. Our data
shows that bird strikes on helicopters have markedly
increased in the last handful of years. I don’t know if
it is because there has been more reporting or more
close calls,” Gant said. An ARAC could be charged
with exploring this as early as this month.

Thales opened its Norway Training Center in
January and has begun training the pilots of launch
customer NHV. The focus will be on offshore oil-andgas and search-and-rescue operations. Through an
agreement with Finmeccanica Helicopters, the Royal
Norwegian Air Force has chosen the center to train
its AW101 crews. It holds both Level D qualification
for the Reality H flight simulator and EASA approval
as a FSTD operator in Stavanger.

z Second H160 Flies
The second prototype of the H160 made its first
flight on January 27. This is the first H160 powered
by the 1,100- to 1,300-shp Turbomeca Arrano turboshaft. The Arrano will be the production standard;
the first H160 prototype is flying with a pair of Pratt
& Whitney Canada PW210Es. The schedule has
slipped to the right (the second prototype was previously pegged to fly last year) but Airbus still plans to
begin deliveries in 2018.

z Bell Hints at Lifecycle Mx Options
Bell is looking at innovative ways to support its
customers, including moving away from the “simple
sale of spare parts to a more turnkey solution to
where we stand alongside our customers during the
lifecycle cost of the product,” senior vice president
of global sales and marketing Patrick Moulay told
AIN. Moulay said Bell will be making a specific
announcement on programs in this regard later this
year. “We want to get closer to a guaranteed direct
operating cost,” he said.

z Erickson Exploring Utility UAS
Erickson CEO Jeff Roberts told AIN that the
company is exploring the use of unmanned aerial
systems to operate its utility missions. Erickson flies
80 aircraft, among them the Air Crane, mainly in
aerial firefighting, logging and construction operations. “We’re looking at how it works and what the
applications and possibilities are,” Roberts said.

z Airbus H145 Gets Higher Mtow Nod
Airbus Helicopters was awarded EASA certification for a higher mtow on the H145 light twin.
The helicopter can now carry an extra 110 pounds,
raising the mtow to 8,150 pounds. The improvement
does not require any modification and “converts into
pure useful load, be it more payload or more fuel,”
said Manfred Merk, head of the H145 program.

z Airbus Adds 135/145 Sim in Dallas
Plans are in the works to install an H135/H145
Level D simulator at the Airbus Helicopters campus in Grand Prairie, Texas, as part of a strategy
to establish a regional training center for all the
Americas there, according to Chris Emerson, president of Airbus Inc. –T.D., M.H.

LIBERTY HELICOPTERS

z Thales Opens H225 Sim in Norway

NYC Helitour operators
accept 50-percent flight cut
by Mark Huber
On January 31 New York Mayor
Bill de Blasio’s (D) office announced
a deal that would force the city’s five
existing helitour operators using the
downtown heliport (JRB) to curtail flights by 50 percent by January
1 next year. The reduction begins in
April with an elimination of all Sunday flights, followed by further reductions of 20 percent each in June and
October (the bookends of the busy
summer/fall tourist season) from
the baseline of the same months last
year. The remaining 10 percent cut will
come in January. The operators had
been facing a total ban from the New
York City Council, and the industry
essentially viewed de Blasio’s compromise as a way of keeping the air-tour
industry viable in the face of growing
community opposition to anecdotal
helicopter noise complaints.
“It was basically an ultimatum
provided to the air-tour operators,”
Helicopter Association International
(HAI) president Matt Zuccaro told
AIN. “The mayor runs the city of
New York and he decided, ‘This is
it. This is basically what I am offering you and I expect you to comply.’”
“I’m happy with the mayor’s position of no outright ban and trying
to find an equitable solution,” Jeffrey
Smith, vice president of the Eastern
Region Helicopter Council (ERHC)
told AIN. “I just wish that they would
have done actual [noise] studies.”
The tour flights take off from the
downtown heliport at Pier 6. Saker
Aviation leases the FBO there from
the city’s Economic Development
Corp (EDC). Under the deal, the
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number of flights allotted Saker into
the heliport will be cut to 50 percent
of the tour operators’ 2015 activity.
Chris Vellios, COO of air tour and
charter company Liberty Helicopters,
told AIN that he expects each operator to be allotted cuts on the basis of
its 2015 flight numbers. Liberty operates a mixed fleet of 10 Airbus AS355
twins and AS350 singles. Vellios said
he expects the cuts will mean that Liberty needs 25 fewer employees during
the summer/fall months and will reallocate some of its tour helicopters to
its charter fleet. “This is an unfortunate
thing, but we were facing a total ban.”
“Nobody in this situation ever
gets what they truly want. I’m at
least encouraged that an agreement
was reached. It shows a path for the
future of air tours in New York and
the parties are working together,”
HAI’s Zuccaro said.
Temporary Changes

However, the deal is expected to
last for only two years, at which time
further cuts could be imposed or a
total ban resurrected.
“Even with this good-faith effort
and everyone giving up to get a consensus, you still have opponents saying this is not satisfactory. They are
not going to be satisfied until the entire
industry is shut down. That is not a
reasonable negotiating position, and
it’s not in good faith by any stretch of
the imagination,” Zuccaro said.
“This plan is only a two-year
extension [of the EDC’s concessionaire agreement with Saker],” Smith
said. “You don’t know what the

concessionaire agreement will be
after that. There are a lot of variables
that we don’t know. There’s nothing
to show what change the metric of a
50-percent flight reduction will bring
about. If you have demand for tourist flights and you cut the supply by 50
percent you’ll raise the price to mitigate
some of the losses, but you can raise it
only so much or people can’t afford it.”
Any demand for lower-priced and
more abundant air tours of New
York City could be met by launching
them from outside the city in places
such as White Plains or in New Jersey, Smith warned.
“A move like this can spread
the number and locations of operators, and then we have no control
over where the operations happen.
I don’t think tour operators in New
York City will [fight] it because they
want to maintain their foothold at the
downtown heliport. But the demand
could be there for people to get in
a bus and go to a different location
and get on a tour and fly around New
York City. The FAA is not going to
restrict the airspace,” he said.
This would not only load up the airspace where the current tour operators
fly; these new operators would not be
bound by current voluntary routing
agreements not to fly across areas such
as Central Park. “A tour operator from
another part of the country might find
it advantageous to get into this market. Then the city of New York has no
authority and no say over where those
tour routes are,” Smith said.
Nationally, Zuccaro thinks the
agreement will embolden helicopter
foes in other markets, particularly Los
Angeles. “There are going to be people who interpret it as a call to arms
and target air-tour operations in other
locations. It’s unfortunate,” he said.
Meanwhile, New York’s helitour
operators will soon need to make do
with less. 
o

Airbus orders, deliveries
took a hit last year
Orders (for 333 aircraft) and
deliveries (393) at Airbus Helicopters last year fell short of
expectations. In 2014 the company took orders for 402 helicopters and delivered 471 at a
time when it was already feeling
the effects of the market slowdown. Revenue last year was
split evenly between the civil
and military sectors, said the
company; it declined to disclose
those figures. CEO Guillaume
Faury attributed the lackluster sales to low oil prices and

“delays in the key military campaigns.” In fact, the company
received orders for only two
H225-series helicopters, which
traditionally sell in oil-and-gas
and defense.
Against the backdrop of
globally dwindling sales, the
company sees a bright spot in
the civil and parapublic markets,
claiming a 45-percent share–a
slight increase–of deliveries to
those sectors.
The order book will open this
year for the H160 medium twin,

Airbus Helicopters received orders for 36 H175s, shown here in the livery of
NHV, the launch customer and currently sole operator of the model.

the second prototype of which
flew recently with Turbomeca
Arrano engines. An all-new and
more automated final assembly
line will be inaugurated for the
H160 in this year’s second half.
Faury has long advocated the use
of production processes inspired
by the automotive sector.
The numbers Airbus released

FREDERIC LERT

by Thierry Dubois

combine the civil and military
versions of its products. But for
some models, AIN assumes that
most (if not all) orders were civil:
the H120, H125 and H130 light
singles (163 ordered), the H135
light twin (49 ordered) and the
H175 super medium twin (36
ordered). The H175, however,
is still in the hands of only one

operator–Belgium’s NHV–13
months after it entered service.
Faury predicted in late January last year that 2015 would be
a year of steady deliveries and
brisker orders, while heavy helicopters would retain their stature
in the mix. Despite the way 2015
unfolded, he stated that the company is “now harvesting the fruit
of our strategic transformation
plan, which puts us in the best
position to operate successfully
despite a challenging market
environment; our focus on customer satisfaction, quality and
safety, as well as competitiveness,
has produced tangible results on
our journey to go from the biggest to the best.” The company
does not expect to announce
plans for workforce reductions
any time soon.
o

Flight training begins for first Army Lakota pilots
by Mark Huber
The U.S. Army has begun
primary training for helicopter
pilots using the Airbus UH-72A
Lakota at the 110th Aviation Brigade, U.S. Army Aviation Center of Excellence at Fort Rucker,
Ala. Forty students began academic work on December 10
and air work on January 11 in
what will be a 22-week course
that sees them graduate with an
instrument rating. The Army is
transitioning its basic training
and basic combat skills training
flying from a combination of the
Bell TH-67 Creek and OH-58A/C
Kiowa Warrior to the UH-72A
over the course of the next four
years. This year, 25 percent of students will train in the Airbus and
the number will climb by 25 percent annually as the fleet grows to
204 from the current 61 and the
Bells are retired.
The Army’s switch to the
UH-72 in the primary training
mission was not without controversy or its critics. Col. Kelly E.
Hines, commander of the 110th,
explained how training on the
new helicopter is organized and
what advantages it presents,
what remains the same and what
is different.
The ground school remains
the same save some of the content. “It’s the same type of
classes as when we were flying TH-67s, with the same time
frames for basic and advanced
instruments,” Hines said. “A lot
of the systems are much more
modern than what we had in the
TH-67s or the OH-58s so the students are learning more of what
this generation is meant to learn.
Today’s students are much more

computer savvy than us ‘old
guys,’” but otherwise, he said,
“nothing is different save that as
a dual engine it is safer. We don’t
have the single-engine type failure thing to worry about.”
Practice on the Ground

Simulators are also part of
the mix early on, and that wasn’t
the case with the TH-67. “Currently with primary training on
the TH-67, the first time you do
anything is when you sit in the aircraft, take off and go fly around.
You get no simulation before getting in the aircraft,” Hines said.
With the UH-72, students get simulator time first. Right now students have access to three level-B
simulators. That number will soon
grow to five and there is a plan
to switch over the level-D simulators in the near future. During the
course of their training students
will receive 37 hours in simulators. “The way the LUH [UH-72]

works is that you do the simulations a little bit before flying so
the students see how it works and
know how to start it without having the added stress of taking it
up into a hover and taking off,”
Hines said. “They don’t practice
hovering in the simulator but they
practice traffic patterns. Hovering
in a simulator helps, but it’s not as
realistic.” He added that students
do take it off from the ground in
a simulator. In addition, they do
emergency procedures training in
the sim before they sit in the aircraft. They learn how to operate
systems, how to tune radios, how
to load flight plans and so on.
Learning in a twin-engine
machine provides an added
margin of safety, Hines said,
and provides a smoother transition to the Army’s war-fighting
machines. “They’re not having
to do autorotations all the way
to the ground as we did in TH67s or a lot of the run-on landing

The U.S. Army placed an order for 31 Airbus UH-72A Lakotas in late 2014. The service
intends to use as many as 200 Lakotas for its training mission, replacing the Bell TH-67
Creek and OH-58A/C Kiowa Warriors.

stuff that we had to teach with
the older aircraft. We still teach
the EPs [emergency procedures]
as far as autorotations from altitude but they recover before they
touch the ground. It prepares
them better for the advanced aircraft they go to after initial training. The Black Hawk, Chinook
and Apache are all dual engine. A
lot of the instrumentation crosses
over and systems management is
much better this way, as is habit
transfer when they go to warfighting helicopters.”
Training in the UH-72
improves continuity, Hines said.
It allows students to stay with
the same airframe and the same
instructor longer, instilling confidence and ensuring the quality
of instruction.
“What has changed is that the
student will continue to fly the
LUH all the way through what
we call basic combat skills. Before
that we were flying TH-67s until
the students were finished with
instruments, and then they
would have to learn how to fly an
OH-58A/C, a post-Vietnam-era
aircraft, with basic combat skills–
mostly low level and operating in
remote fields,” Hines said.
Students also receive NVG
training in the UH-72 as opposed
to in their advanced aircraft,
which is how it used to be done,
and the new way is safer and
saves money, Hines said.
Students also get to stay with
the same instructor longer. “The
student will begin with an IP
[instructor pilot] on day one and
he can keep that IP all the way
through advanced instruments,”
Hines noted. “We used to fly the

Fort Rucker Commander Col. Kelly Hines

student with one IP for contact
and another for instruments. The
IP who knows his students better, their weaknesses and their
strengths, can either tailor the
package or techniques or, if a
kid is doing better, advance him
a little faster. Previously a TH-67
contact IP couldn’t teach instruments at all. Now if an IP sees his
students are progressing at a better pace he can start introducing
more advanced stuff earlier. Conversely, if a student needs more
help on something he’ll know that
and be able to work it in.”
Hines said he and his staff will
be monitoring these first training classes and will make any
necessary course adjustments.
He said the four-year transition
plan gives them ample time to
tune the program. “We began
looking at how we were going
to do this a couple of years ago.
It made sense not to try and do
the transition all at once, so we
would have time to look at the
first class and see if there were
bugs and make whatever adjustments we need to. We’re watching this class closely to see where
efficiencies are gained, or where
there are places we may need to
add hours. We really won’t know
that until we have had a couple
of classes go through.” 
o
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Relentless flight-tests
ahead of schedule
by Mark Huber
Bell’s second super-medium
525 Relentless test aircraft took
to the sky on December 21 in a
15-knot wind. Flight Test Vehicle 2 performed basic maneuvers,
among them hover and hover
taxiing; 360-degree pedal clearing turns; and low-speed controllability in left, right, forward and
rearward flight. All of the aforementioned were flown with stability augmentation on and off.
As of the middle of January the
two flight-test vehicles had flown
78 hours. Three more flight-test
vehicles will join the program
later this year and Bell says it
remains on track to certify the
525 next year. Through the end
of last year the company held letters of intent from customers for
75 aircraft, the majority coming
from the offshore energy services
industry. Bell has yet to formally
announce a price for the aircraft.

Flight-testing of the 525 is
“ahead of plan,” according to
program vice president Larry
Thimmesch. “Ship 1 is doing a
lot of envelope expansion and
gross weight configuration, different density altitudes and just
filling the corners of the flight
envelope. The systems in the lab
are close to what we are seeing
on the aircraft. Bell invested a
lot in new design and analytical
tools at the beginning of this
program, and it is really paying off. We are not seeing anything that is a big surprise and
when we do see something like
hover performance it is on the
good side.”
He continued, “The aircraft
continues to be stable and flies
well,” and that includes the flyby-wire flight control system.
“The control laws are exceeding expectations and we do not

The second Bell 525 Relentless
joined the flight-test fleet
on December 21.

anticipate any further tuning for
the inner loops. On the outer
loops, the fly-by-wire enhancements, we will do a fine-tuning tweak after we get through
all our aerodynamic envelope
expansion. But out of the box it
has been flying well, with really
no surprises on the performance
side. The aircraft has been reliable in flight-test, and they have
been able to turn it quickly. The
things that typically keep us
down are weather and instrumentation. The aircraft itself
has typically been ready to go.”

Operator adds network of wx cams
by Thierry Dubois
Helicopter EMS operator
Norsk Luftambulanse is installing a network of cameras in Norway to gather remote weather
information, mainly about visibility, with the aim of dispatching easier and safer missions
along a fog-free route and landings using GPS approaches.
Each sensing unit comprises
three cameras–looking in three
different directions–a thermometer and an optional barometer,
all contained in an aluminum
housing. The cameras are semiprofessional DSLRs. “They
can take high-quality images
at night, which is the main

difference between our system
and a conventional webcam,”
Jens Fjelnset, the pilot in charge
of the HEMS Weather Camera
project, told AIN. The information is sent to a server via the cellular network.
To determine visibility, the
system uses geographic references, such as the height of a
mountain and the distance to a
ridge. Each camera takes a picture every 15 minutes, allowing

the sensing unit to send a picture
every five minutes. Pressure and
temperature data are sent every
two minutes.
Bad-weather
Operational Improvements

“Norway’s CAA has just
approved the way we estimate
visibility,” Fjelnset said. The way
the operator now receives pressure information has been certified, which is required to use GPS

The Norsk Luftambulanse network
consists of semi-professional DSLR
cameras that take high-quality images
at night.
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FTV3 is in final build and
Bell hopes to fly it before the end
of this month; FTV4 and FTV5
will join the program in August
and September. With FTV1 off
for cold-weather testing, FTV2
will be used for development and
envelope expansion and FTV3
will do low-level survey work.
FTV1 and FTV2 will begin certification flight-testing in the second quarter, with FTV2 slated
for artificial icing testing toward
the end of the year and aircraft
3, 4 and 5 coming on line to fly
certification testing. Full icing

certification testing and function
and reliability flight-testing will
continue into next year.
Thimmesch sees customer
aircraft coming on line at the
rate of one a month. Construction of the first customer
production aircraft began in
November. “We’re getting into
the production phase, working
with early production customers
to spec their aircraft and installing a lot of kits,” he said. “We’re
working with our customers to
get those aircraft configured and
into the production flow.”  o

approaches. Previously, Norsk
Luftambulanse personnel were
allowed to call local ambulance
companies at the destination and
along the desired flight path to
ask about visibility, a method
that yielded incomplete, relatively
inaccurate information.
Weather cameras have
improved operations. “They
save us time in bad weather, as
they avoid us trying more than
one valley to arrive at the destination,” Fjelnset said.
Crews use the information
for flight planning. Currently,
the iPad mini they use as an
EFB remains connected until

takeoff. Then the dispatcher on
the ground can communicate,
on the radio, updated information. Fjelnset hopes that eventually crews will be approved to
receive updated information on
their EFB in flight.
The oldest sensing unit is
2.5 years old and has suffered
no major issue, according to
Fjelnset. Norsk Luftambulanse
has installed 27, including six
for GPS approaches. The company expects to complete the
63-unit network this year. GPS
approaches are the priority, and
the company hopes to have them
in place by the summer. “What
takes time is to find the owner
of the land and reach an agreement,” Fjelnset explained.
Norsk Luftambulanse is
funding the network of HEMS
weather cameras on its own.
Each unit costs $10,000 to
$15,000, depending on the
number of cameras and the
inclusion of a barometer. The
information it provides is made
available, currently at no charge,
to every professional user.
In the future, the system’s
creators would like to have other
users contributing to maintenance costs. However, Fjelnset
considers the project as still in
the development phase so such
details will be studied later.
Selling sensing units to other
countries–as has already been
done to Denmark, for testing
purposes–is in the cards, too. o

GAMA results:
billings down
uContinued from page 6

up Legacy 500 deliveries, shipping 20 last year. Cessna’s CJ3+
and CJ4 also experienced gains in
2015, although deliveries of the
Sovereign+ and Citation X+ were
down compared with the previous year, when those upgraded
models reached the market.
Still struggling is the lightest
end of the business jet market.
Embraer’s Phenom deliveries
dropped by 10, with the Phenom 100 accounting for most
of that slide. Cessna quietly
shelved the CJ2+, and M2
deliveries were down by five.
Deliveries of the Eclipse 550
also were off by five.
In the market for pressurized turboprops, both the Pilatus PC-12 and Daher TBM
900 logged improvements last
year. Beechcraft’s King Air line,
however, marked fewer deliveries as the company continues to transition to Pro Line
Fusion cockpits. Piaggio, still
recovering from the collapse
of its single largest customer–
Avantair–delivered three Avantis last year, one more than in
2014. The manufacturer, however, has been transitioning to
the upgraded Avanti Evo.
As for rotorcraft totals,
GAMA reported the results without the fourth-quarter results of
Finmeccanica Helicopters (née
AgustaWestland), which will
release its data on March 16, and
adjusted the year-over-year comparisons accordingly. Turbine
helicopter deliveries dropped 8.9
percent last year, to 675, erasing gains in the piston helicopter market, where deliveries were
up 8.6 percent, to 279. In sum,
helicopter deliveries were down
4.4 percent and, as a result of
the decline in turbine shipments,
billings plummeted 21.9 percent,
to $3.85 billion.
Airbus Helicopters deliveries dropped to 279 from 324,
and billings declined by more
than $270 million, to $1.526 billion. Robinson, meanwhile, saw
shipments climb to 347 last year
from 329 in 2014. Its billings
also climbed to $197.5 million,
up about $18 million.
GAMA president and CEO
Pete Bunce said the results
strongly point to the fact that
“energy dollars matter. Energy
dollars affect the high-end
large cabin, long-range business jet market and large, more
capable helicopters.”
The GAMA chief also cited
turmoil in emerging markets,
which had been buoying the

large-cabin, long-range aircraft market. “Virtually every
one of them has issues right
now.” While the Chinese market is down, he noted, other
issues such as government austerity measures are complicating sales in China.
GAMA chairman Aaron
Hilkemann, who also is president and CEO of Duncan Aviation, added that the North
American market absorbed
some of the decline in the international markets but not enough
to make up the difference in
declines, particularly in the piston and turboprop markets.
“It boils down to uncertainty. We don’t know what’s
going to happen with the
emerging countries,” Bunce
said. That uncertainty extends
to the U.S. “We don’t know
what is going to happen with
the U.S. elections. Every analyst is saying the U.S. economy
is strong, but our growth is

weak and our growth especially
in the last quarter was weak.”
Hilkemann added that to
spur measurable growth of the
industry, the economy must foster the return of small and startup businesses. “The recession
took out a lot of small businesses across the nation,” he said.
“What has been the growth of
aviation and general aviation….
is the start up of companies and
the growth of those companies
and new markets.”
But Bunce also pointed to
positive moves in the market,
among them the strength of piston rotorcraft and the recent
reauthorization of the Ex-Im
Bank, which boosts the agriculture market. “The comeback of
light to midsize jets is a bright
spot,” he added.
Despite the mixed results,
Bunce noted, “It’s still a market where people are making
money. It’s a solid market. It’s a
robust industry.” 
o

2015

2014

H120

2

7

AS350B2

9

23

H125

90

122

H130

69

58

3

3

H135

31

34

H145

37

28

AS365N3+

4

4

H155

8

10

H175

4

3

AS332

0

2

H225

19

30

Total

279

324

206L-4

12

13

407

99

86

429

52

53

1

0

ACJ319

1

1

ACJ320

1

4

ACJ321

0

0

ACJ330

1

0

Total

4

5

BBJ

4

3

BBJ2

1

2

BBJ3

1

0

777-300ER

1

1

787-8

2

4

787-9

2

0

Total

11

10

Learjet 60XR

0

1

Learjet 70/75

32

33

Challenger 350

68

54

Challenger 605

25

36

Global 5000/6000

73

80

CL850/870/890

0

199

204

-2.5%

55

51

+7.8%

55

66

-16.7%

Phenom 100E

12

19

Phenom 300

70

73

Legacy 450

3

0

Legacy 500

20

3

Legacy 600/650

12

18

Total
Daher

% Chg.

Total
Embraer

Lineage 1000
Total
G150/280

34

33

120

117

Total

154

150

-13.9%

2

0

7

12

-42%

3

2

+50%

70

66

+6.1%

27

36

-25%

King Air C90GTx

15

21

King Air 250

28

35

King Air 350i/ER

74

71

117

127

HondaJet
Eclipse 550
Avanti II/Avanti Evo
Pilatus

AW109Power

1

1

AW119Ke/Kx

9

11

GrandNew

7

6

Total

AW139

37

42

Textron Aviation: Cessna

AW189

6

5

Mustang

SW4

0

0

M2

Finmeccanica Helicopters***

8

CJ2+

0

2

CJ3

0

6

CJ3+

23

10

CJ4

33

28

Citation XLS+

21

22

17

Citation Latitude

16

0

Citation Sovereign+

18

28

101

S-92

16

42

Total

29

59

Grand Total Helicopters

675

Meridian
Textron Aviation: Beechcraft

46

-7.7%
+15.8%

Sikorsky*
13

Piper

8

Robinson

S-76

PC-12

41

0

741

N/A

Piaggio**

+7.1%

65

+2.7%

One Aviation

14

0

+3.4%

G450/550/650

15

117

3
116

Honda Aircraft

Enstrom

R66

3
120

Gulfstream

-1.7%

60

+10%

1

26

Total

-20%

Bombardier

178

W3

%Chg.

Boeing*

12

480B

2014

ACJ318

175

Total

2015

Falcon 900LX, 2000LXS, 2000S, 7X

Bell

412

Mfr./Model
Airbus*

Dassault**

Airbus Helicopters

AS355 NP

Pressurized airplanes only

TBM 900

Turbine Commercial Helicopters
Worldwide Deliveries 2015 vs. 2014
Mfr./Model

Turbine Business Airplanes
Worldwide Deliveries 2015 vs. 2014

-7.9%

-50.8%

Citation X+

6

9

-8.9%

Total

166

159

+4.4%

Grand Total Jets

718

722

-0.6%

Grand Total Turboprops

272

284

-4.2%

Grand Total Jets/Turboprops

990

1,006

-1.6%

*Denotes green aircraft deliveries **Dassault will no longer specify delivery totals for individual
models. ***Finmeccanica Helicopters had not released its 4Q delivery totals as of press time. 3Q14
delivery totals were used for year-to-year comparison.
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Maintenance News
STANDARDAERO STCs COLLINS
TCAS 7.1 FOR FALCON 50EX
Working in conjunction with
Rockwell Collins, StandardAero’s
Springfield, Ill. MRO completed its
first Rockwell Collins TTR-4100 Tcas
7.1 supplemental type certificate (STC)
for the Falcon 50EX. A new processor
replaces the aircraft’s existing TTR920 processor and incorporates new
7.1 logic required to meet the mandate
that took effect in Europe on December
1 last year. In addition to meeting the
required mandates, the new 7.1 logic
enhances crew awareness of traffic and
allows either aircraft to issue resolution
advisory reversals in the event an
approaching aircraft does not follow
ATC or Tcas instructions to avoid
a conflict.

TEXTRON AVIATION LAUNCHES
1CALL FOR IMMEDIATE SUPPORT
Textron Aviation bolstered its
customer service offering with the
launch of 1Call, which provides a single
point of contact for Beechcraft, Cessna
Citation and Hawker customers during
unscheduled maintenance, including
AOG events. Customers can access the
dedicated 1Call team, which is based
at the Textron Aviation Service Center
at Wichita Dwight D. Eisenhower
National Airport, by calling (316)
517-2090.
“Our enhanced call center means
simplified, quick access to Textron
Aviation’s customer service team for
owners needing immediate support.
From the initial call to progress reports
to after-service follow-up, customers
will encounter a streamlined process,”
said customer service senior vice
president Brad Thress. “Customers
calling this dedicated line will be able
to receive prioritized technical support,
order expedited parts, have alternative
lift dispatched or even schedule a
mobile service unit.”
With technical support services
available 24/7, Textron Aviation’s
1Call team oversees every step of
a maintenance event using visual

display boards that track calls, air
response aircraft and mobile service
units through issue resolution, the
company said.

AMAC’S FOURTH BASEL HANGAR
DEDICATED TO MAINTENANCE
Amac Aerospace has opened a
fourth hangar at its Basel EuroAirport
facility. Construction of the 78,300sq-ft structure took 11 months. The
completed project brings the MRO’s
facility to a total of 304,400 sq ft of
floor space; 67,285 sq ft of workshop
and office space; and–with the addition
of 65,000 sq ft of ramp–an apron area
of 480,000 sq ft.
The new hangar is designed to
accommodate at least one widebody
and two narrowbodies. Unlike the
existing three hangars, the fourth is
dedicated exclusively to maintenance
projects and widebodies. Amac
Aerospace dedicates one widebody
hangar to maintenance and two
widebody hangars to completions
and refurbishment services. These
hangars together accommodate
multiple narrowbodies and widebodies
(747s, 777s, 787s, A340s and A330s)
and can extend to service an A380.
Amac’s smaller hangar is designed
to accommodate a variety of aircraft
combinations simultaneously for
maintenance work.

ASSET INSIGHT LAUNCHES
MAINTENANCE PLANNING TOOL
Asset Insight has introduced what it
calls Adapt (Asset Decision-making and
Planning Tool), intended to help operators
keep aircraft maintenance condition and
related financial information current
and accurate.
Using real-time analytics, Adapt
allows fleet owners, operators, aircraft
management companies, banks, lessors,
dealers and brokers to manage the
financial aspects of aircraft maintenance
for their entire fleet, a subset of their fleet
and by individual aircraft.
The tool can be used to obtain and
store maintenance-related analytics for

Textron Aviation’s 1Call team is based at the Textron Aviation Service Center at Wichita Dwight D. Eisenhower
National Airport. Technical support services are available 24/7.
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Mecaer’s magnificent interior offers multiple configurations–four-, five- or six-seat layouts–and options for up
to two center consoles. The interior also features a noise-canceling and in-flight entertainment system.

more than 100 airplane and helicopter
makes and models. Analytics include
Asset Insight Index figures, “for
sale” fleet average comparisons,
anticipated scheduled maintenance
analytics, the value of any hourly
maintenance cost program coverage,
projected asset quality ratings,
projected marketability potential
based on maintenance condition and
market values.

LATVIA-BASED FBO RIGA
OPENS MRO FOR BUSINESS JETS
FBO Riga, operator of Solinair,
an aircraft maintenance and repair
provider, launched a new MRO line
station–in partnership with Lufthansa
Bombardier Aviation Services–at its
business aviation center at Latvia’s
Riga International Airport.
The line station provides daily,
weekly and transit checks, tail-to-nose
inspections, component replacements,
scheduled and non-routine
maintenance and AOG support. The
maintenance and repair services are
provided by Solinair’s EASA Part
145-certified technicians.
The line station operates 24/7
and provides maintenance services
for the Challenger 604/605/800/850,
Global Express/XRS/5000/6000 and
Legacy 600/650. The facility can also
work on the G650, Falcon 7X, ACJ
and BBJ, as well as other Cessna,
Dassault, Gulfstream, Hawker and
Learjet models.
“FBO Riga has the entire
infrastructure for aircraft technical
maintenance work, including a
modern and fully equipped hangar and
adjoining parking areas. Moreover,
Riga is well located for the CIS
countries, Russia and Europe. We
are confident that the launch of the
line station at FBO Riga will help our
customers reduce MRO costs,” said
co-owner Leonid Gorodnitski.

MECAER LUXURY CABIN FOR BELL
429 RECEIVES RUSSIAN STC
Mecaer Aviation Group (MAG) has
received IAC-AR Russian validation
for its luxury interior for the Bell 429.
Mecaer developed and branded the
magnificent for the Bell 429 under an
EASA STC last year and then applied
for Russian validation. The magnificent
provides multiple options and
configurations, with four-, five- or sixseat layouts and options for up to two
center consoles, Mecaer’s proprietary
I-Feel (In-Flight Entertainment
Enhanced Lounge) and passengercontrolled electro-chromic windows.
The interior draws on two of
Mecaer’s proprietary technologies.
The Silens noise-canceling system
reduces cabin noise to a level that
allows passengers to conduct normal
conversation without headsets. Mecaer’s
I-Feel technology provides passengers
with moving maps and audio/video
entertainment, along with internal Wi-Fi
interface to personal smart devices.
“The STC validation in Russia is a
significant milestone,” said co-general
manager Armando Sassoli. “It was
critical we receive this validation, as
we have many clients in line for our
interior in Russia.”

SINGAPORE POLYTECHNIC
OPENS AEROHUB
Singapore Polytechnic opened
its AeroHub facility on January 5
to support engineering education,
research and student development
with advanced, real-world training in
aeronautical engineering.
The facility is the result of a 2014
memorandum of understanding
between the institution and Bombardier
Business Aircraft.
The four-story AeroHub will house
aeronautical and aerospace electronics
Continues on page 58 u
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engineering laboratories, along with
facilities typically found in an aircraft
hangar. The new facility will support
the teaching and learning activities
for Singapore Polytechnic’s diploma
in aeronautical engineering (Dare)
and diploma in aerospace electronics
(Dase) students.
Singapore Polytechnic students
have the opportunity to complete
internships at Bombardier Business
Aircraft’s Singapore Service Centre.
Third-year students enrolled in
Dare and Dase courses complete
a semester-long industrial project
internship at the Singapore Service
Center within its new interior
shop. The Dare and Dase courses
were launched in 2002 and 2003,
respectively, and were the first
such programs to be offered by an
academic institution in Singapore.
“Nurturing real-world training of
students in aeronautical engineering is
not only beneficial to the students and
their future careers, but also directly
supports the sustainability of our talent
pipeline, and ultimately our success as
a business,” said Simon Wayne, general
manager of Bombardier Business
Aircraft’s Singapore Service Center.

JET AVIATION SAINT LOUIS
UPGRADES PAINT SHOP
Jet Aviation St. Louis recently
upgraded the controls for climate, air
quality and final finish at its paint
shop. It also acquired devices that
analyze paint color tint, inspect pearl
and metallic paints, measure the
smoothness of the paint finish and
assess the level of paint gloss.
“Our new computerized and
automated climate-control system,
painter decontamination chambers
and paint delivery and quality-control
devices provide the best quality
control,” said paint shop manager Britt
Julius. “We’re refining every part of the
process. We leave nothing to chance

also does STC development, avionics
installation and modifications; major
structural repairs and modifications;
interior refurbishments and
modifications; and 24/7 AOG service.
Under its SHY 147 approval, MNG Jet
provides B1/B2 technical type training
and practical training for technicians
on the aforementioned jets.

BAY COMPONENTS’ PRESIDENT
SENTENCED FOR FRAUD

Bohlke International Airways will begin offering maintenance at its St. Croix facility in the summer.

to ensure that our customers get a
flawless, high-gloss paint finish.”
The new decontamination chambers
are designed to remove traces of
hexavalent chromium (hexachrome)
dust from painters’ body suits, shoes
and painting tools as they leave the
prep hangar. Meanwhile, the updated
climate-control system precisely sets
the temperature, humidity and dew
point to the proper levels for the best
possible paint application, drying and
curing. New compressors were also
added to supply more spray capacity
for painters, as were new air lines and
longer spray wands for better reach to
areas such as wing tops.

BOHLKE TO EARN FAA PART 145 OK
St. Croix-based aviation services
provider Bohlke International Airways
is poised to become the first FAAcertified Part 145 maintenance facility
in the Caribbean, the family-owned
company announced in January. The

New controls for climate, air quality and final finish help ensure customers at Jet Aviation get a flawless,
high-gloss paint finish. The facility also acquired devices that analyze paint color tint, inspect pearl and
metallic paints, measure the smoothness of the finish and assess the level of gloss.
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lone FBO on the island’s Henry E.
Rohlsen International Airport, with its
10,000-foot runway, Bohlke will begin
offering full MRO services this summer
from a 35,000-sq-ft hangar. The facility
will specialize in PT6 engine support
and airframe repair, with avionics to
follow toward the end of the year.
Matthew Jones, Bohlke’s director of
maintenance, has more than a decade
of experience with commercial carrier
Seaborne Airlines and Dynamic
Aviation and specializes in PT6 hotsection work. As a private pilot, he is
able to travel to other islands in the
region to work on N-registered aircraft.
Overseeing the department is former
director of maintenance Charles
Freehling, who has more than 50 years
of aviation maintenance experience.
“Maintenance in this company now has
the opportunity to be a big contributor
to this region rather than just an anchor,”
said general manager Sam Black.

MNG JET OPENS HANGAR FOR
BIZJET INTERIOR, PAINT WORK
MNG Jet has opened its second
business jet hangar at Turkey’s
İstanbul Atatürk Airport (LTBA).
The 4,050-sq-m (43,594-sq-ft) facility,
adjacent to MNG’s existing hangar,
can accommodate 11 midsize business
jets. The new hangar consists of a
segregated paint section for midsize
jets, augmenting the company’s interior
refurbishment and painting capabilities.
MNG Jet Aerospace provides
technical services for the
Challenger 300/601/604/605,
Global 5000/Express and Hawker
700/750/800/800XP/850XP/900XP.
Among the company’s capabilities
are line and base maintenance; engine/
APU inspection and replacement; and
in-house wheel, battery and NDT shop
service. It is an approved repair station
for Bombardier, GE, Artex, Honeywell
and Rockwell Collins. The MRO

Jeffrey Warga, of North Kingstown,
Rhode Island, was sentenced in U.S.
District Court in Hartford, Conn., to
three years of probation, 80 hours of
community service and a $10,000 fine
for supplying customers with falsely
re-marked microprocessor chips, many
of which were used in U.S. military and
commercial helicopters. He was also
prohibited from selling components
to the government or aircraft
manufacturers. Warga previously
pleaded guilty in December 2014 to
wire fraud conspiracy.
Harry Krantz llc, a New Yorkbased company, bought and sold,
among other things, obsolete
electronic parts for use by the U.S.
military and commercial buyers. In
2005 Krantz entered into a business
relationship with Warga, the president
and owner of Rhode Island-based
Bay Components. Krantz llc sold
military microprocessor chips to Bay
Components, which in turn sold them
to a Connecticut company.
The investigation revealed that many
of the chips were used in U.S. military
and commercial helicopters. The
chips were examined and determined
not to be the root cause of any
mechanical problems experienced by
the helicopters to date. The Office of
the Inspector General is conducting this
investigation with the Defense Criminal
Investigative Service.

CONSTANT AVIATION WI-FI PACKAGE
RECEIVES CANADIAN STC
Cleveland, Ohio-based Constant
Aviation has received Transport
Canada approval for the Phenom 300
Wi-Fi STC installation on Canadianregistered aircraft.
“This STC approves the installation
of Swiftbroadband Aviator 200 and
Gogo Wi-Fi systems on the Phenom
300, allowing increased reliability and
performance. Receiving this approval
was a top priority for us to continue
supporting customers worldwide,” said
Derek Morris, avionics design and
engineering manager. The equipment
can be installed at the company’s
facilities in Cleveland, Birmingham
and Las Vegas.
Constant Aviation has Wi-Fi STCs
for the Hawker 700A/750/800A/800XP/
850XP/900XP/1000/1000A, Citation X,
Phenom 100 and 300, Legacy 600 and
650, GIV, Beechjet 400A/XP, Learjet 45
and executive-configured Boeing 737. o
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open in case of a government
shutdown and a requirement for
the FAA to ensure it has enough
designated pilot examiners.
Failed amendments include
an effort by DeFazio to replace
the ATC proposal with
an alterBLEED
TRIM
native that would reform
the
FAA’s procurement policies and
take the trust fund “off
budget,”
LIVE
thereby shielding it from the
starts and stops of the congressional appropriations process.
Also failing was an amendment
to require unanimous consent of the board for decisions
affecting access and an attempt
to add a seat on the board for
an airports representative.
Shuster hailed the bill’s
approval, saying it “provides the
transformational reform necessary to bring our antiquated
air traffic system into the modern era.” Noting that more than
half of the amendments were

“I think this is a
solution in search
of 1,000 problems.”
–Rep. Peter DeFazio
approved, he added, “Today’s
open process led to many
improvements to the legislation.”
But the bill’s opponents were
unconvinced. “We’re profoundly
disappointed that user fees are
still part of this legislation,” said
Aircraft Owners and Pilots Association president Mark Baker.
“AOPA simply won’t accept user
fees in any form on any segment
of general aviation.”
While piston aircraft are
exempt from user fees, critics of
the proposal fear that should the
ATC corporation hit financial
difficulty, the board could turn
to Congress to seek permission
to expand the applicability.
“This bill has reached a critical milestone in its journey
toward becoming the law of the
land,” Bolen said after the vote.
“That means it is imperative for
all of us in the business aviation
community to underscore our
grave concerns.”
Shuster had indicated hopes
to bring the bill to the floor
expeditiously. As of press time,
the bill had not yet come to the
House floor for a vote.

While Shuster has long been
credited with his deal-making
abilities, the bill still faced an
uphill battle to win full House
passage, with a number of critics on both sides of the aisle outside the T&I committee.
Rep. Mike Pompeo (R-Kan.),
who represents Wichita, penned
an op-ed piece in the February
11 issue of The Hill, reiterating,
LIVE
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Touching Bases

by Curt Epstein

FBO and Airport News

FBO PROFILE: Tulsair Beechcraft

Atlantic Aviation added Premier Jet at
McClelland-Palomar Airport in Carlsbad, Calif.

FAMILY-OWNED BUSINESS
IN OPERATION FOR 70 YEARS

ATLANTIC GROWS IN
THE GOLDEN STATE
Atlantic Aviation expanded its
footprint in California with the
acquisition of the Premier Jet FBO at
McClellan-Palomar Airport (CRQ)
in Carlsbad. For the Macquarie
Investments-owned service provider
chain, the addition brings its roster of
locations in the U.S. to 69, with 10 of
them in the Golden State alone.
The 15-acre facility, one of four FBOs
at CRQ, has 131,000 sq ft of hangar
space capable of accommodating large
business jets. Its 10,000-sq-ft terminal
features a 16-seat conference room
with a large balcony with seating that
overlooks the San Diego-area airport,
offering panoramic views of the Pacific
Ocean and distant mountains, and the
location has more than 60,000 sq ft
of office space. “Carlsbad is a perfect
complement to our already strong
presence in the California market,” said
Atlantic CEO Lou Pepper.

TENNESSEE AIRPORT ISSUES
TEMPORARY LEASE
Crystal Air, the lone FBO at
Tennessee’s Cleveland Regional Jetport
(RZR), was approved to continue as its
service provider under a new six-month
lease, which retroactively began on
January 1. RZR opened three years ago
as a replacement for Cleveland Municipal
Airport and the remainder of Crystal
Air’s lease migrated from the old airport
as well. The FBO’s contract expired at
the end of last year and the sides could
not agree on a long-term renewal.
The airport authority issued the
short-term lease, which will put its
closure date in line with that of the

airport’s fiscal year to streamline
bookkeeping. It also buys the airport
authority some more time as it revises
its minimum standards, to decide
whether it wants to self-manage the
FBO or put it out for an RFP process.

NATA TARGETS FUELING MISTAKES
The National Air Transportation
Association (NATA) has kicked off
an initiative to spotlight and prevent
misfueling problems. The online program,
funded by grants from industry sponsors
such as Eastern Aviation Fuels, Epic
Aviation and Phillips 66, was developed
with assistance from the AOPA Air
Safety Institute and the General Aviation
Manufacturers Association. Consisting
of four different misfueling informational
tracks, it conforms to the standards of
the Energy Institute as well as NATA’s
own operational best practices.
“Misfueling prevention is a core
part of the Safety 1st Professional
Line Safety Training Program,” said
NATA president and CEO Thomas
Hendricks, “but several recent
misfueling incidents convinced NATA
of the need to increase awareness with
a free industry-wide resource.”

It’s not every FBO that can trace its
beginnings back to the waning days of
World War II, but one that can is Tulsair
at Oklahoma’s Tulsa International Airport.
Gail Clark, a talented Army Air Corps flight
instructor, was released from the service as
the war in the Pacific came to an end, and
in a chance meeting he came across manufacturing legend Walter Beech, who offered
the veteran a chance to sell his airplanes.
Tulsa was the closest city to the small
Kansas town where Clark was born and
raised, and so the story goes he headed
there, marched into the tallest building in
town, and by the time he walked out he had
sold $2.5 million in aircraft. While he toyed
with the idea of taking an early retirement
on the sizable commission he received, in
the end he decided to invest it in an aircraft
sales and service facility, and thus was born
Tulsair Beechcraft’s FBO in 1947.
Today, at 15 acres, the location is not
only the oldest but also the largest of six
FBOs on the field, based in a 5,000-sqft 1930s-era building that was once occupied by the military. Tulsair acquired it

on the field, there has tended to be an
overcapacity of hangar space, which has
kept prices relatively low compared to the
regional averages,” said company president
J.J. Lester. All told, according to the latest
FAA statistics, the airport has 73 based jets,
and sees on average 260 operations a day.
One of the oldest branded dealers in
the Phillips 66 network, Tulsair has shown
loyalty, having never changed brands
throughout its more than seven decades.
Its fuel farm holds 40,000 gallons of jet-A
and 10,000 gallons of 100LL, and it is
served by four jet fuel tankers (5,000 gallons, 3,000 gallons and 1,200 gallons) and
a 1,200-gallon avgas truck. Competition
among the half-dozen providers has also
served to keep fuel prices lower than average, noted Lester, yet despite that, the
company reported business over the past
year as excellent.
The FBO’s line service staff participates
in NATA’s Safety 1st training, along with
the Phillips 66 training program.
Beyond the FBO Services
Aircraft sales and leasing have remained
a large part of the company’s DNA. “That’s
important to us, always has been,” Clark

UNIVERSAL AVIATION ANNOUNCES
CERTIFIED LOCATION PROGRAM
Universal Aviation, the ground
support division of Universal Weather
& Aviation, launched a certification
program designed to recognize and
distinguish ground handlers worldwide
that meet its safety, regulatory
compliance and customer service
standards. “The Universal Aviation
Certified program is designed to be
Continues on page 62 u

FLEXJET OPENS PRIVATE TERMINAL IN NAPLES, FLORIDA
Flexjet opened an exclusive private terminal at Naples (Fla.) Municipal Airport last
month, marking the first such facility for the fractional provider. The opening was just in time
for the Presidents’ Day holiday weekend, one of Flexjet’s busiest travel periods in and out
of the Naples area.
The opening is the first of several planned Flexjet-exclusive private terminals at airports
where the fractional provider experiences the greatest demand. The next Flexjet-exclusive
private terminal will open later this year at Westchester County Airport in White Plains, N.Y,
to serve aircraft share owners who live just north of New York City.
The company said that a network of private terminals became increasingly necessary to
accommodate its growing fleet of large-cabin aircraft, among them the G450 and Global
Express. In addition, these private terminals extend the level of service provided through its
premium Red Label program.
The Flexjet terminal at Naples offers sheltered and shaded parking facilities, complete
with an area to detail owners’ vehicles while they are away; on-site representatives who can
facilitate all owner needs and assist with current or future flights; and conference rooms,
private work spaces and Wi-Fi.
–C.T.
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Tulsair is one of six service facilities on the airport.

in 1966, a year after current owner Tom
Clark, also a former military flight instructor, took over the facility from his father.
Tom immediately began a major overhaul
of the building. “My father said, ‘That’s too
much money,’ and I said, ‘Well, it’s my
money to lose.’ Doing what I did has paid
off,” said Clark, who was born the same
year as the company.
The terminal features a refreshment
area continually stocked with freshly
baked cookies, passenger lobby, pilot
lounge with two snooze rooms, an exercise room, free Wi-Fi, a business center
and a 10-seat A/V-equipped conference
room. Crew cars are offered, along with
on-site car rental. The location has a staff
of 65. It is open 24/7 and, appealing to
flight crews, it offers free GPU usage and
does not charge any ramp fees.
Tulsair currently operates 100,000 sq
ft of heated hangar space large enough
for the biggest business jets. It is home to
20 business jets and turboprops, ranging
from a pair of Challenger 300s to several
King Airs. “Because there are six facilities

told AIN. “Certainly I’ve felt that by trying to sell those airplanes, that will make
other things grow just as well.” The company has been a Beechcraft parts dealer
since 1945, with a multimillion-dollar
inventory, and the FBO’s Part 145 maintenance department can provide heavy airframe and engine maintenance along with
an avionics shop for authorized installations and repairs of all the major brands. It
has a charter and aircraft management certificate as well to keep them flying.
One of the unique things about Tulsair
is decidedly non-aviation related. The
company purchased the White River Fish
Market, a popular local eatery located less
than a mile from the airport, several years
ago. Dating back to 1932, it has gained
a loyal following in Tulsa over the years,
with lunchtime lines stretching out the door.
“When we have customers in here, we grab
them and take them down there and feed
them lunch and they just love it,” noted
Clark, adding that the company is in the
process of building another of the fish restaurants on the other side of town. –C.E.

Fill an empty seat with hope.

Photography by Gabe Palacio

Give a
cancer patient a lift
on your next flight.

Corporate Angel Network arranges free flights to treatment for
cancer patients in the empty seats on corporate jets.
Since 1981, Corporate Angel Network, a not-for-profit organization,
has worked with more than 500 major corporations including
half the Fortune 100, to fly more than 50,000 cancer-patient to
specialized treatment and currently transports 225 patients each
month. The process is simple. Corporate Angel Network does all
the work. All you have to do is offer an empty seat to a cancer
patient on your next flight.

Corporate Angel Network
Bringing cancer patients
closer to their cure.

(914) 328-1313
www.corpangelnetwork.org

Touching Bases
FBO and Airport News

u Continued from page 60

an extension of our ground support
network and community and will be
offered only to the very best of our
preferred ground handling partners,
which have demonstrated that they share
our core values and commitment to
exceeding our clients’ expectations on
the ground,” said Universal international
senior vice president Jonathan Howells.
Universal Aviation Certified
member locations will adhere to all
Universal Aviation ground handling
safety, customer service and regulatory
compliance standards, including
compliance with international law such
as the Foreign and Corrupt Practices
Act and UK Bribery Act. Recurrent
training and regular audits will ensure
compliance with these standards.
Locations will display Universal
Aviation Certified branding and signage
but will maintain their own independent
brand identities. Among the first ground
handlers to be Universal Aviation
Certified locations are Ace FBO in
Iceland; Aerohandlers in Malaysia;
German Aviation Services; QAS Israel;
and FBO Aviasur in Chile.

HELI SHUTTLE A HIT AT BIGGIN HILL
In the year since its introduction,
London Biggin Hill Airport’s Heli
Shuttle service has logged 630 flights. The
dedicated, on-demand service provided
by resident charter firm Castle Air carries
arriving business jet passengers from
Biggin Hill to the London Heliport in
Battersea. The six-minute, $3,700 flight
on one of Castle Air’s six-passenger
Finmeccanica Helicopters AW109s
offers the shortest travel time from any
business airport in the UK to the capital,
claims the company. Included in the
cost is complimentary door-to-door
chauffeur service to the client’s final
London destination.

Munich International Airport is the site
of ExecuJet’s new FBO in Germany.

50 percent of the respondents sold more
fuel than in the previous year,” noted
Enticknap. “Although the benchmark
numbers show a positive trend, nearly 30
percent of the FBOs participating in our
recent survey had a downturn in sales.
This is still a fractured marketplace that is
showing some positive signs of recovery.”
As for the future, more than 90
percent of the respondents to the survey
said they expect to see the same or
stronger fuel sales this year than they did
last year, Jackson said. “If this forecast
holds up, 2016 could prove to be a
watershed year for the industry.”

AIRPORT AUTHORITY TAKES OVER
FBO DUTIES AT LOUISIANA SITE
After outsourcing the management
of its FBO since 2007, the Greater
Lafourche Port Commission has taken
over operation of the FBO at South
Lafourche Leonard Miller Jr. Airport
after the departure of the most recent
operator, CHI. The GA field, which
bills itself as the “fastest growing
airport in the state of Louisiana,”
sees 30,000 airplane and rotorcraft
operations a year. The airport completed
a major renovation of the 2,500-sq-ft
terminal last month. The facility also
features a 10,000-sq-ft hangar that can
accommodate aircraft up to a GV.

EXECUJET ENTERS INDIA…

The Heli Shuttle service between Biggin Hill and
Battersea has logged 630 flights.

FUEL SALES SURVEY AND FORECAST:
FRAGMENTED MARKET RECOVERING
Aviation Business Strategies Group
has released the results of its annual fuel
sales survey and forecast. According to
the FBO consultancy’s principals, John
Enticknap and Ron Jackson, the survey
shows 54 percent of the aviation service
providers in the U.S. sold more fuel
last year than in 2014. That continues
a trend over the past several years, with
49 percent noting gains in 2014 and 43
percent in 2013. “This is the first time
since we started the survey that more than

The Munich facility occupies 2,100
sq ft in the airport’s general aviation
terminal, with a “meet and greet” area,
passenger lounge, crew lounge and
limousine and car rental services available.
It began operation under the ExecuJet
brand last month. “We are pleased
that ExecuJet has further strengthened
its presence in a key region within
Europe,” said Patrick Hansen, CEO of
the Luxaviation Group, which is also the
world’s second largest corporate aircraft
operator. “We look forward to welcoming
our customers to the new FBO.”

ExecuJet will expand its brand into
India, with the announcement that the
Swiss-based company’s partnership
with The Bird Group was successful
in its bid to establish a new FBO/
MRO facility at New Delhi’s Indira
Gandhi International Airport. “This
is a significant win for ExecuJet as we
have had India on our radar for many
years,” said Mike Berry, vice president
of ExecuJet Middle East. “The airport
has awarded only two licenses to
consolidate and improve its FBO and
MRO services.”
The new FBO, which uses FBO 1
management software, began operations
under the ExecuJet banner last month.
“We are delighted to be partnering with
The Bird Group,” said ExecuJet CEO
Gerrit Basson. Currently the two service
providers share a 5,400-sq-ft lounge
along with a 26,000-sq-ft hangar facility
at the airport. Plans call for the two
companies to build separate terminals
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starting in the second quarter. When
complete, the Bird ExecuJet terminal will
have 75,000 sq ft. Another 70,000 sq ft
maintenance hangar is also planned.

…AND EXPANDS IN GERMANY
ExecuJet has spread its presence
in Germany with the purchase of the
European Business Aviation Services
FBO, the largest private aviation services
provider at Munich International
Airport. This latest acquisition gives
the Luxaviation Group subsidiary its
second location in Germany, joining the
company’s FBO at Berlin Schoenefeld,
and its 20th worldwide, in all regions but
North America. Another Luxaviation
FBO in Brussels under the name Abelag
will also soon be rebranded under the
ExecuJet name.

CHARTER NEWS NOTES
>C
 omlux The Aviation Group’s Comlux
Transactions has ordered three
ACJ320neos, with deliveries beginning
in 2019. The Comlux managed fleet now
consists of 20 aircraft.

> F AI rent-a-jet earned operational income
of more than $87 million last year, up from
$80 million in 2014. FAI celebrates its 30th
anniversary late this year.

>C
 harter operator Privaira is moving to
Boca Raton Airport in Florida, where it
will have its own campus and maintenance
shop and better access to on-airport
Customs and Border Protection services.

>D
 AS Private Jets has placed a Phenom 300
into service. The sale was completed by
Atlas Air Service, which assisted with the
ferry flight from Embraer’s assembly facility
in Melbourne, Fla. to Bremen, Germany.

> T he Jota Group has purchased an
ex-Brussels Airlines Avro RJ85 from Falko.
The quad-jet joins Jota’s BAe 146-200 and
King Air. With 95 seats, the RJ85 offers
1,400 nm range and holds approval for
London City Airport operations.

>C
 lay Lacy Aviation has added seven
business jets to its southern California fleet.

> T ravelers with permission to travel to Cuba
can charter a JetSuite CJ3 or Phenom 100
and travel nonstop to Havana from 16
gateway airports in the U.S.

> In January, Key Air added a Global 5000
Vision, GIV-SP and Learjet 45XR to its
managed fleet. n

LONG-STANDING FBO
OUT AT IOWA AIRPORT
Family-owned Ottumwa Flying
Service’s (OFS) tenure of more than 30
years in operation as the service provider
at Iowa’s Ottumwa Regional Airport
came to an end last month, following a
vote by the city council to award the new
FBO contract to Archangel Services,
a division of local company Winger
Mechanical. The new operator is set to
take over the facility at the beginning of
March. It includes a 7,000-sq-ft terminal
and a 35,000-sq-ft hangar, which can
accommodate aircraft up to Falcon 900.
The airport typically issues fiveyear leases on the FBO, with an RFP
at the end of each period, said airport
manager Mike Bainbridge. “We feel
that Archangel, in terms of economic
development, gave us a much better
package,” Bainbridge told AIN.

WORLD ECONOMIC FORUM
DRAWS FLOCKS OF BIZJETS
The four major airports used for
this year’s annual World Economic
Forum (WEF) at Davos, Switzerland,
drew 440 business aircraft and 1,100
aircraft movements during the January
event, according to business aviation
analyst WingX Advance. This was down
slightly from the tally for last year’s
WEF. Business aircraft averaged 220
daily movements at Zurich (LSZH),
Dubendorf (LSMD), Altenrhein
(LSZR) and St. Moritz (LSZS) during
the course of the event.
Jet Aviation Zurich handled 612
movements and 1,830 passengers and
pumped nearly 400,000 gallons (1.5
million liters) of fuel at both Zurich
and Dubendorf during the event. The
company brought in employees from its
bases in Geneva, Dusseldorf, Munich
and Dubai to handle the traffic spike.
At Dubendorf, a military airport
secured for overflow traffic, the event
brought in record traffic and fueling,
according to ExecuJet Aviation. “The
World Economic Forum is one of the
busiest times of the year for business
jets travelling to Switzerland; the forum
presents a full month’s worth of traffic
in a single week,” said ExecuJet Zurich
FBO manager Basil Gamper. “This year,
we handled 250 aircraft movements and
430,000 liters [113,594 gallons] of fuel
between our two FBOs.” o

GROW YOUR BUSINESS IN EUROPE
The European Business Aviation Convention &
Exhibition (EBACE2016) has 13,000 attendees,
500 exhibitors and 60 aircraft on static display.
Don’t miss this important opportunity to gain
brand recognition and be seen as an industry
leader at Europe’s premier business aviation
event. Learn more and submit your
application today.

LEARN MORE:
ebace.aero

Accidents

by Rob Finfrock

PRELIMINARY REPORTS
CITATIONJET LOST OVER UTAH
FOLLOWING IN-FLIGHT BREAKUP
Cessna Citation 525, near Cedar Fort,
Utah, Jan. 18. 2016–The pilot and his wife
were killed following “an airframe in-flight
breakup” while the aircraft maneuvered at
altitude. Shortly after departure from Salt
Lake City International Airport (SLC)
on a Part 91 IFR flight plan to Tucson,
Ariz., the pilot told ATC he had experienced a flight management system (FMS)
failure and that he needed to fly straight
and climb while he tried to program the
backup FMS. ATC cleared the aircraft
to climb to FL310 and provided the pilot
with traffic advisories and vectors around
areas of light precipitation.
Soon after, the pilot declared “Mayday,”
saying he was hand-flying the aircraft
and having difficulties programming the
backup system. The controller directed the
pilot for a no-gyro turn to the left to avoid
precipitation, and observed significant fluctuations in the aircraft’s airspeed on radar.
The jet was last seen on radar in a right turn

before contact was lost. There were no further transmissions from the airplane.
NTSB investigators noted that the
wreckage path was a mile long, oriented
west to east. All of the airplane’s primary
flight controls were accounted for at the
accident site, although at the time of publication, search crews had not yet located
the aircraft’s left engine.
Weather at SLC, 28 nm NNE of the
accident site, was calm with light rain five
minutes before the crash, with broken
cloud at 2,700 feet and overcast at 4,500
feet, temperature 3 degrees C and dew
point 1 degree C.

AIRFRAME ICING NOTED AFTER
KING AIR HARD LANDING
Beechcraft Super King Air 200, Gary, Ind.,
Dec. 30, 2015–According to the pilot, the
aircraft encountered structural icing while
operating a Part 135 non-scheduled passenger flight from Abraham Lincoln Capital
Airport (SPI) near Springfield, Ill., to Gary/
Chicago International Airport (GYY). The

aircraft was damaged in a hard landing at
GYY, but there were no injuries reported
among the pilot and eight passengers.
Witnesses at SPI reported nothing
unusual about the condition of the aircraft
or passengers before takeoff. As the aircraft landed at GYY, one witness noticed
ice along the leading edges of both wings
and a fluid leak near the left main gear
wheel assembly.
The aircraft was on an IFR flight plan.
Daytime VMC prevailed 15 minutes
before landing, with weather conditions at
GYY reported as wind from 250 degrees
at 7 knots, visibility 10 miles, overcast
clouds at 1,300 feet, temperature 0 degrees
C, and dew point -4 degrees C.

PILOT REPORTS ‘FLAT LIGHT CONDITION’
BEFORE TERRAIN COLLISION
Cessna 208B Caravan, near Anaktuvuk
Pass, Alaska, Jan. 2, 2016–The Part 135
commuter flight struck a ridge six miles
southwest of Anaktuvuk Pass Airport
(PAKP) in reported daytime VMC. Of

the eight people on board, the pilot and
four passengers sustained serious injuries, and three passengers sustained
minor injuries.
The flight departed from Fairbanks
International Airport (PAFA), with much of
the 90-minute flight conducted at 2,500 feet
msl (500 feet agl) along the John’s River. Ten
miles from the airport, the pilot initiated a
climb to the pattern altitude at PAKP, flying
on the east side of the river valley to establish a straight-in approach to Runway 2. The
aircraft subsequently struck the ridge and
traveled about 300 feet before coming to rest
on snow-covered tundra at 2,500 feet msl,
roughly 500 feet below the ridgetop.
The pilot told investigators that
although there was some ice on the windshield, the area covered by the hot plate
remained clear, but that snow-covered
ground and overcast skies resulted in “a
flat light condition.” Reported weather at
AKP shortly before the accident was light
SSE wind, broken clouds at 4,400 feet
and overcast at 5,000 feet with six statute
miles visibility. 
o

F INAL REPORTS
UH-1H SUFFERED MAIN ROTOR
TRANSMISSION FAILURE
Williams Helicopter UH-1H, Grand
Canyon, Ariz., Nov. 15, 2011–The
pilot, who was seriously injured in the
accident, told investigators the master
caution warning light illuminated while
he was flying at 500 feet agl in daytime
VMC, followed by the low transmission
oil pressure light. He maneuvered away
from power lines and prepared to make
an emergency landing three miles
northwest of Valle Airport (40G). Ten feet
above the ground and with little forward
airspeed, the main rotor slowed and
stopped, causing the helicopter to fall
to the ground. The engine continued to
operate for about 15 seconds after the
hard landing.
Post-accident examination revealed
discoloration around the transmission oil
case near the main rotor reduction gear
assembly, and localized paint peeling.
Investigators did not find oil stains
or residue on the transmission case.
After disassembling the transmission,
investigators found oil and metal debris
coating the length of the rotor mast, with
molten metal pieces in the upper planetary
gears, ring gear and sun gear.
Medium- to high-density metallic
particles were found in several passages
in the transmission oil manifold. Damage
was also found in the Honeywell T53-L703 turboshaft’s first-stage compressor
blades, along with metal spray on the
second-stage power-turbine stator vanes.
Investigators determined that lack of
lubrication caused the transmission to
overheat and seize.
The helicopter’s logbook indicated

a 25-/50-hour inspection had been
performed on Oct. 11, 2011, with an
annual inspection due in November 2011.
The main rotor assembly, mast and
main transmission assembly had been
removed in August 2011 for replacement
of five mounts and installation of three
new boots. Overhauled dampers were
also installed on both the left and right
sides of the main transmission. After
reassembly, a ground run revealed no
evidence of leaks.

FAST APPROACH PRECEDED
G200 RUNWAY EXCURSION
Gulfstream G200, Jamestown, N.Y.,
June 20, 2013–Following an uneventful
airman competency check flight, the
pilot flying (PF) and pilot monitoring (PM)
configured the twinjet for a practice
ILS approach and landing on 5,299foot Runway 25 at Chautauqua County/
Jamestown Airport (JHW) in daytime VMC.
Cockpit voice recordings revealed that
the PM warned the PF that the approach
speed was 15 knots faster than Vref as
they passed through 100 feet agl. The PM
further warned not to allow any more gains
in airspeed, as the runway was “short.” No
discussion about a go-around was noted.
The aircraft landed within the normal
touchdown zone, approximately 1,000
feet beyond the runway threshold, but
applying the brakes and deploying the
thrust reversers failed to slow the aircraft
before it continued off the departure end of
the runway, coming to rest 40 feet beyond
the pavement. The nose landing gear and
the trailing edge of the left wing flap struck
two runway end lights, inflicting minor
damage to the flap.

Using the manufacturer’s Airplane
Flight Manual, investigators calculated that
sufficient landing distance was available
for a normal landing on the dry runway.
No mechanical anomalies with the brakes
or thrust reversers were found; despite
statements from the PF to investigators
that “braking/stopping ability was nil” on
landing, the CVR transcript indicated that
neither pilot mentioned poor braking or
attempted to engage emergency braking
systems during the landing rollout.
Weather at JHW five minutes after the
accident was calm with 10 miles visibility,
clear sky, temperature 23 degrees C and
dew point 9 degrees C.

PRESSURE TO SAVE DOG
A FACTOR IN CRASH
Bell OH-58A, Tehachapi, Calif., Mar.
27, 2014–The NTSB determined that pilot
fatigue, spatial disorientation in nighttime
low IMC and pressure to save a wounded
dog were all factors in the hard landing
of a Kern County Sheriff’s Department
helicopter. A company flight plan was
filed for the VFR flight from Meadows
Field Airport (BFL) in Bakersfield, Calif., to
General William J. Fox Airfield in Lancaster.
Tehachapi Municipal Airport (TSP) was
listed as an alternate.
Investigators determined the pilot
had received two hours of “restful” sleep
before being called to transport a dog that
had been shot on duty to the urgent-care
facility in Lancaster. The pilot arrived at the
Sheriff’s Air Support Unit (ASU) headquarters
at 1 a.m., and preflight planning indicated
that although visual conditions prevailed at
the departure and arrival airports, a passing
front would likely create IMC along the

route of flight. The IFR-rated pilot chose
to continue with the flight, although the
helicopter was not equipped to operate in
instrument conditions.
The helicopter encountered light
rain, strong wind and low clouds while
approaching Tehachapi at 500 feet agl,
with an overcast cloud deck 100 feet
above. The pilot lost visual reference
to ground lighting shortly after passing
Tehachapi but opted to continue along
the route of flight, driven by concerns
that turning back toward TSP might take
him into a nearby wind turbine farm or
other obstacles.
Both the pilot and non-pilot-rated
technical flight officer (TFO) used nightvision goggles for the accident flight,
but their effectiveness was hindered by
windshield misting caused by a rainwater
leak. The TFO eventually noticed the
misting and activated the helicopter’s
defogging system while looking out the
side window to determine clearance from
the ground.
As conditions deteriorated further, the
pilot entered a slow descent in an attempt
to re-establish visual contact with the
ground. He did not use the helicopter’s
radar altimeter. At 1:47 a.m., the helicopter
struck Highway 58 five miles east of TSP,
bounced back into the air and rotated
about 180 degrees.
After the collision, the pilot determined
the helicopter was handling normally and
opted to return to TSP. After making an
uneventful landing, the pilot and TFO found
damage to the helicopter’s belly, nosemounted forward-looking infrared (FLIR)
camera and rear-mounted searchlight.
The landing skids were splayed two feet
beyond their normal dimensions.

The commercial pilot, TFO, single
passenger and police dog were not injured
in the accident.

RESCUER’S ROPE DOWNED
AS350 HELPING HIKER
Airbus Helicopters AS350B3, near
Draper, Utah, Sept. 9, 2015–
Investigators determined that an
improperly secured rescue rope brought
down a helicopter during a high-altitude
rescue mission in “remote and nearly
vertical” terrain.
The helicopter’s two crewmembers
were not injured in the crash, which
happened as they were working with
a three-person team on the ground to
recover an injured hiker. As the right skid
touched down on a rock outcropping, a
ground rope holding one of the rescuers
contacted the main rotor blades, causing
the helicopter to rotate abruptly to the left
and begin shaking.
The helicopter struck the ridge, but
the pilot was able to recover control and
subsequently made an emergency landing
at a lower altitude, reporting that the
helicopter began to shake violently again
until it touched down and collective pitch
was reduced. The main rotor system, the
tail boom and the empennage suffered
substantial damage.
In its probable cause report, the NTSB
cited guidance published in two manuals
from the U.S. National Park Service for
the National Search and Rescue Academy
highlighting the importance of maintaining
adequate situational awareness in
stressful search-and-rescue operations,
and proper decision making when
selecting a retrieval site. n

The material on this page is based on the NTSB’s report (preliminary, factual or final) of each accident or, in the case of recent accidents, on information obtained from the FAA or local authorities. It is not intended to judge or evaluate the ability of any
person, living or dead, and is presented here for informational purposes.
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Completion & Refurbishment
West Star Makes Room in Falcon 2000

A LOU MARTIN COMPANY

EST. 1999

NEW FLAT PANEL SOURCE

Short Lead Times
Production and Custom Panels
FAA Approved Allowables
Nomex, Aluminum, and Divinycell Core
Fiberglass, Aluminum, and Phenolic
Skins
Custom Radius Panels
Headliner, Valance and PSU Panels
Core thickness from .125” to 1.00”
Send us your Engineering Prints

PHONE:(210) 832-0200
FAX: (210) 930-8192
e-mail: sales@techcomposites.com

West Star Aviation has reconfigured
a Falcon 2000 to create a 13-passenger
interior in what is typically an eight- to
10-passenger jet. The project, performed at
the company’s Alton, Ill. facility, required
fabricating a smaller galley and auxiliary
galley/entertainment center, shifting
the cabin bulkhead/door forward, and
extending all the side ledges and window
panels. Rearward, the addition of a new
conference group in the back of the cabin
necessitated modifying the aft bulkhead

www.techcomposites.com

West Star recently reconfigured a Falcon 2000
to make room for another three to five passengers.

The strength of a chain.

The flexibility of an independent.

to accommodate a new door location.
Structural modifications below and above
the cabin floor were also required to
support the new loading. The interior work
extended to all new veneers, soft goods,
countertops, plating and switch panels for
the new seating configuration. West Star’s
in-house engineering group and on-staff
DER provided engineering support, and
final certification for the reconfiguration
was accomplished via an FAA Form 337.

by James Wynbrandt

CMS, the interior will sport a black piano
finish on the woodwork, LED lighting and
custom-made leather from Aeristo, with
multiple stitching patterns in the seats.

EcoDomo Brings Leather Beyond Soft Goods
Leather is found, of course, on business
jet sidewalls and even control yokes, as well
as seats, but could countertops and floors be
the next cabin frontiers for cowhide? Leather
specialist EcoDomo has introduced custommade leather countertops for homes and
luxury motor coaches, and the Rockville,
Md. company has set its sights on the
business aviation market. Christian Nadeau,
EcoDomo’s president, said the material can
be treated to meet FAA flame-resistance
standards and has already been installed for
applications on business aircraft. Made in
the U.S., the full hide leather for countertops
has an “extremely durable” waterproof finish
and can be used for dining surfaces or wet
bars. The leather is dyed through, and thus
conceals scratches.
EcoDomo also makes a recycled leather
product more dense than red oak that
performs like laminate, used for flooring
in deluxe custom motor homes. Nadeau
said a major business aircraft OEM has
approached the company about creating
leather flooring for its aircraft. The recycled
leather can seamlessly cover an area up to
four by eight feet. Business aircraft could
already be flying with the company’s
leather on board, unbeknownst to owners;
Harbor Metal makes deluxe aviation
serving carts clad in EcoDomo leather.

An EcoDomo recycled leather floor in a luxury motor coach gives an idea of its aviation application.

GV Gets Interior Refresh
at Global Aircraft Interiors

• Close proximity to PBI
• Avfuel Contract Fuel and AVTRIP
SAFETY | SERVICE | SOPHISTICATION
Stuart, FL (SUA) | stuartjet.com | cs@stuartjet.com | +1-772-288-6700
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Global Aircraft Interiors of Ronkonkoma,
N.Y., is refurbishing a GV and upgrading its
onboard entertainment system to include
a Blu-ray DVD player and 20-inch HD
monitors. At NBAA in November Global
president Robert Roth bemoaned low
demand for full cabin improvement projects,
but he’s “really seen things turn around in
the last months. [Owners are] stepping up to
the plate and doing complete refurbishments,
instead of putting band aids on the interior.”
Roth reported growing demand for
“more personalized interiors; people are
going for exactly what they want with
customization.” He cited a Citation 560
refurbishment scheduled for induction
this month that will feature “a modern
European look with bold colors.” In
addition to adding a Wi-Fi system and new

Ruag Offering Countertop Repairs
Owners or operators who want to
touch up a worn or damaged countertop
rather than replace it have a new
alternative: countertop repainting repairs
just introduced by Ruag. The repairs
can be performed during scheduled
maintenance at the Switzerland-based
firm’s Part 145 repair facilities in Berne,
Geneva, Lugano and Munich, and
approval is guaranteed. Left unrepainted,
worn areas can lead to part damage,
according to the company. Ruag’s paint
specialists will evaluate any countertop
repair project free of charge and discuss
solutions using varied techniques and
finishes, from palette knife painting to
opalescent refinishing effects. The experts
can also advise on which finishes provide
maximum durability and beauty while
conforming to owners’ individual needs.n

Compliance Countdown
Within 6 Months
u March 4, 2016
Contract Maintenance Requirements
Certain Part 135 on-demand operators have
until March 4, 2016, to comply with new
requirements. Under the new rules, Part 135
on-demand operations flying aircraft with 10 or
more seats (excluding pilot seats) are required to
develop FAA-acceptable policies, procedures,
methods and instructions when using contract
maintenance. It also requires these operators
to provide a list to the FAA of all people with
whom they contract their maintenance.

u March 18, 2016
Taws in Small Turbine Airplanes
The EASA has proposed requiring installation
of terrain awareness warning systems
(Taws) in newly manufactured small turbine
airplanes (under 12,500 pounds mtow) used
in commercial operations and able to carry
six to nine passengers. The agency believes a
mandate is needed even though all new aircraft
are equipped with Taws-B, a “significant”
number of older aircraft have been retrofitted
with either Taws or an equivalent terrain
awareness system, and the absence of Taws
has been a factor “in only two [CFIT] accidents
in Europe in the last 10 years.” Effective date
of the requirement would be Jan. 1, 2019.
Comments are due March 18, 2016.

u April 22, 2016
Helicopter Ambulance Control Centers
New FAR Part 135.619 requires operators
with 10 or more helicopter air ambulances
to have operations control centers beginning
April 22, 2016. Operational control specialists
must undergo an FAA-approved initial training
program and pass a knowledge and practical
test. The operations control center must at a
minimum maintain two-way communications
with pilots, provide pilots with weather
briefings, monitor the progress of the flight
and participate in the preflight risk analysis
required under recently revised Part 135.617.

u May 4, 2016
Upset Prevention and Recovery Training
Upset prevention and recovery training
requirements for all European airlines and
commercial business jet pilots are being
developed by the European Aviation Safety
Agency with an effective date of May 4, 2016.
The new mandate, aimed at better preparing
pilots to handle loss-of-control events potentially
leading to accidents, are based on ICAO
standards and recommended practices, as well
as procedures being developed by the EASA in
consultation with leading industry experts.

by Gordon Gilbert

implementation, owners must develop safety
management systems and take other required
steps to bring their aircraft and operations to
a level of compliance that is “up to the safety
standards of commercial operators.”

Within 12 Months
u Feb. 2, 2017
Australian ADS-B Mandate
The Civil Aviation Safety Authority of Australia
is implementing new regulations and aircraft
equipment mandates to align the nation’s
operations with global standards set by ICAO.
The new rules contain a number of equipment
mandates that culminate on Feb. 2, 2017.
After that date IFR-rated pilots and aircraft
must comply with ADS-B equipment and
operational requirements to fly in Australia.

Beyond 12 Months
u April 24, 2017
Part 135 Rotorcraft Radio Altimeters
Under new Part 135.160 rotorcraft must be
equipped with an operable FAA-approved
radio altimeter, or an FAA-approved device
that incorporates a radio altimeter, after April
24, 2017. Deviations from this requirement
may be authorized for helicopters in which
radio altimeters cannot physically be installed
in the cockpit. The request for deviation
authority is applicable to rotorcraft with a
maximum takeoff weight no greater than
2,950 pounds. The radio altimeter mandate
is contained in the final rule upgrading
private, air taxi and air ambulance helicopter
operations, published on Feb. 21, 2014.

the power is yours

u Nov. 8, 2018
ICAO Adopts 15-min. Position Reporting
The International Civil Aviation Organization
Council adopted a tracking standard for
certain international flights that requires
crews to report their aircraft’s position at least
every 15 minutes. It will become effective
in March 2016 and applicable Nov. 8, 2018.
The new requirement will be formalized
as Amendment 39 to Annex 6–Operation
of Aircraft, Part I. The new standard is the
outcome of recommendations stemming from
the disappearance of Malaysia Airlines Flight
MH370 while en route from Kuala Lumpur to
Beijing, China, on March 8, 2014. That event
triggered a global search that continues.

u Jan. 1, 2020
U.S. ADS-B out Mandate
ADS-B out equipment must be operational
starting Jan. 1, 2020, in aircraft that fly in the U.S.
under IFR and where transponders are currently
required, namely class A, B and C airspace.

u June 8, 2016
European ADS-B out Mandate
The ADS-B out requirement in Europe is June
8, 2016, for new aircraft and June 7, 2020, for
retrofit. The date for retrofits is about six months
later than the U.S. ADS-B out mandate.

u August 25, 2016
European Safety Standards for Private Ops
Europe’s new rules for so-called “noncommercial operations with complex
motor-powered aircraft” will affect all private
operations with large business turbine
airplanes and helicopters. Between now and
Aug. 25, 2016, which is the final deadline for

u February 2020
European Controller-Pilot Datalink Comm
To accommodate technical problems, Europe
won’t require aircraft operators to equip for
controller-pilot datalink communications
(CPDLC) until February 2020. The European
Commission expects the entity managing the
Single European Sky ATM Research effort
will recommend remedial actions for ground
infrastructure issues next year. Additionally,
European Commission figures showed that
only 40 percent of operators would have been
ready to use CPDLC by the original deadline
of Feb. 5, 2015. o
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People in Aviation

Compiled by Kerry Lynch

Mark Van Tine, the long-time CEO of
Jeppesen and v-p of digital aviation for
Boeing, is retiring on June 30 after a 35-year
career with the company. Succeeding Van
Tine in those roles is Kevin Crowley, who
has been v-p of technology development,
Van Tine had spent 14 years as CEO of
Jeppesen and 16 years as a Boeing executive. During that time he has helped in the
transition of Jeppesen from paper charts to a
digital format.
Van Tine began his career in 1981
with flight planning and weather specialist
Lockheed DataPlan, which Jeppesen acquired
in 1989. He relocated to Denver in 1995 to
oversee Jeppesen’s worldwide flight information development, printing and distribution operations and IT organizations.
He later became chief information officer
and then CEO in 2002. He has also been
actively involved in aviation issues, serving
as a past chairman of the General Aviation
Manufacturers Association and on the board
of the Experimental Aircraft Association.
Crowley has served with Boeing since
1989, beginning as a software engineer. He
has held a number of positions with Boeing
Commercial Airplanes and Defense and
Space engineering. Before becoming v-p
of technology development, he was v-p of
787 partnering for success integration in
the Boeing Commercial Airplanes supplier
management organization.
Puja Mahajan was appointed CEO of
Elit’Avia, succeeding Michel Coulomb.
Coulomb, who oversaw the inception and
growth of the company over the past nine
years, will become chairman of the board
and leader of the Elit’Avia advisory board.
Mahajan has served as COO of Elit’Avia
since 2013 and before that was director of
flight operations and safety standdown for
Bombardier Aerospace.
TAG Aviation Europe named company
veteran Daniel Christe CEO, effective
immediately. Christe succeeds Christof
Späth, who stepped down for personal
circumstances after holding the position
for a year. Christe became CFO of TAG
Aviation Holding in 1999 after serving as
CFO of TAG Heuer.
JetSmarter promoted Gennady Barsky to
president. Barsky previously had served as
CFO of the private jet booking app provider.
Succeeding Barsky as CFO is Joseph Epstein.
Epstein previously served as a director of the
professional services firm McGladrey.
OHS Aviation Services appointed Dennis
Neumann as chief commercial officer.
Neumann, who has 10 years of business aviation and aircraft refurbishment experience,
previously served with Jet Aviation Basel,
Lufthansa Bombardier Aviation Services
(LBAS), Altenrhein Aviation and Lufthansa
Private Jet.
Mark Kelly joined Lobo Leasing, a Dublin,
Ireland-based helicopter leasing company,
as executive v-p and managing director.
FlightSafety International promoted Steve
Gross to senior v-p commercial. Gross joined
FlightSafety in 1996 and has held a number
of positions of increasing responsibility. The
company also named Luiz Hamilton Lima
airline training sales manager for Europe, the
Middle East and Africa.
Gulfstream Aerospace named Walter Stark
regional v-p of sales for Southern Europe.

Stark previously spent eight years at TAG
Aviation, where he was senior v-p of aircraft
management and client services for Europe.
Constant Aviation hired Scott Sweeney to
serve as v-p of operations-Birmingham and
Las Vegas. Sweeney most recently served as
v-p and general manager of a startup MRO
in Subic Bay, Philippines.
Dallas Aeronautical Services named
Jamie Fields v-p of corporate jet repair
and overhaul. Fields, who will be based in
Savannah, Ga., had a 30-year career with
Gulfstream Aerospace, most recently as
director of repair and overhaul services.
Matthew Pritchard was promoted to site
director for Ontic’s facility in Cheltenham, UK.
FlightSafety International promoted Alan
Murray to assistant manager of the company’s training facility in Atlanta. Murray
most recently was director of training at the
Atlanta center.
Sun Air Jets named Rob Cox v-p and
director of maintenance. Cox brings 23
years of aviation experience, from serving
as a California Air National Guard crew
chief on the C-130 Hercules to serving as a
technician, supervisor, RII inspector, chief
inspector and director of maintenance for a
number of Part 91 and 135 operators.
Janine Iannarelli, founder and president
of Par Avion, was re-appointed to the Texas
Aerospace and Aviation Advisory Committee
for a four-year term, effective retroactively to
September 1 last year. Texas Governor Greg
Abbott also named Iannarelli as the presiding
officer of the 10-member committee, which
provides guidance on ways to boost aerospace and aviation jobs and investment in
the state. Iannarelli was first named to the
committee in October 2014.

Rectrix Aviation hired Brian Sansiveri to
serve as director of operations.
Jet Aviation Flight Services named
Victoria Reina Duffy charter sales director.
Duffy previously spent three years as v-p of
sales for Priester Aviation.
Global Jet Services added Jim Sparks as
an instructor.
Western Aircraft promoted Brett Woods
to Pilatus regional sales director. Woods
has served with Western Aircraft since
2007, beginning as an A&P technician and
later holding roles with the aircraft sales
team, as government contract managerMRO and most recently as Piper aircraft
regional sales manager.
Spectra Jet hired two more airframe and
powerplant mechanics: Chynna Marshall
and Chris Bruns. Marshall joins Spectra Jet
after serving two years with a major airline.
Gama Aviation appointed Lorrissa Lippi
as marketing and media coordinator. Lippi
brings a background in marketing and
communications, recently completing her
master’s degree in corporate communications and public relations.
Aircraft sales veterans Matt Stringfellow,
Greg Oswald and David Lee have teamed to
launch aircraft brokerage firm Soljets, which
will provide a plan to guide new aircraft
buyers through acquisition, crew staffing,
training, insurance, finance and maintenance.
The American Association of Airport
Executives (AAAE) appointed Gwen Basaria
to the newly created position of v-p of
member delight and engagement. Basaria
has served in a number of capacities with
AAAE since 2004, most recently as staff
v-p of digital communications and government affairs.
o

Awards & Honors
Mark Brewer, the director of ManchesterBoston Regional Airport, was recognized with
the American Association of Airport Executives
(AAAE) Distinguished Service Award. The
award, which recognizes an exemplary career
and contributions to the airport industry, was
presented during the 30th Annual AAAE Aviation
Issues Conference in Maui, Hawaii. Brewer
has been actively involved with AAAE, serving
a term as chairman and as a member of the
Executive Committee. He has also served on the
board for the International Association of Airport
Executives, as president of AAAE’s Northeast
Chapter and as a member of AAAE’s Safety/
Security and Diversity Committees. Brewer
joined Manchester-Boston Regional Airport in
2008 and before that held senior management
positions at airports in Hyannis, Mass.; Fort
Lauderdale, Fla.; Salisbury, Md.; Allentown, Pa.;
and Providence, R.I.
The National Aircraft Resale Association
(NARA) is awarding $25,000 to six students
through its Business Aviation Scholarship
program. NARA launched the program in 2014
through donations from members for those
seeking a business aviation career, and particularly in the corporate aircraft sales, marketing,
finance, legal and insurance fields. The six
2016 scholarship winners are: Wendylie Alix,
Joshua Chancey, Thomas Emery, Christopher
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Daniels and Samantha Lindholm, all attending
Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University; and
Chasity Robinson, who is pursuing a graduate
degree at Middle Tennessee State University.
NBAA announced the recipients of this
year’s Schedulers & Dispatchers Training
Scholarships during the 2016 NBAA Schedulers
& Dispatchers Conference in January. The
scholarships, presented to promote the career
development of current and aspiring schedulers and dispatchers, were awarded to: Friday
Adah, Frederick Aryeetey, Cecil Mawuli
Awumah, Rusty Bell, Jenna Fenzke, Morgan
Garlinge, William Gillette, Colleen Haas,
Jennifer Hawthorn, Jesee Samuel Kamau,
Christopher Kagaba, Nyasha Manyika,
Oluwakunmi Olasanoye, Deb Prosinski, Otim
Robert, Jordan Street, Carlos Velazquez,
Sonal Vyas, Emily White and Nicole Woods.
Sponsors of the 2016 scholarship program are
Academy College, Airline Dispatch Federation in
conjunction with Flamingo Air Schools, Beyond
and Above Corporate, Flight Attendant Training,
CornerStone Strategies, Corporate Aviation
Solutions, Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University,
FlightSafety International, GA Food Safety
Professionals, Jeppesen, King Schools, MedAire,
NBAA Air Traffic Services, ServiceElements
International, UnitedHealthcare, and Universal
Weather & Aviation. 
n
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Is your aircraft
NextGen ready?
Is my aircraft affected?

When do I need it?

What do I need to do?

Why are ADS-B
upgrades different
for each aircraft?

Where can I have the
work done and how
much will it cost?

How does it work?

Have your questions answered at:

The Business Aviation NextGen Workshop
Tuesday, March 15, 2016 • 8am–5pm
Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University • Daytona Beach, Florida
Hosted by Aviation International News and Embry-Riddle.
Gain access to experts from the FAA, OEMs and MROs.
See a live demonstration of a NextGen Test Bed.

Sponsors:

Limited space, register today at ainonline.com/nextgen.

Calendar
MARCH
u l HELI-EXPO…March 1-3, Louisville, KY.
Info: (703) 683-4646; www.rotor.org.
AIR CHARTER SAFETY SYMPOSIUM…
March 8-9, NTSB Training Center, Dulles, VA.
Info: (888) 723-3135; www.acsf.aero.
ABU DHABI AIR EXPO…March 8-10, Al Bateen
Executive Airport, Abu Dhabi, United Arab
Emirates. Info: +971 (0) 2 419 2714;
www.abudhabiairexpo.com.
WORLD ATM CONGRESS…
March 8-10, IFEMA, Madrid, Spain. Info:
(703) 299-2430; www.worldatmcongress.org.

See www.ainonline.com for a comprehensive long-range aviation events calendar.

EUROPEAN CORPORATE AVIATION SAFETY
SUMMIT…March 9, London, England.
Info: www.aeropodium.com.
WOMEN IN AVIATION INTERNATIONAL
CONFERENCE...March 10-12, Gaylord Opryland
Resort and Conference Center, Nashville, TN.
Info: (937) 839-4647; www.wai.org.
SINGAPORE AVIATION SAFETY SEMINARS …
March 14-18, Singapore Aviation Academy,
Singapore. Info: www.flightsafety.org.
AIN NEXTGEN WORKSHOP…March 15,
Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University, Daytona
Beach, FL. Info: (203) 798-2400; www.erau.edu.

ARSA ANNUAL REPAIR SYMPOSIUM…
March 16-18, Ritz Carlton, Pentagon City,
Arlington, VA. Info: (703) 739 9543;
www.arsa.org/symposium.
INTERNATIONAL OPERATORS CONFERENCE…
March 21-24, San Diego, CA.
Info: (202) 783-9000; www.nbaa.org.
WORLD AVIATION SAFETY SUMMIT…March 23-24,
Dubai, United Arab Emirates. Info: aviationsafety.ae.

APRIL
AIRCRAFT INTERIORS EXPO…April 5-7,
Hamburg Messe, Germany. +44 03 840 5686;
www.aircraftinteriorsexpo.com.

s SUN ’N’ FUN...April 5-10, Lakeland Regional

Airport, Lakeland, FL. Info: (863) 644-2431;
www.sun-n-fun.org.

u ASIAN BUSINESS AVIATION CONFERENCE &
EXHIBITION…April 12-14, Shanghai, China.
Info: (202) 783-9000; www.abace.aero.

AERO EXPO PANAMA PACIFICO…
April 21-22, Panama Pacifico International
Airport, Panama City, Panama.
Info: www.aeroexpo-panama.com/en.
INTERNATIONAL AVIATION SNOW
SYMPOSIUM…April 23-27, Buffalo Niagara
International Airport, Buffalo, NY.
Info: www.snowsymposium.org.

RACCA 2016…April 26-28, Hilton Scottsdale
Resort, Scottsdale, AZ. Info: (508)747-1430;
www.raccaonline.org.
AIRCRAFT ELECTRONICS ASSOCIATION
ANNUAL CONVENTION...April 27-30, Orlando,
FL. Info: (816) 347-8400; www.aea.net.

MAY
AUVSI XPONENTIAL…May 2-5, Ernest N. Morial
Convention Center, New Orleans, LA.
Info: www.xponential.org.
MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT CONFERENCE…
May 3-5, Kansas City, MO. Info: (202) 783-9000;
www.nbaa.org.
BUSINESS AVIATION SAFETY SUMMIT…
May 5-6, Austin, TX. Info: www.flightsafety.org.
BUSINESS AVIATION TAXES SEMINAR…May 6,
Washington, D.C. Info: www.nbaa.org.
REGIONAL AIRLINE ASSOCIATION
CONVENTION…May 9-12, Charlotte, NC.
Info: www.raa.org.
GREATER WASHINGTON AVIATION OPEN…
May 9, Alexandria, VA. Info: (703) 261-5025;
www.gwao.org.
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF AIRPORT
EXECUTIVES ANNUAL CONFERENCE AND
EXPOSITION…May 15-18, Houston, TX.
Info: www.aaae.org.
AHS ANNUAL FORUM AND TECHNOLOGY
DISPLAY…May 17-19, Palm Beach County
Convention Center, West Palm Beach, FL.
Info: vtol.org.
AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL TECHNICAL
SYMPOSIUM…May 17-19, Resorts Hotel and
Casino, Atlantic City, NJ. Info: (703) 299-2430;
www.atca.org.
u l EUROPEAN BUSINESS AVIATION

CONVENTION & EXHIBITION…May 19-21,
Palexpo, Geneva, Switzerland. Info: www.ebace.aero

JUNE
FLIGHT ATTENDANTS/TECHNICIANS
CONFERENCE…June 21-23, Delray Beach, FL.
Info: (202) 783-9000; www.nbaa.org.

JULY
u l FARNBOROUGH INTERNATIONAL
AIRSHOW…July 11-16, Farnborough Airport, UK.
Info: +44 (0) 1252 532 8000;

www.farnboroughinternational.org.
s EAA AIRVENTURE…July 25-31, Wittman

Regional Airport, Oshkosh, WI. Info: www.eaa.org.

AUGUST
u LATIN AMERICAN BUSINESS AVIATION
CONFERENCE & EXHIBITION…
August 30-September 1, São Paulo, Brazil.
Info: www.abag.org.br.

SEPTEMBER
SAFETY STANDDOWN…September 27-29, Hyatt
Regency Hotel, Wichita, KS. Info: (316) 9467876; www.safetystanddown.com.

OCTOBER
INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT GSE EXPO…October
18-20, Rio All-Suite Hotel & Casino Las Vegas,
NV. Info: (800) 547-7377; www.gseexpo.com.

NOVEMBER
u l NBAA BUSINESS AVIATION CONVENTION
& EXHIBITION…November 1-3,
Orange County Convention Center, Orlando, FL.
Info: (202) 783-9000; www.nbaa.org.
u Indicates events at which AIN will publish
on-site issues or distribute special reports.
s I ndicates events for which AIN will provide
special online coverage or e-newsletter.
l Indicates events at which AIN will b roadcast
AINtv.com.
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169 bedrooms, versatile event spaces and an award winning Brasserie.
The only hotel on the perimeter of TAG Farnborugh Airport.
The only Permanent Chalet during Airshow.
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